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Abstract
Terahertz (THz) quantum cascade lasers (QCL) have stimulated significant interest
in THz laser imaging systems due to their compact size, broad spectral coverage
(∼ 1.2− 5.2THz) and high output power (>1W).
Due to their continuous wave (CW) narrowband emission and quantum noise lim-
ited linewidths, THz QCLs are particularly suited to coherent detection, but the
majority of previously reported imaging systems have employed incoherent detection.
Furthermore THz detectors typically fall into one of two categories (thermal or elec-
trical), both of which have downsides (slow response rate or limited frequency range
respectively).
Self-mixing (SM) can be seen as a solution to these problems while also gaining
the advantages of a reduced experimental set-up and cost, and increased sensitivity.
SM occurs when radiation emitted from a laser is re-injected into the laser cavity by
reflection from a remote target. The re-injected field interferes with the intracavity
field, resulting in perturbations to both the measured output power and laser terminal
voltage that depend on both the amplitude and phase of the reflected field.
In this work, new SM imaging and modulation techniques were developed for
both two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) imaging systems, including improvements
leading to improved acquisition speed and depth resolution.
Other techniques were developed to identify parameters of the QCL spectral emis-
sion and tunability, and SM was also exploited for extraction of optical parameters of
explosive materials; a precursor to identification of such materials, something that is
very important to national security and public safety.
Further work was also developed in the areas of phase-nulling for the purpose of
vibromacy measurements and extraction of laser parameters, and near-field (NF) spec-
troscopy, which has led to a massively improved lateral imaging resolution (∼ 1µm).
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1 Introduction
The terahertz (THz) frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum2,3 (roughly defined
as the frequencies between 300GHz to 10THz) sits in the region between areas covered
by electronic techniques (radio and microwave) and photonic techniques (infrared and
visible). Due to sitting at this crossing point, it has been a region rarely utilised with few
high power sources available. It remains today one of the least developed regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum, mostly due to the lack of compact, efficient sources, but recent
interest in the range has led to a rise in development of the region.
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30 cm 3 cm 3 mm 300 μm 30 μm 3 μm 300 nm 30 nm
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Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum. Adapted from Williams.4
1.1 Terahertz radiation
These frequencies are of great interest to both the scientific and industrial communities
due to unique properties of the THz region and the abundance of proposed applications
including imaging,5 astronomy6 and spectroscopy7. The ability to penetrate clothing
and packaging materials make it ideal for security purposes8 such as airport and postal
scanning where it can be used to detect concealed weapons.9 The non-ionising,10 non-
destructive properties of THz radiation make it an attractive alternative to X-rays in
regard to airport imaging in particular, as a way of reducing exposure to damaging ra-
diation. Another area of application of THz where this is a highly inviting feature is
medical imaging11 where THz imaging systems have been demonstrated for such uses as
the detection of cancerous tissue8,12 and imaging of an extracted human tooth.13 Due to
many chemical species presenting strong rotational and vibrational absorption lines in the
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THz range, spectroscopy and astronomical applications have also been areas of significant
interest. Such applications have included identification of drugs14 and explosive materi-
als15 for pharmaceutical and security requirements, and probing the spectra of thermal
emissions from stellar dust clouds for the purposes of searching for extrasolar planets.16
Even with research into THz applications spanning over 60 years, industrial impact
has been minimal, mainly due to the lack of high-power sources, the generally complicated
nature of THz systems and the requirement of cryogenic cooling. The lack of such sources
has been described as the "Terahertz Gap".3 As such, there has been an increased need
for high-power compact THz systems that can operate at room temperature. Genera-
tion of coherent terahertz radiation has traditionally involved either extending electronic
techniques to higher frequencies or extending photonic techniques to longer wavelengths.
Electric devices, such as Gunn oscillators and Schottky diode multipliers, have trouble
operating beyond 100GHz due to capacitance and transit-time limitations causing high
frequency roll-off.17,18 Photonic traditional semiconductor lasers, however, are restricted
to high frequency emission by the material bandgap that dictates the emission frequency.
Further to this, the small energy level separations (1-10THz → 4-40meV) are similar in
energy to phonon resonances, which tend to depopulate excited states making population
inversion difficult.
Early methods of producing THz radiation involved producing broadband THz through
the use of photoconductive antennas.19 Electron-hole pairs are excited through subpicosec-
ond laser pulses, producing transient currents that result in broadband radiation emission
in the THz range. An optical approach to a similar end of broadband THz emission in-
volved using optical rectifiers but results in low output powers.20 Other applications such
as spectroscopy require high-powered, tunable narrowband sources.21 Schottky diode mul-
tipliers are an electronic source of this through frequency upconversion from the microwave
region.6 Hydrogen-cyanide and methanol lasers are high-powered coherent narrowband
photonic sources, but are very large and require kilowatt power supplies21 making them
of limited application.
In 2002 however, a compact, solid-state THz source was demonstrated in the THz
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quantum cascade laser (QCL).22,23 Since these early developments continuous-wave (CW)
output powers from THz QCLs have pushed beyond 100mW,24 with peak powers of 1
Watt25 and operational temperatures reaching ∼200K26, although sadly not from the
same device. THz QCLs have also been developed spanning 1.2-5THz range (without the
use of magnetic fields).
1.2 Laser design and Quantum cascade lasers
In general, lasers work when electrons transition between different energy levels, emitting
photons as a loss of energy. This transition of energy can occur in two directions; if
an electron is populating the upper lasing state when it is stimulated by a photon with
energy hν (where h is the Planck constant) equal to the energy difference of the lasing
states E21 = E2 − E1, the electron transitions to the lower state, E1, emitting a photon
of the same wavelength and phase as the stimulating photon. This is demonstrated by
Fig. 1.2(a). On the other hand, if the electron populates the lower state, when it is
stimulated by an approaching photon, it absorbs the photon and raises its own energy to
join the upper energy state; shown in Fig. 1.2(b). In order to emit light, a population
inversion must exist where more electrons populate the upper lasing level than the lower
level. Various designs of lasers have been proposed during the history of laser photonics
and this property has been exploited in various ways.
E2
E1
(a)
E2
E1
(b)
Figure 1.2: Electron transitions in a semiconductor device for photon (a) emission and (b)
absorption.
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For generic interband lasers, the conduction and valence bands of the semiconductor
material that the laser consists of dictate the upper and lower lasing states, EC and EV
respectively. In these devices, shown in Fig. 1.3(a), the energy of the emitted photons
is equal to the bandgap of the material. This design requires different laser materials in
order to produce lasers that emit different wavelengths. A different laser design involves
quantum wells in order to produce multiple energy levels (known as subbands27) within
both the conduction and valence bands (Fig. 1.3(b)). This allows the emission energy
to be tailored to energies other than the bandgap where the width of the quantum wells
controls the energy levels,28 but one limitation is that because the created energy levels are
within the conduction and valence bands, the emission energy is always greater than the
bandgap energy. All known semiconductor bandgap energies equate to higher frequency
emission than the THz region. In order to create optical transitions at THz energies, these
subbands can be exploited in what is known as an intersubband device. In contrast to
the previous device where electrons transition between subbands across the bandgap, in
an intersubband device different states within the conduction band are employed (Fig.
1.3(c)). This results in an optical transition smaller than the bandgap of the device,
allowing THz frequencies to be reached.
A QCL is formed through engineering of quantum wells to form a superlattice, where
energy states from multiple quantum wells are designed to overlap to form minibands
to allow fast scattering of electrons through the device. As shown in Fig. 1.4(a), these
minibands can be utilised to form injector and extractor stages of the QCL in order to
conduct electrons quickly between transitional energy levels. The injector stage allows
electrons to efficiently tunnel into the upper lasing state when an electric field is applied
to the device. The electron then transitions between two energy levels with a separation
energy that equates to THz frequency, E = hν, emitting a THz photon. Through coupling
of the lower energy state to the extractor miniband the electron quickly tunnels out of the
transitional well. Careful engineering of the device allows this extraction miniband to form
the injector miniband of the following quantum well system, permitting a single electron to
cascade through multiple quantum well systems emitting multiple photons which results
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EC1
EC2
EV2
EV1
(b)
EG
EC1
EC2
EV2
EV1
(c)
EG
EC
EV
(a)
EG
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of laser designs. (a) In an interband laser emission optical
transitions occur between the conduction and the valence band edge, energies EC and EV
respectively, and the emission energy is approximately equal to the bandgap, EG. (b) In
a quantum well laser, conduction and valence subbands control the optical transition and
therefore emission energy, where this is larger than EG. (c) Intersubband lasers contain
optical transitions between subbands within the conduction band. Emission energies below
EG are possible.
in high emission power. A schematic depicting this cascade is shown in Fig. 1.4(b).
The first mid-infrared quantum cascade laser was developed in 1994 using a GaInAs/AlInAs
heterostructure on an InP substrate.23 LO- (longitudinal optical) phonon (latice vibra-
tions) scattering was used as method of moving electrons from each lower lasing level.
CW emission was demonstrated within a year by the same group at Bell Labs30 and
soon after, room temperature operation was achieved.31 Due to the added complexities of
the small relaxation energy required for THz emission, it took nearly 10 years following
the development of the first QCL until a THz QCL was realised in 2002 emitting a few
milliwatts of power at 4.4THz.22 This device employed a GaAs/AlGaAs chirped super-
lattice (CSL) design that utilised its miniband to form a population inversion by rapidly
transferring electrons away from the lower lasing state (Fig. 1.5(a)). Other QCL design
schemes have since been developed including bound-to-continuum (BTC) and resonant
phonon (RP), shown in Fig. 1.5(b) and (c) respectively. The BTC design improves upon
the initial CSL design by incorporating a diagonal-optical-transition in order to reduce
non-radiative scattering of electrons from the upper lasing level. This resulted in better
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of a quantum cascade laser. (a) All energy levels lie within
the conduction band. Electrons enter from the injector, tunnel through the well barrier
and optically transition to a lower energy stage. From here an extractor is used to quickly
remove electrons. (b) Multiple well structures are fabricated together to create a cascade
where a single electron causes emission of multiple photons. Adapted from Paiella.29
thermal performance when compared to the CSL design. A miniband of states is still
used as the method of extracting electrons from the lower lasing state in the BTC design.
The RP design32 on the other hand utilises an LO-phonon similar to the first QCL, as a
fast method of transporting electrons between consecutive active regions. Due to the high
energies (36meV in GaAs) required for the use of the LO-phonon as a method of depopu-
lation, thermal backfilling is greatly reduced improving thermal performance.33 However,
this also increases the electric field required for alignment of wave functions in the device.
A further advantage of the lack of a miniband is that an RP device requires less quantum
wells for each active module, reducing molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth complexity.
A third design34 that melds the two transport methods of a miniband and LO-phonon
scattering has shown promise more recently. This hybrid, or interlaced, design combines
the diagonal transition of the BTC with a phonon-depopulation scheme of the RP design
in order to gain benefits from both of the previous designs. The THz QCL with the highest
reported power output (> 1W) was constructed using a hybrid design.25
In order to direct the THz radiation in the growth direction a waveguide is required.
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Figure 1.5: THz QCL design schemes. Major designs include (a) chirped superlattice,
(b) bound-to-continuum, (c) resonant phonon and (d) hybrid/interlaced designs. Two
identical modules of each are shown here, although typically 100− 200 cascaded modules
are grown. The upper- and lower-radiative states are shown in red and blue respectively
and the grey shaded regions correspond to minibands of states. Adapted from Williams35
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Early THz QCL devices22 used a semi-insulating surface plasmon (SISP) waveguide that
utilised a single, upper metal contact in order to confine the generated THz radiation to
the active region. Due to the lack of a material with a high confinement on the bottom
of the active region however, ∼50% of the optical mode leaks into the substrate, as shown
in Fig. 1.6(a). This design is also known as a single-metal design in other literature.35
In order to improve thermal performance of THz QCLs a variation of the SISP design
was developed where a metal contact layer was utilised below the active region, as well as
above.36 This double-metal design provided nearly perfect mode confinement. The current
record for high-temperature operation of a THz QCL was obtained using a double-metal
design.26
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Figure 1.6: Terahertz QCL waveguides. Schematic diagram (left) and typical two-
dimensional mode intensity pattern (right) for (a) semi-insulating surface plasmon and
(b) metal-metal waveguides. Adapted from Williams35
QCL emission frequencies are characterised by Fabry-Pérot modes where multiple
frequency emission is possible. Many applications of THz QCLs, such as the three-
dimensional imaging techniques described in Chapters 4 and 5.2, require devices that emit
at only a single frequency in order to simplify (or even make possible) analysis and un-
derstanding of obtained data. More complicated waveguide designs including distributed
feedback (DFB) gratings37 can be utilised in order to limit the availability of lasing to
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single-mode emission.
With the development of the THz QCL a solid-state, compact, high-power THz source
was finally realised. These attributes marked its position as one of the most promising
THz sources to date and it was quickly employed for many applications. One of the most
fruitful applications areas for QCLs has been THz imaging.
1.3 Terahertz imaging
THz imaging has shown immense growth in the last few years as one of the most promising
applications of THz radiation. THz imaging technologies have been developed for such
purposes as biomedical imaging, pharmaceutical inspection, non-destructive analysis and
spectroscopic identification of materials for security purposes.8,38,39
THz imaging as an application was proposed over 30 years ago40 with early demonstra-
tions appearing a few years later.41,42 THz radiation promotes a unique array of properties
that make it particularly attractive. THz, for one, is able to penetrate many dry, non-
metallic materials that are opaque at visible and infrared frequencies, including plastics,
paper, ceramics and wood. Transmission has also been shown through fabric, but only
at low THz frequencies (<1THz).43 The diffraction-limited imaging resolution for THz
imaging also has the advantage of being sub-millimetre, making it ideal for non-destructive
inspection, quality control (for example to characterise quality of coating of pharmaceuti-
cal tablets) and for security scanning purposes.39,44–46 Another property of THz radiation
that has prompted imaging work is the ability to excite vibrational modes of materials
that suffer no excitation from other frequency regimes. This property allows samples to
be identified through their chemical compositions.7,46–50 THz is also highly absorbed by
water, and as such has shown promise in biomedical imaging as a use of distinguishing be-
tween different tissue types, and even for identifying cancerous tissues due to their higher
than normal water content.51,52
Many THz imaging systems have previously employed THz time domain spectroscopy
(TDS)7, allowing spatial mapping of both the THz field amplitude and phase across the
sample using high bandwidths (up to 100THz)53 but typically at low powers(∼ µW) and
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low resolutions (>∼5GHz). They also generally require bulky, expensive ultrafast laser
sources for generation of the THz field and utilise mechanical scanning of their optical
delay at each pixel, causing long imaging acquisition times. A number of narrowband
CW sources have also been developed, including CW photomixers54,55 and multiplied
Gunn emitters,56 but these typically also suffer from low power or are limited to sub-THz
frequency emission.
THz QCLs, on the other hand, don’t suffer from any of these downsides. THz QCL
imaging systems are generally experimentally compact and require no ultrafast laser
sources thereby also reducing cost,57,58 have high acquisition rates and emit high THz
powers. Systems have also been developed offering the potential for tunability,59 and
QCLs have a high spectral purity that is required for coherent, narrowband imaging.60,61
QCL imaging can be broken down into two distinct groups; incoherent, where imaging
systems are based purely on the measured THz power, and coherent imaging, where phase
information of the THz beam is also recovered.
1.3.1 Incoherent imaging
In contrast to THz pulsed imaging (TPI) systems like TDS imaging set-ups, the major-
ity of early THz QCL imaging systems discarded the advantages that coherent detection
brought for the sake of experimental simplicity, using incoherent thermal detection. These
sensors, such as cryogenically cooled bolometers12,62,63 or pyroelectric sensors,64 afforded
high sensitivity and high dynamic range (up to 64 dB62 has been demonstrated) allow-
ing sensing of highly attenuating biological samples, for example.12,63 THz QCL imaging
systems have also demonstrated high spatial resolution when compared to TPI and lower-
frequency based systems due to a reduction of the diffraction-limited beam resolution,
through the use of higher operating frequencies of THz QCLs. Imaging resolutions of
less than 250µm12,65–67 are common in THz QCL imaging, but this is still far above the
wavelength dependant limit (∼64µm at 3THz68 for example), mainly due to the irregular
beam shape attributed to THz QCLs. The small aperture of the device waveguide (∼10µm
thick) causes high diffraction of the emitted beam, especially with double-metal waveg-
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uides due to their high confinement. SISP waveguides provide more ideal beam profiles,
but even these suffer from an interference pattern due to duel-emission from the substrate
and the waveguide itself.57,58 Other approaches have been used to more efficiently couple
the QCL emission to the end of a better beam profile, including hollow dielectric waveg-
uides69,70 or spatial filtering of the THz field with an aperture that is larger than the
emission wavelength,66 permitting transverse imaging resolutions of better than 70µm,
and axial resolution of ∼400µm.
Most THz QCL imaging systems build images through raster-scanning the sample
through the focused beam and recording on a pixel-by-pixel basis, but this can be not
only slow (on the order of several minutes to hours for larger or high-resolution images)
but also not applicable to real-world application. Image acquisition rate is generally
dictated by pixel size, integration time per pixel (for averaging purposes) and speed of the
detector. Thermal detectors are particularly poor in the final case, with response times
on the order of ∼1-100ms. This can translate to an imaging rate of longer than several
seconds per pixel. A newer system71 has demonstrated fast acquisition by deflecting
a collimated THz beam onto a high density polyethylene (HDPE) mirror using a flat
scanning mirror, the angle of which could be controlled to a resolution of 2µrad, which
translated to a transverse displacement across the sample surface controllable within 1µm.
After transmission through the sample, the beam was focused onto the detector and the
fast scanning method resulted in an imaging time of 1.1 s for a 2D image of 4550 pixels
(∼4140 pixels-per-second (pps)) over an area of 36mm× 40mm. This technique was
utilised to produce high-speed three-dimensional (3D) imaging by computer tomography
by rotating the sample on a rotational stage and taking successive 2D images; resulting in
a 3D imaging rate of 3100 pps (60 different angles at 4550 pixels-per-image). Traditional
computer tomography systems using raster-scanning report imaging rates of ∼6 pps at
much lower resolutions (18 angles at 289 pixels-per-image).72,73
QCLs also open up the potential possibility of real-time (∼25 frames per second (fps))
THz imaging. One of the requirements of such a system would be the ability to illuminate
a 2D sensor array with sufficient power density to achieve a reasonable noise figure, which
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the high power of the QCL would be more applicable to than other THz sources. Real-
time THz imaging has previously been shown using a vanadium oxide microbolometer
focal plane arrays74–76 at 20 fps (limited by sampling techniques).
Stand-off imaging at long distances has also been demonstrated using THz QCLs,
even though THz has many spectral absorption features in the atmosphere through water-
vapour absorption. By carefully selecting frequencies away from these features, real-time
incoherent THz QCL imaging with optical path lengths of >25m74 have been demon-
strated at ∼4.9THz. Using this system a real-time frame rate of 20 fps was achieved with
an SNR of ∼2.5. It’s worth noting that while this system is a huge achievement in the
development of long-range THz imaging, it does not constitute true stand-off imaging as
the microbolometer sensing array was at most 3.25m away from the sample.
THz QCL imaging systems achieve high spectral power densities at high THz fre-
quencies (>3THz) that are ideal for spectral mapping of materials where traditional TPI
systems struggle due to power roll-off at high frequencies. Their tunability, either through
bias or temperature control, is very limited however which limits their spectroscopic ap-
plication. In recent years a number of tuning schemes have been reported that look to im-
prove this. These systems include external cavity77,78, and coupled microcavity79devices,
coupled-cavity devices based on vernier tuning80, electrically switchable QCLs formed by
bi-directional active regions81 and stacks of electrically switchable lasing units in the same
device.82 Another approach83 was achieved by tuning the growth parameters during the
growth of one device leading to a "heterogeneous cascade" active region in which the GaAs
well width was reduced by ∼10% through the structure. By applying varying electric fields
to such a device, different energy levels align resulting in different areas of the active region
emitting different wavelengths based on their well width. Such a design has been employed
for multiple-frequency imaging62 with 5 distinct emission frequencies ranging from 3.06
to 3.35THz. This work demonstrated tunable QCLs as a real potential alternative for
spectral identification of samples.
One final major THz imaging technique is diffuse imaging. Samples that are highly
absorbing, either due to their thickness or a high attenuation coefficient at THz frequen-
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cies, cannot be used in generic transmission imaging systems as radiation will not pass
entirely though the sample in large enough quantities to be detected. For these sam-
ples, a slightly more complicated system is required where diffuse or specularly reflected
radiation is collected off the surface of the sample. Diffuse reflectance imaging (DRI)
systems are more applicable to real-world stand-off imaging systems where the alignment
required for specular imaging cannot be guaranteed. DRI is also more suited to imaging of
powdered samples where subsurface scattering makes transmission measurements difficult
and where the complex refractive index of the sample effects the diffuse scatter of radi-
ation, allowing another method of material identification. Such a system64 was utilised
for the spatial mapping of powdered materials using exemplar powdered admixtures of
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene due to the contrasting absorptions at
THz frequencies (PMMA is highly absorbing, polystyrene is weakly absorbing). Equally
spaced ratio mixtures ranging from 0:1 to 1:0 were placed in a polystyrene sample holder
consisting of 10mm-deep compartments and a polystyrene lid was fitted, as shown in Fig.
1.7(a). Figure 1.7(b) shows the specular reflectance image which consists of reflections
off the lid of the sample holder, with no absorption measured from the powders. Figure
1.7(c), on the other hand, shows the image acquired through DRI where the variation in
absorption of the various samples can be clearly identified due to the reduction in the
specular component of reflection. The variation in measured signals from the various sam-
ples can be attributed to their relative absorption at 2.8THz only, as the PMMA and
polystyrene samples have similar particle sizes (∼5-6µm) and refractive indicies (∼1.38-
1.42), so similar scattering strengths would be expected. In order to quantify accurate
values of sample reflectivity and remove variations due to inhomogeneity of samples, for
example, averaging over the acquired pixels for a single sample can be utilised. To this
end, DRI is more useful than sampling an individual position on the sample.
Throughout all of the mentioned incoherent imaging techniques, only the magnitude
of the THz field is measured. As such, any phase information, which could be used for 3D
measurement or measurement of the complex refractive index of a sample for example, is
lost. In order to measure this component of the transmitted signal a coherent measurement
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Figure 1.7: (a) Photograph, (b) specular and (c) diffuse reflection images of a polystyrene
sample holder containing mixtures of PMMA and polystyrene powders. The % mass of
PMMA is labelled on (a) for each powder and (b) and (c) were obtained at 2.8THz using
a pixel size of 250µm. Adapted from Dean64
scheme is required.
1.3.2 Coherent imaging
One advantage that TPI has over most THz QCL imaging systems is that it is a coherent
detection method, meaning that the system is sensitive to not only the magnitude of the
THz field but also its relative phase as a function of frequency. One method of employing
coherent detection of the THz field in a QCL imaging system is by mixing the THz field
with a reference signal from a local oscillator to generate an intermediate frequency (IF)
that can be measured using electronic detection. However, this requires a very stable THz
frequency, and THz QCLs suffer from ∼1/f2 electrical and thermal noise components
causing frequency broadening and drift on the order of up to several MHz over periods of
seconds.84–86 This drift facilitates the need for a feedback loop for real-time control of the
emission frequency through the laser driver current and/or device temperature.87,88
A recent approach at coherent THz QCL inverse-synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imag-
ing70 employed frequency stabilisation to a free-running CO2 optically-pumped molecule
laser operating at 2.41THz. An IF frequency of 1.048GHz was generated by mixing the
two laser sources on a Schottky diode mixer (Ref. SD in Fig. 1.8(a)). Once the QCL
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emission frequency was stabilised, coherent detection was possible through the use of the
molecule laser as a local oscillator for the reflected THz field, collected at a second Schottky
mixer, Ref. SD in Fig. 1.8(a). A beam size of ∼2.5 inches at the sample allowed scanning
in both azimuth and elevation angles, with both phase and amplitude data recorded at
each orientation. Fourier transform analysis of this complex data allows the reproduction
of a 2D azimuth-range image of the sample to be generated, as shown in Fig. 1.8(c) (Fig.
1.8(b) shows a photograph of the sample, an aluminium-coated plastic tank model). Using
the scanning ranges listed, the resultant resolutions were 0.4 and 0.6mm in azimuth and
elevation respectively, and the scan time was 40minutes with a per pixel dynamic range
of ∼105 dB. Also, the resolution of the ISAR imaging system is dependant on the angular
extent of the scan, meaning sub-mm resolution is possible for a fully illuminated target.
As such, this system achieves high dynamic range, with the potential for high-resolution,
stand-off imaging.
(b)
(c)(a)
Figure 1.8: Coherent THz QCL ISAR imaging. (a) Schematic diagram of ISAR imaging
system. (b) Photograph and (c) azimuth/elevation THz ISAR image of a aluminium-
covered plastic tank model. Amplitude values in dB are indicated by the colour scale.
Adapted from Danylov70
Another alternative approach to coherent QCL imaging employed stabilisation to a
near-infrared fs-laser comb.60 In this system, the QCL is stabilised using an electro-optic
(EO) crystal to lock the QCL frequency to a high harmonic (∼ 104) of the fs-laser rep-
etition frequency of ∼250MHz. Through the use of a beam-splitter, a proportion of the
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fs-laser comb is also used for coherent sampling of the reflected THz field using a second EO
detection system, as shown in the schematic diagram of this experiment in Fig. 1.9(a) as
EO2. RF synthesisers, RF1 and RF2, supply mixing signals for the beat-notes generated
by the EO crystals at 10 and 10.07MHz respectively, down-converting the beat-frequency
to allow measurement of the THz field at 70 kHz using a lock-in amplifier. The phase
uncertainty of this system was reported as ≤3 deg/h, corresponding with a depth uncer-
tainty of <1µm in the profile height of samples such as the unwrapped depth profile of a
10 cent Euro coin displayed in Fig. 1.9(c). The corresponding power image for the same
sample is shown in Fig. 1.9(b) demonstrating the schemes detection of sample reflectivity.
Due to the conversion of the THz field to near-infrared frequencies used in this scheme,
near-infrared detectors could be utilised for detection of the THz field, such as arrayed
systems for full-field, real-time image capture.89
(a)
dB
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.9: Coherent THz QCL imaging using electro-optic sampling. (a) Schematic
diagram of EO imaging system. THz images of a 10 cent Euro coin demonstrating mea-
surement of (b) THz power and (c) unwrapped phase values. Adapted from Ravaro60
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While these systems gain the benefit of phase-detection over incoherent schemes, they
require much more complicated experimental set-ups consisting of multiple laser and de-
tector arrays for stabilisation and detection. More recently, another coherent THz QCL
detection scheme has shown promise based on the self-mixing phenomenon that removes
these limitations.
1.4 Self-Mixing
The self-mixing (SM) effect involves the feedback of the emitted laser radiation off an
external reflector, back into the internal laser cavity through an emission facet of the
device. The reflected radiation interferes with the inter-cavity field, causing perturbations
to many of the lasing parameters such as the emission frequency, threshold gain, emitted
power and terminal voltage. These parameters are sensitive to both the power and phase
of the reflected field and this means that the laser cannot only be used as a source but also
a coherent detector, which makes very compact optical imaging systems possible. One of
the earliest uses of SM was the suppression of multiple emission modes of a Helium-Neon
(He-Ne) laser90,91 through the use of reflection off an external mirror in 1962. Further
observations were made in 1963 that the output power of a He-Ne would vary when the
external cavity length was changed. The external cavity periodicity of this variation was a
half-wavelength of the emission frequency.92 Early SM systems were measured by detecting
such changes to the emission power of the device using a photodetector and emission from
the rear laser facet.93 Measurement of SM was later made more experimentally compact
in 1972 by a discovery that changes could be measured on the voltage across the laser
discharge tube94 demonstrating that measurements of changes to the external cavity could
be performed using only the laser and without the photodetector.
Even though these early experiments and findings were produced using large, bulky He-
Ne lasers, similar experiments were performed with more compact semiconductor lasers
that had recently been developed, in 1962.95–98 These experiments found similar mode
suppression effects that had been found in He-Ne lasers.99,100 Work in 1968 demonstrated
that the threshold carrier density of these semiconductor devices could be changed under
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feedback also, and that this work was dependant on the phase of the returning radia-
tion.101,102 Further studies in 1969 and 1970 also found a relationship between the laser
behaviour and the amount of light coupled back into the device.103,104
Even with all of these observations no theoretical model for the operation of a laser
under feedback had been proposed. In 1980 Lang and Kobayashi changed this when they
published their equations describing how the relationship between changes to the carrier
density due to feedback caused changes to the lasers refractive index, in turn altering
its emission frequency.105 This work allowed further understanding and modelling of self-
mixing in a way that had not previously been possible. The nature of SM is covered
in detail in Chapter 2. Soon after the development of the Lang/Kobayashi model, SM
began to be exploited for sensing purposes, including measurement of laser parameters,
and external objects such as for 3D imaging of exemplar samples.
Some of the earlier sensing demonstrations using optical feedback involved measuring
the velocity of a diffuse target106,107 using a CO2 laser. This soon led to semiconductor
velocity systems demonstrated in 1986,108 and it was in this work that term "self-mixing"
was first coined. Further experiments have been demonstrated showing the experimental
use of self-mixing for a multitude of purposes in many fields including measuring ve-
locity,109–114 liquid flow rate,110,115–120 displacement,121–135 distance122,136–138 and laser
parameters such as the linewidth139,140 and linewidth enhancement factor.141–148
More recently, SM has been exploited for imaging systems due to its sensitivity to
both sample reflectivity and surface morphology as changes to the amplitude and phase of
the reflected wave, respectively. Such imaging systems include surface profiling149–151 and
three-dimensional imaging.137,152–157 In recent years, THz QCLs have been demonstrated
as ideal candidates for feedback interferometry due to their compact size, large response
bandwidths and stability under feedback.
1.4.1 THz QCL SM applications
One of the earlier THz QCL SM applications demonstrated was high-resolution imaging of
exemplar samples65. The SM imaging system, shown in Fig. 1.10(a), was established with
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a 10µm-thick BTC THz QCL emitting at ∼2.60THz. By focusing the emitted radiation
onto the sample, an external cavity was established between the target and the laser facet.
By using a mechanical chopper to modulate the THz field, lock-in amplification was used
to measure the small (∼mV) SM perturbation to the laser terminal voltage. As the sample
was raster-scanned at the focus of the beam, the QCL terminal voltage is sampled at each
pixel (250µm for Fig. 1.10(b) and 100µm for Fig. 1.10(c)) in order to acquire a 2D surface
image. The SM amplitude is proportional to the sample surface reflectivity, but changes
in the cavity length due to surface morphology and sample tilt also effect the terminal
voltage through a phase perturbation to the returning field. This phase change shows as
ringing on the surface of the scalpel blade in Fig. 1.10(b).
(a)
(c)
(b)
Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram of the experimental system used for THz imaging with
a QCL. S, current source; OSC, oscilloscope; LA, lock-in amplifier; C, mechanical chop-
per. Inset: emission spectrum of the THz QCL, as measured using a Fourier-transform
spectrometer. (b) Exemplar image of a scalpel blade obscured behind a high-density
polyethylene FedEx envelope. (c) A high-resolution image of a British two-pence coin
(diameter= 25.9mm). Adapted from Dean65
By attenuating the cavity between the source and target, this system was shown to
be highly sensitive, with measurement of the SM signal still possible with ∼48 dB of
attenuation, corresponding to a detectable reflected power of 4 nW. Due to this, this tech-
nique was refined for long-range 2D SM imaging with a THz QCL.158 By extending the
collimated path of the THz beam to form a round-trip path length of 21m, by folding
the beam with planar mirrors, this experiment established the techniques applicability
for long-range sensing. The sensitivity of the technique was also further tested by per-
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forming the experiment in an unpurged environment, where THz is known to be highly
absorbed. For images acquired at 1 and 21m, FOM (see Eq. (3.1)) values of K = 61.5 and
K = 43.5 respectively were extracted, establishing that the technique could potentially
even image at much longer distances. Based on the instantaneous free-running linewidth
∆f ∼ 20− 30 kHz, the coherence length for a THz QCL (which dictates the maximum
path length for coherent detection) can be estimated to be Lc = c/∆f ≈ 10 km in a
vacuum.158
Where-as in the above examples, the phase information measured from reflection off
the sample relates to the sample depth, another exploitation is extraction of the complex
permittivity of the sample; as used in THz time-domain reflection spectroscopy.159 The
phase-information measured previously isn’t a true extraction of the phase difference be-
tween the emitted and returning waveform, rather the impact of this phase difference to
the measured power. In order to extract a true phase component of the SM waveform,
interferometric fringes are required, and can be generated through changing the external
cavity length or chirping the frequency of the QCL. Using this swept-frequency technique,
SM imaging has been performed160 on a sample holder containing 3 different plastics,
where the phase measured by the SM interferometric fringes is a combination of the com-
plex permittivity of the sample and the sample depth. By imaging a flat structure, any
tilt in the sample was removed by studying the interferometric fringes across the sam-
ple holder surface, meaning any measured phase changes were attributed to the samples
refractive index.
The various phase offsets measured by the system can be viewed in Fig. 1.11(c) between
the waveforms from each sample. By fitting an SM model based on the Lang-Kobayashi
equations to the waveforms, the refractive index and extinction coefficient of each pixel,
and therefore each sample, were obtained, by using references of known complex refractive
index for calibration.
One of the previous coherent imaging techniques discussed above70 where THz QCL
SM imaging can be shown to give a much more compact set-up to a similar end is ISAR
imaging.161 Using a similar swept-frequency technique described for the purposes of re-
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.11: (a) Amplitude and (b) phase images of a sample holder filled with three
plastics, extracted using SM interference imaging. The plastics under investigation are
polycaprolactam (yellow), polyvinyl chloride (green) and polyoxymethylene (red). (c)
Exemplar SM waveforms extracted from individual pixels of each of the materials (solid
lines) and corresponding fits to an SM model (broken lines). Adapted from Taimre160
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fractive index extraction above, various overlapping sections of a resolution target were
imaged through an aperture. From each waveform, the aggregate complex reflection co-
efficient of the target at that position was extracted in order to calculate the relative
magnitude and phase of the backscattered electric field. Using an ISAR matched-filter
algorithm, these complex fields were analysed to recover high-resolution spatial depen-
dencies of the complex reflectivity across the target. From a normal one-dimensional SM
image of the resolution target the smallest line-pairs could be recovered at a signal varia-
tion of ∼2 dB. The processed ISAR image on the other hand could recover the same lines
at a much sharper resolution with ∼50 dB signal variation; a significant improvement over
the generic SM image in both contrast and spatial resolution.
Other than imaging, THz QCL SM has been used to study other areas of research, such
as velocimetry of multiple external targets162 simultaneously. While velocity of a single
external target has shown to be measured using SM previously109–114, the transparency
of many materials at THz frequencies and the high stability of QCLs allows sensing of
multiple targets to occur at the same time by creating a two-stage external cavity as
shown in Fig. 1.12(a). The targets in this system were two identical polypropylene sheets
(17% reflectance), T 1 and T 2, colinearly aligned along the optical axis at distances of
300mm and 550mm from the QCL facet mounted on linear translation stages. A variable
aperture was introduced between the targets to allow control of the level of feedback from
the further target. The two targets were moved at constant velocities of 0.5mm/s and
-5mm/s respectively, where the sign indicates direction (negative is towards the laser
facet).
Figure 1.12(b) shows the terminal laser voltage obtained while moving just T 1 (top),
just T 2 (middle) and both targets simultaneously (bottom). The bottom waveform con-
sists of a superposition of the two upper waveforms due to the perturbation from the two
targets at the same time. The differential voltage waveforms in Fig. 1.12(c) shows the
frequency of the SM fringe period as a series of voltage spikes, where the polarity of these
indicate the direction of travel (negative polarity is a positive extension of the external cav-
ity). Due to the different velocities, the interferometric fringes obtained occur at different
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Figure 1.12: (a) Schematic diagram allowing for simultaneous velocimetric measurement
of multiple external targets. (b) Oscilloscope traces of the interferometric measurements
of movement of the targets independently (top and middle) and together (bottom). (c)
Corresponding analogue derivatives and (d) normalised power spectra of the SM signals
detected from the terminal voltage of the QCL. In all of (b)-(d) (top trace) T 1 moving at
v1 = 0.5mm/s extending the external cavity, (middle trace)T 2 moving at v1 = -5mm/s
shortening the external cavity. (bottom trace) T 1 and T 2 moving in opposite directions
at their previously listed velocities. Adapted from Mezzapesa162
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frequencies, and Fig. 1.12(d) shows the normalised power spectrum for the corresponding
waveforms from (c). Here T 1 contains a low frequency peak at ω1 = 4piv1λ ≈ 1 kHz, with
harmonics at 2 and 3 kHz (top) and T 2 gives a peak at ω2 = 4piv2λ ≈ 10 kHz (higher order
harmonics are not shown). The lower trace consists of a superposition of the above traces
with major peaks at the frequencies of the targets, ω1 and ω2, and the sum frequency
ω1 +ω2, where the amplitude corresponds to the proportion of feedback from the targets.
Due to this, the component at ω2 is much smaller than ω1 but can be recovered from the
sum frequency. This shows the high-sensitivity of SM and particular application of the
THz regime to velocimetric measurement at stand-off distances.
As proven by this previous work, THz QCL SM shows great promise in making com-
pact, sensitive, high-power imaging and sensing systems for a variety of purposes. This
thesis will demonstrate some of the ways this area has been expanded on.
1.5 Structure of this thesis
Chapter 2 presents a study of the understanding of SM theory and how this relates to the
various properties of the QCL, including simulations of the effect of various parameters
on acquired waveforms. This theory will be related to the expected electrical and optical
measurements performed with the QCL. Measurements will also be shown of a relationship
between the differential-resistance of the QCL and the amplitude of the measured SM
signal.
Chapter 3 will look at a number of methods of two-dimensional (2D) THz imaging using
SM, with particular attention being paid to a number of different modulation schemes.
Various studies of the quality of the acquired images will be presented including signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) and dynamic range. A new method of THz SM near-field (NF)
reflectance imaging will also be presented that improves on previously reported lateral
imaging resolution by orders of magnitude.
Three-dimensional THz SM imaging utilising a mechanical pullback technique will
be demonstrated in Chapter 4, where exemplar structures are scanned to produce both
sub-wavelength morphology and reflectance maps of the sample surface. A SM model is
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fitted to the acquired interferometric waveforms at each pixel to extract parameters of the
acquired SM waveform in this method. This will be demonstrated for various modulation
methods.
A swept-frequency technique will be utilised to various ends in Chapter 5. These mea-
surements will include 3D imaging with an increased imaging speed and accuracy through
a higher degree of averaging, extraction of the optical constants of explosive inhomoge-
neous materials such as complex refractive index, and phase-nulling of the external phase
for the purposes of vibrometric sensing and real-time measurement of the laser tuning
coefficient.
The final experimental chapter, Chapter 6, will demonstrate a study of the measure-
ment of the laser emission spectra of a THz QCL using SM. This system employs a much
reduced experimental complexity when compared to FTIR measurement and will also
show a direct comparison to FTIR measurements that were taken simultaneously. Due
to the sensitivity of SM, the frequency-pulling phenomenon of the QCL under feedback
was also measured using this technique and will be shown as a method of extracting the
feedback coefficient of the system.
Chapter 7 summarises the key result of the work and suggests topics of future work.
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2 Self-mixing Theory
A basis for most theoretical modelling of the self-mixing effect is based on the Lang-
Kobayashi105 model which employs coupled rate equations for electric field and carrier
density to describe the device under feedback. A three-mirror model consisting of a laser
and external reflector163 can also be used to describe a laser under feedback. To understand
this model, we must initially consider the operation of a laser with no optical feedback
present. The two- and three-mirror models described in this chapter are based on that
derived by Tucker.164
2.1 Two-mirror model
A laser can be considered as a Fabry-Pérot cavity consisting of two mirrors, M 1 and
M 2,165 whose amplitude reflection coefficients are given as r1 and r2, and a gain medium
with refractive index ne. The length of the cavity is given the designation L. By injecting
an electromagnetic wave from an external source away from M 1 and assuming a uniform
plane wave travelling from M 1 to M 2 to simplify analysis, the behaviour of the laser can
be determined. A schematic of such a device is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The electric field in the cavity is defined as
E(z, t) = E0 cos(ωt− βz), (2.1)
where z is the longitudinal distance along the cavity from M 1 to M 2, t is the time, E0 is
the amplitude of the electric field, ω = 2piν0 is the angular frequency of the wave, where
the frequency of the wave is given by ν0 and β = 2pine/λ is the wavenumber in the cavity
determined by the wavelength of the wave λ.
The electric field can be split into real and imaginary components using e(iθ) = cos θ+
i sin θ to give
E(z, t) = Re[E0e(i(ωt−βz))] = Re[E˜e(iωt)], (2.2)
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E0 E0exp(-iβL)
E0r2exp(-iβL)E0r2exp(-i2βL)
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E0r1(r2)
2exp(-i3βL)E0r1(r2)
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2(r2)
2exp(-i4βL)
r1 r2
ne
Figure 2.1: Two-mirror model of a laser cavity
where
E˜ = E0e(−iβz). (2.3)
This notation of E˜ allows expression of the total field (including both amplitude and
phase) with no sinusoidal functions, simplifying further arithmetic of the optical cavity.
Fig. 2.1 shows the propagation of the electromagnetic wave E0 from M 1 to M 2 under-
going a phase shift of βL. A component of this wave is then internally reflected, where
the amplitude change is dictated by the reflection coefficient r2, while the rest of the wave
is emitted through the facet of the laser. The reflected field returns to M 1, undergo-
ing another phase change of βL, and the reflection at M 1 results in another amplitude
change, this time of r1. After one full round trip of the laser cavity, the field is therefore
E0r1r2e−i2βL. This wave can continue to undergo multiple round-trip journeys through the
gain medium. As lasers are continuous excitation sources, a second field E0 will propagate
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with the initial field on the next round-trip journey through the cavity.
The full cavity field is equal to the superposition of each field in the cavity. When
these fields have the same complex amplitude, and therefore the same phase, the laser
output will be at its maximum. For this to occur, the round-trip phase shift of the initial
wave must equal m2pi, where m is an integer. By re-writing the phase constant in terms
of wavelength, the maximum laser output power occurs when
mλ
2 = neL. (2.4)
This is only satisfied for discrete wavelengths in a laser cavity due to its fixed length,
known as resonant wavelengths. The range of these discrete wavelengths is limited by
other laser parameters, including the laser gain spectrum and cavity losses. The laser
cavity has a power gain per unit length, g, and power loss per unit length, αs, both of
which are functions of wavelength. The laser will only resonate for wavelengths where the
power gain is greater than the power loss and since the internal laser power is proportional
to the electric field squared, Eq. (2.3) can be re-written as
E˜ = E0e[(−iβ+
1
2 (g(hν0)−αs(hν0)))z], (2.5)
which in turn makes a round-trip electric field of
E0r1r2e
[(−iβ+ 12 (g(hν0)−αs(hν0)))2L]. (2.6)
Assuming the wavelength in the cavity is a resonant wavelength, by splitting Eq. (2.6)
into components of round-trip field E0e−j2βL and a round-trip lasing condition r1r2e(g(hν0)−α(hν0))L,
power gain exceeds power loss when
r1r2e
(g(hν0)−αs(hν0))L = 1. (2.7)
This is known as the amplitude condition for lasing, which can be rearranged to give
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the threshold gain condition
gth = αs +
1
L
ln
( 1
r1r2
)
. (2.8)
By careful design of the laser cavity, single mode lasers that emit at only one wavelength
can be engineered.
2.2 Three-mirror model
The two-mirror model can be expanded to account for external feedback reflecting off an
external target and being re-injected back into the laser cavity by introducing a third
mirror, MExt, with reflection coefficient r2Ext at distance LExt from the laser facet M 2.
The effective refractive index of the medium betweenM 2 andMExt is n0. The wavenumber
in the external cavity is defined as β0 = 2pin0/λ where λ is the emission wavelength. In
this model, there will be separate components for the internal round-trip of the laser cavity
and the round-trip incurred by light reflected off the external reflector and back into the
laser cavity. By analysing the electric field inside the device, shown in Fig. 2.2,113,166,167
the behaviour of the device under feedback can be understood.
It’s possible to combine the reflected fields from both M 2 and MExt into a single term,
such that the three-mirror model can be simplified to a two-mirror model with a single,
combined mirror having an effective complex reflection coefficient rEff given by166,167
rEff(ν) = r2 +
(
1− |r2|2
)
r2Exte
−i2piντExt , (2.9)
where ν is the emission frequency of the laser under feedback, τExt = 2LExtn0/c is the
external cavity round-trip propagation time (assuming constant refractive index in the
external cavity) and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The two terms in Eq. (2.9)
represent the reflection from the laser facet M 2 and the portion of light that is re-injected
after reflection from the external mirror MExt and transmission through M 2, respectively.
This equation is only true for a single round-trip of the external cavity, such as when the
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Figure 2.2: Three mirror model consisting of a laser and external cavity. This simplified
model depicts the electric field behaviour of the laser under feedback.
laser is under weak feedback where r2  r2Ext. For stronger feedback, a summation of the
multiple reflected electric fields168–170 that are injected into the internal cavity replaces
the second term in Eq. (2.9). To simplify further analysis, and since it is the most common
regime to observe self-mixing in quantum cascade lasers, any further theoretical work will
assume operation of the laser under weak feedback.
L
M1 ME
E0 E0exp(-iβL)
E0rEexp(-iβL)
r1 rE
ne
Figure 2.3: Equivalent two-mirror model of a laser cavity under optical feedback.
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The effective reflectivity, rEff, can be rewritten as a single complex term
rEff(ν) = |rEff(ν)|e−iφr , (2.10)
where |rEff(ν)| and φr are the amplitude and phase of the effective reflection coefficient.
Under weak optical feedback, where Re[rEff(ν)]  Im[rEff(ν)]110 due to r2  r2Ext, the
amplitude and phase shifts of the reflection coefficient are given by
|rEff(ν)| ≈ Re[rEff(ν)] ≈ r2[1 + κExt cos(2piντExt)], (2.11)
φr ≈ Im[rEff(ν)]
r2
≈ κExt sin(2piντExt), (2.12)
where
κExt =
r2Ext
r2
(
1− |r2|2
)
. (2.13)
κExt is a representation of the amount of light coupled back into the laser facet known
as the feedback coupling coefficient. From an experimental viewpoint, κExt is commonly
represented by166
κExt = 
√
R2Ext
R2
(1−R2), (2.14)
where  is the coupling-efficiency factor to account for losses in the external cavity, system
misalignment and mismatch between the reflected radiation and the cavity mode, and R2
and R2Ext are the power reflection coefficients of the facet M2 and external mirror MExt,
respectively.
The effect of optical feedback into the cavity is to change the properties of the laser
emission, including the output frequency, linewidth, threshold gain and therefore output
power. Assuming single-mode emission and frequency independent gain and loss values,
the lasing condition given in Eq. (2.7) can be rewritten to account for the effective mirror
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as round-trip amplitude and phase conditions
r1|rEff|e(g(hν)−αs(hν))L = 1, (2.15)
4pineνL
c
+ φr = m2pi, (2.16)
where the effective reflectivity of the coupled-mirror is accounted for, β = 2pineν/c166 and
2βL+ φr = m2pi.
The threshold gain for a laser under weak optical feedback, gc, can by found by ac-
counting for effective reflectivity in Eq. (2.8) and making use of Eq. (2.11)
gc = αs +
1
L
ln
( 1
r1r2[1 + κExt cos(2piντExt)]
)
. (2.17)
It follows that the change in threshold gain due to feedback can be calculated as
∆g = (gc − gth) = 1
L
ln
( 1
[1 + κExt cos(2piντExt)]
)
= − ln[1 + κExt cos(2piντExt)]
L
. (2.18)
Through expansion of the natural log into a power series171, and since κExt  1 for
weak feedback, the change in threshold gain becomes
∆g = −κExt
L
cos(2piντExt). (2.19)
The cosine term of this equation contains the round-trip phase shift of the external
cavity, φExt = 2piντExt, meaning the change in threshold gain is periodic along LExt. Also,
|∆g| will minimise, i.e. ∆g = 0, when φExt = (1 + 2m)pi/2 where m is an integer.
Experimentally, the terminal voltage of the laser is monitored as a form of measuring
self-mixing amplitude, due to a proportional change in terminal voltage with threshold
gain61,128. An expression of ∆VSM can be derived from Boltzmann’s law of carrier density
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produced by a voltage V SM172
N = N0eqVSM/2kT , (2.20)
where N and N 0 are the carrier densities with and without feedback respectively, q is
the electron charge, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the device temperature. By
differentiating this with respect to voltage, the change in carrier density, ∆N0 for change
in voltage, ∆V SM, can be calculated and rearranged to give
∆VSM =
(2kT
q
) ∆N
N0
. (2.21)
The change of refractive index, ne, with carrier density, N, is related to the variation
in gain by the linewidth enhancement factor, α, which can be expressed as166
δne
δN
(N −N0) = − αc4piν0 (gc − gth), (2.22)
where gc − gth = ∆g. By combining Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) the change in voltage under
feedback can be related to the change in gain
∆VSM = −
(2kT
q
)
αc
4piν0
∆g
(
δN
δne
)
. (2.23)
From Eqs. (2.14) and (2.19), this can be reduced to relate the change in voltage ∆VSM
to a change in the external cavity length LExt and the laser emission frequency under
feedback ν
∆VSM ∝ 
√
R2Ext cos
(2piLExtν
c
)
. (2.24)
This relationship is fundamental to much of the work presented in this thesis where the
reflectivity of the sample, or a change to the external cavity length or emission frequency
causes a perturbation to the terminal voltage. This method is utilised in Chapters 3, 4, 5
and 6.
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2.2.1 Excess phase equation
In order to determine the perturbation to the terminal voltage from Eq. (2.24), the lasing
frequency under feedback first has to be obtained. Equation (2.16), the phase condition
for lasing under feedback, suggests a change in frequency, and therefore refractive index
of the laser, when feedback is present. Derivation of the excess phase equation will follow
that presented by Petermann166. Whilst this theory was originally developed to describe
interband lasers under feedback, it has also been widely adopted128,173,174 to describe
intersubband devices such as QCLs.
The total change in neν under feedback can be given by
∆(neν) = ν0∆ne + (ν − ν0)ne. (2.25)
By accounting for the carrier density in the device, the change in effective refractive index
can be expressed as
∆ne =
δne
δN
(N −N0) + δne
δν
(ν − ν0). (2.26)
By combining Eqs. (2.16), (2.22), (2.25) and (2.26), the change in round-trip phase due
to feedback, ∆φL, known as the excess phase, can be expressed as
∆φL =
4piL
c
[
−αc4pi (g − gth) + ν0
δne
δν
(ν − ν0) + ne(ν − ν0)
]
+ φr. (2.27)
Of the 3 terms in the square brackets in Eq. (2.27), the final two can be simplified using
the expression for the effective group refractive index, ng, which accounts for dispersion of
the refractive index. The spacing between adjacent frequencies in the laser emission can
be calculated using166
ng = ne + ν
δne
δν
. (2.28)
By substituting this into Eq. (2.27) the excess phase can be given as
∆φL =
4pingL
c
(ν − ν0)− α(gc − gth)L+ φr, (2.29)
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which can be further reduced using the change in gain from Eq. (2.19) and the phase shift
from Eq. (2.12)
∆φL =
4pingL
c
(ν − ν0) + κExt[sin(2piντExt) + α cos(2piντExt)]. (2.30)
The round-trip delay of the laser cavity can be given by166
τL = 2ngL/c, (2.31)
which can be substituted into Eq. (2.30) to simplify the first term, and the second term
can also be rearranged to give
∆φL = 2piτExt(ν − ν0) + C sin(2piντExt + arctanα), (2.32)
where
C = τExt
τL
κExt
√
1 + α2. (2.33)
C is the feedback parameter, which quantifies how the optical feedback effects the
behaviour of the laser. The value of C indicates which of the four feedback regimes the
laser is operating in:175
• C  1, the very weak feedback regime. ∆φL has a sinusoidal function.
• 0.1 < C < 1, the weak feedback regime. The function of ∆φL begins to distort,
becoming non-sinusoidal (see Fig. 2.4(a)).
• 1 < C < 4.6, the moderate feedback regime. In this regime, the function becomes
triple valued for certain values of φL (see Fig. 2.4(b)) and jumps in phase can occur
due to this hysteresis. The interferometric signal becomes sawtooth in nature.
• C > 4.6, the strong feedback regime. The function may now become five-valued (see
Fig. 2.4(c)) and become very unstable, potentially leaving the self-mixing regime
completely.
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The distortion observed in the periodicity of the function is due to larger feedback causing
a larger change in the refractive index of the device, resulting in a further change in the
external phase, ∆φL. Due to the inherently stable nature of THz QCLs under feedback,173
QCLs under feedback will not become unstable.
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Figure 2.4: Calculated waveforms of V SM for different values of the feedback parameter
C. (a) C = 0.7, (b) C = 3 and (c) C = 10. In (b), the segment AB is unstable. When the
system is in A and φL (or the external cavity length) is further increased, it jumps down
along the broken line. When the system is in B and φL is further decreased, it jumps up.
Adapted from Giuliani.175
In order to solve the excess phase equation, ∆φL can be equated to 0. Of the presented
SM theory, the fundamental equations that form the basis of analysis in the work in this
thesis are Eqs. (2.24) and (2.32). These equations describe the change in the terminal
voltage of the QCL under feedback and it’s relationship with certain experimental pa-
rameters, notably the targets reflectivity, the external cavity length, level of feedback and
laser emission frequency.
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2.2.2 Simulation of SM theory
By simulating the response of the excess phase equation for exemplar QCL parameters
under the effect of a changing external cavity length it is possible to demonstrate the range
of excess phase that would be expected in an experiment. This can in turn be used to
simulate the SM effect on the terminal voltage of the laser and the emission frequency.
The simulations were performed in MATLAB utilising code provided by Kliese176 using
the following QCL parameters
Table 1: Typical THz QCL parameters used in the following simulations.
Parameter Value
ν0 2.2415THz
α128,145 0
L 0.3m
2.2.2.1 Simulation of VSM
The work presented in Chapters 4 and 6 will utilise an extension to the external cavity in
order to produce interferometric fringes due to feedback. By simulating ∆LExt on the order
of a few times the unperturbed emission wavelength (∆LExt = 300µm) the oscillation of
V SM can be demonstrated. Using a feedback parameter of C = 0.5 and Eq. (2.24), SM
fringes can be simulated, as shown in Fig. 2.5.
−150 −100 −50 0 50 100 150
∆LExt (µm)
V S
M
 
(a.
u.)
Figure 2.5: Simulation of SM fringes using Eq. (2.24) and C = 0.5 for a changing cavity
length.
By simulating the same equation for various levels of feedback, the effect of C can be
demonstrated, as shown in Fig. 2.6. While the periodicity of the waveform doesn’t change,
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Figure 2.6: Simulation of SM fringes using Eq. (2.24) for a changing cavity length and
various levels of feedback. Feedback levels of (a) C = 0, (b) C = 0.1, (c) C = 0.5 ,(d)
C = 1 and (e) C = 1.5 are shown.
the shape does. Higher levels of feedback (C > 1) causes the waveform to fold back onto
itself, which in reality translates to a voltage offset due to hopping. This is shown in Fig.
2.6(e).
Equation (2.24) dictates that the amplitude of the SM fringes is controlled by the
reflectivity of the external target and coupling through the external cavity. By simulating
various magnitudes, s, of this factor R = s
√
R2Ext the relationship is shown to be true.
This simulation is shown in Fig. 2.7. This demonstrates a linear relationship between
sample reflectivity and the amplitude of V SM. Also, if the coupling into the facet is
improved, the amplitude of V SM will also increase. This effect will be used in Chapters 3
and 4. These parameters have no effect on the shape of the fringes.
2.2.2.2 Simulation of the excess phase equation
By substituting values from Table. 1 into the excess phase equation Eq. (2.32) oscillations
of the excess phase due to the perturbed emission frequency under feedback (in this case
over the range of ν0 ± 1000MHz) can be simulated for a range of feedback levels. From
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Figure 2.7: Simulation of SM fringes under different levels of external cavity attenuation
and sample reflectivity 
√
R2Ext.
Fig. 2.8, it can be seen that for values of C < 1, only a single emission frequency exists for
each value of excess phase. Under levels of stronger feedback (C > 1), there are multiple
possible values of emission frequency for some values of excess phase, as shown in Fig. 2.9
for a feedback level of C = 5. Where multiple emission frequencies are possible, the laser
can oscillate between them and become bistable.
This analysis also allows simulation of the frequency pulling effect, from changing the
external cavity length, on the laser emission. This effect will be demonstrated experi-
mentally in Chapter 6.5. For the same simulated cavity change ∆LExt as in previous
simulations Fig. 2.10 can be produced. For moderate and strong feedback, the waveforms
become so asymmetric that they fold over themselves, which causes a jump, as shown
in Fig. 2.10 for a feedback level of C = 1.5. By performing the simulation for both an
increasing and decreasing ∆L, the extent of the hysteresis becomes more prominent, as
shown in Fig. 2.11. As feedback increases, the variation of emission frequency with ex-
ternal cavity length becomes more asymmetric, but retains a periodicity of λ0/2 where
λ0 = c/ν0 is the unperturbed emission wavelength.
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Figure 2.8: Simulation of the excess phase for various laser emission frequencies under
different levels of feedback.
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Figure 2.9: For strong feedback (C = 5), multiple emission frequencies may exist for one
solution of excess phase.
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Figure 2.10: Simulation of the effect of an external cavity modulation on emission fre-
quency for various feedback levels.
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Figure 2.11: Simulation of the hysteresis in ∆ν caused by strong feedback. Feedback levels
of (a) C = 1.5 and (b) C = 3 are shown, where the green line has been added to show the
approximate real waveform shape.
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2.2.3 Mode-hopping due to optical feedback
As noted by Eq. (2.4), the laser will only emit at a number of resonant wavelengths dictated
by the laser cavity length due to the distribution of Fabry-Pérot modes. The external
cavity will also have a number of cavity modes related to its length, LExt. As the external
cavity length changes, a technique used to create interferometric fringes in a number of
measurements presented in this thesis, the emission frequency of the QCL will change.
This can lead to changes dictated by both the internal and external cavity modes. The
distribution of both of these sets of modes is illustrated in Fig. 2.12.105
LExt
LExt +ΔLExt  
L
Internal cavity
modes
External cavity
modes
M M+1 M+2 M’
N N’
M’
(b)
M
LExt
LExt +ΔLExt  
L
Internal cavity
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M M+1 M+2 M’
N N’
M’
(a)
M’+1
Figure 2.12: Relationship between external and internal cavity modes under the conditions
(a) LExt = mL and (b) LExt 6= mL.105
In the case where LExt equals an integer (m) multiple of L, the laser cavity length, the
laser cavity separation is equal to an integer of the external cavity separation, as shown in
Fig. 2.12(a). If one of the laser cavity modes (mode N’) matches an external cavity mode
(mode M’) in frequency, there will also be matches in neighbouring modes (modes N and
M for example). The laser will emit at the mode pair closest to the peak of the gain curve
(modes N’ and M’ in Fig. 2.12(a), demonstrated by the red arrow). When the cavity
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length is increased slightly the spacing of the external cavity modes changes inversely.
This, in turn, causes frequency mismatching and a less constructive interference between
the emitted and reflected waves. If the mismatch is small enough, the laser will continue
lasing on the same matched pair (blue arrow), but the laser may also begin emission on a
neighbouring external mode, M+1 (green arrow). As the external cavity length continues
to increase, the neighbouring mode M+1 will become the primary lasing mode. This effect
has been demonstrated experimentally in Chapter 6, specifically in Fig. 6.6.
If in fact, LExt isn’t close to an integer multiple of L, the resonant modes will be
distributed as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). Assuming, at a particular external cavity length,
there is a perfect mode match between modes M’ and N’ near the peak of the gain curve
(red arrow); the laser will emit at this frequency. As the cavity length is changed, and
mismatching of this pair occurs, matching of the neighbouring modes, M and N, improves
and the laser emission frequency will change, jumping by an amount equal to the laser
cavity mode separation. As the cavity length increases further, this will repeat with further
jumps of the same separation due to the laser cavity mode separation until the oscillation
frequency moves so far from the gain peak that it jumps back to a lower frequency match
on the lower side of the gain peak. A similar effect can be achieved by changing the driving
current of the laser which in turn changes the internal cavity spacing through a change to
the emission frequency.
2.3 The effect of device resistance on V SM
Previous SM theoretical models such as the Lang-Kobayashi model105 and 3-mirror model128,174
have been applied to describe the behaviour of SM in QCLs. These have shown good
agreement with general SM behaviour; notably an increase in SM amplitude near the las-
ing threshold that then decays throughout the rest of the lasing range,172 and variation
of V SM with laser frequency.174 Nevertheless, there are effects that have been observed
experimentally that aren’t accounted for in these models.
One example of these existing models failing to reproduce experimentally-observed
phenomena in THz QCLs under optical feedback, which has not been previously discussed,
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was observed during the work presented in this thesis. In particular, a dramatic increase
in V SM was observed at driving currents far beyond the laser threshold; specifically at
driving currents where the device underwent a large change in differential resistance.
To experimentally measure the amplitude of V SM across the operating range of a
laser, the laser current can be stepped and a measurement of V SM performed at each
point. Here, this as accomplished by locking into a mechanical modulation of the laser
light (as explained in Chapter 3.2.1) and maximising V SM by matching the phase of the
reflected and emitted waves by manually changing LExt.
The specific device used for this study was based on a 10µm-thick BTC active region
emitting at 2.53THz (λ ≈ 119µm), which was processed into a SISP ridge waveguide
with dimensions 2.4mm× 150µm. The device was cooled using a continuous-flow helium
cryostat and maintained at a heat-sink temperature of 25K. It was observed that for this
device, when driven close to ∼935mA, the subband re-alignment in the QCL caused a
large change in voltage (∼500mV) for a small current change (∼5mA), resulting in a
large change in differential resistance. At this operating point, it was also observed that
V SM dramatically increased by up to a factor of ×20. Figure 2.13 shows the mechanically
modulated V SM signal recorded with the device driven at the peak differential resistance
(corresponding to a driving current of 934.4mA), showing a V SM of 139mV RMS before
any amplification. It is common to observe V SM values on the order of a few mV with good
alignment, but the phenomenon observed here significantly increased the signal beyond
these typically observed values. The variation of V SM across the full operating range of
the device, as well as the I-V characteristic of the laser, are shown in Fig. 2.14. It can
be seen that the peak in V SM occurs at the same current as the abrupt change in device
voltage.
By converting the I-V characteristic of the laser into a I-DR characteristic this correla-
tion is even more apparent, as shown in Fig. 2.15. Here, at the point that the differential
resistance increases (931mA), V SM starts to increase, peaking at the same current as the
peak in differential resistance (935mA). The second peak in V SM at 943mA also correlates
to a peak in differential resistance, albeit a smaller peak.
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Figure 2.13: V SMmax RMS for the device (139mV) was achieved at 934.4mA where it was
operating in a negative differential resistance (NDR) regime. This was measured using
mechanical modulation as described in Chapter 3.2.1.
Previously reported SM models fail to account for this phenomenon. Typically61,158 a
linear relationship between the variation in V SM and the variation in emitted power, P,
is assumed
∆VSM ∝ ∆P, (2.34)
where the emitted power is dependant on the SM phase such that
P (τExt) = P0[1 +m cos(τExt)], (2.35)
where m is an amplitude factor proportional to 
√
R2Ext. This assumption contradicts the
enhancement of V SM close to the threshold and what has been experimentally observed
here.
Instead of using the traditional models (Lang-Kobayashi and the 3-mirror model) a
density matrix model (DMM) can be used to simulate the device under feedback by
accounting for subband alignment and photon-driven transport to describe the current
transport in the device. Although the laser geometry is not considered in this model, the
sensitivity to photon-driven transport is shown to be higher at the NDR region. Further
description of this model can be found in Grier,177 and is beyond the scope of this thesis;
it is only reported to show comparison with experimental measurements here. In this
way ∆V SM is found to be non-proportional to ∆P . The SM voltage V SM generated from
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Figure 2.14: I-V and I-V SM for a THz QCL. V SM increases dramatically when the QCL
reaches a region of large differential resistance at 935mA bias.
the DMM is compared to the experimental measurement in Fig. 2.16 and shows good
agreement.
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Figure 2.15: I-DR and I-V SM for a THz QCL with a large NDR region.
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Figure 2.16: I-V SM for a THz QCL. Both measured (red) and simulated (blue) waveforms
show good agreement.
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3 Two dimensional imaging
THz imaging systems have numerous potential applications including non-contact, non-
destructive imaging of illicit materials,10,49,178 biomedical imaging12,54,119,179 and spectro-
scopic identification of optically identical or obscured substances.7,38,46,64,180. As such,
one of the most basic functions required by most THz imaging system is the ability to
perform two-dimensional (2D) imaging of targets. Generally this involves focusing the
laser beam emitted from a THz source onto a point on a sample and collecting the radi-
ation reflected-off or transmitted-through the sample. The sample can then be scanned
orthogonal to the beam axis, creating a two-dimensional image. Image contrast arises
due to spatial variation in the absorption, reflection and/or scattering properties of the
sample. THz imaging has previously been demonstrated for both coherent and incoherent
detection systems at a range of stand-off distances, imaging rates and resolutions and for
many different types of samples;46,68,181 see Chapter 1.3 for a more thorough history of
THz imaging.
In this chapter, the characterisation of THz QCLs will be explained, and various meth-
ods of two-dimensional THz SM imaging will be demonstrated. 2D SM reflection imaging
using both mechanical and electrical modulation schemes for the purposes of lock-in de-
tection will be shown, as well as 2D imaging based on an apertureless near-field imaging
scheme.
3.1 QCL characterisation and operation
In any laser imaging system, certain parameters of the laser source have to be known.
In particular the relationship between the driving parameters of the source, the emission
frequency and emitted power has to be characterised. General QCL characterisation can
be summarised into three areas:
• Measuring the current-voltage relationship of the device.
• Measuring the relationship between driving conditions and emitted THz power.
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• Measuring the relationship between driving conditions and emission frequency.
Measurements can be performed in two distinct modalities, firstly by biasing the QCL
in a pulsed fashion where the device is only powered for a short period of time at a high
repetition rate and secondly by powering the QCL in a continuous-wave fashion.
When the QCL is turned on, joule heating heats the device internally, which in turn
degrades the power emitted from the device. By temporarily turning the QCL off the
device has time to dissipate any heat generated during its ’on’ period. This can be repeated
at a high repetition rate (> 100 kHz) to simulate quasi-continuous THz emission. In order
to allow the device to cool sufficiently, the power is typically only supplied for a very small
percentage of the time (∼ 2% duty cycle). This is shown in Fig. 3.1(a).
One disadvantage of operating a device in this manner is that the detectors used in
THz measurements are generally thermal in nature and therefore operate too slowly to
allow lock-in detection at such a high repetition rate. In order to allow lock-in detection,
thereby improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement, the pulse-train
powering the device is gated at a much lower frequency (typically ∼ 167 Hz, the optimum
response rate of the bolometer used in these measurements). This method is demonstrated
in Fig. 3.1(b).
3.1.1 LIV measurement of a THz QCL
Due to their requirement for cryogenic cooling for operation, the QCL is mounted into
a continuous flow, liquid helium (LHe) cryostat. In order to perform measurements at
any temperature above the LHe base temperature (∼4K), a heater attached to the cryo-
stat heat sink can be controlled using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temper-
ature controller. Due to the potential loss of THz power through the atmosphere due
to water absorption, in order to get an accurate measure of the emitted power from the
device, the cryostat is mounted in a dry-nitrogen purged box and emission is coupled to
a cryogenically-cooled bolometer using a pair of parabolic mirrors. A lock-in amplifier
(LIA) measures the voltage signal produced by the bolometer in response to the amount
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Figure 3.1: Driving a QCL in pulsed mode. (a) In pulsed mode, the QCL is driven for
only a short percentage (2% here) of the time at a high frequency (10 kHz here) to reduce
device heating. (b) This modulation can then be gated at a lower frequency to allow use
with slow devices like bolometers.
of absorbed radiation. The gate-frequency of the driving pulses is used to synchronise
the LIA. Using the set-up shown in Fig. 3.2, a LabVIEW program is run to measure
the power-current-voltage (LIV) relationship of the QCL, through measurement of the
bolometer voltage readout, driving current and terminal voltage of the device, respec-
tively. This program allows the user to set the start, stop and step QCL driving currents
for the measurement and controls the measuring process. The general process to gather
the LIV data is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The measurement of power from the bolometer is qualitative, and therefore not an
absolute value. In order to get an accurate measurement of the emitted QCL power the
bolometer is replaced with a TK power meter once the full LIV measurement is complete.
This sensor has a very slow response (many seconds) to get a power measurement, so a
single measurement of power is taken at a single bias point. The voltage measurement
from the bolometer is then scaled to give a real measurement of power over the entire oper-
ating range. A complete LIV for a 14µm-thick-BTC device of dimension 2.2mm× 200µm
operating at ∼2.24THz obtained using a combination of both of these techniques is shown
in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of a QCL LIV characterisation under pulsed bias condi-
tions. Control hardware includes a lock-in amplifier (LIA) to measure voltage output from
the bolometer in response to the measured THz power, a signal generator (Sig Gen) and a
pulse-generator (Pulse Gen) to drive the QCL in pulsed-mode, and an oscilloscope (Osc)
to measure QCL drive current and terminal voltage.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic flow diagram of QCL pulsed characterisation.
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Figure 3.4: Measured LIV of a 14µm-thick-BTC device of dimensions 2.2mm× 200µm
operating at ∼2.24THz for various heat sink temperatures. The measurement was per-
formed under pulsed operation using 2% duty cycle at a repetition rate of 10 kHz, gated
at 167Hz. Data gathered by Reshma A. Mohandas.
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The duty cycle of the driving-pulses is then incrementally increased up to 95% (the
maximum of the pulse generator) to see if the QCL can handle operation with minimal
time to cool. If the QCL is still emitting under these driving conditions, continuous-
wave (CW) measurements can be attempted which involve a slightly different electrical
set-up and controlling LabVIEW program. In order to characterise a QCL under CW
operation, a DC power supply must be used instead of the pulse-generator, and electrical
gating cannot be used as this would negate the CW nature of the measurement. For CW
measurements the THz beam is optically modulated with a mechanical chopper to provide
a synchronisation frequency for the LIA. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3.5 and
the measurement procedure is very similar to that of the pulsed-measurement, as shown
in Fig. 3.6. The CW LIV for the same laser as above is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of a QCL LIV characterisation under continuous-wave
driving conditions. Control hardware includes a lock-in amplifier (LIA) to measure voltage
output from the bolometer in response to the measured THz power, a DC laser driver to
drive the QCL and an oscilloscope (Osc) to measure QCL drive current and terminal
voltage. A mechanical chopper provides a modulation frequency to synchronise the LIA.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic flow diagram of QCL CW characterisation.
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Figure 3.7: Measured LIV of a 14µm-thick-BTC device of dimensions 2.2mm× 200µm op-
erating at ∼2.24THz at various heat sink temperatures under continuous-wave operation.
Data gathered by Reshma A. Mohandas.
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3.1.2 Spectral measurement of a THz QCL
Once the electrical and optical properties of the QCL are known, the spectral properties
can be examined. The emitted THz power for a particular driving current was measured
during the LIV measurement, but this doesn’t tell us anything about what frequency the
QCL is emitting at or if the device is emitting at single or multiple frequencies.
To measure the spectral emission from the THz QCL, a Fourier-Transform Infrared
(FTIR) Interferometer can be utilised. An FTIR is based on a Michelson Interferometer,182
in which the emission from the laser is split along two paths, a stationary reference path
and a path with variable length. These two beams are recombined at the detector where
they interfere, resulting in interferometric fringes as the variable path length is changed.
This system is shown in Fig. 3.8.
QCL
Laser
Driver
Bolometer
ZFTIR
Reference Path
Variable Path
Beam Splitter
Figure 3.8: Schematic experimental set-up to measure the emission spectra of a QCL.
By performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the extracted interferometric fringes
it is possible to recover the emission spectra based on the spatial frequency and amplitude
of the fringes, as shown in Fig. 3.9.
This can be performed under both pulsed and continuous-wave operation of the device.
A Bruker FTIR (Model number: IFS-66) is used to measure the spectral response over
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Figure 3.9: Spectrum of a 14µm-thick-BTC device of dimensions 2.2mm× 200µm oper-
ating at ∼2.24THz driven under CW conditions at 800mA obtained using an FTIR.
the operating range of the QCL. The procedure for measuring the spectra of a device
involves aligning the QCL through the FTIR in order to give the maximum signal at
the bolometer, signifying optimum alignment. Once a driving current and temperature
is set, an FTIR scan is performed by extending the variable path length and recording
the bolometer output throughout the range of movement. On the interferometric fringes
obtained in this way, an FFT is performed to convert the data recorded in the time domain
into the frequency domain, resulting in a plot of the emission spectra of the QCL at that
particular driving condition. This can be repeated for a range of driving currents and heat
sink temperatures in order to quantify the spectral response of the device throughout its
range of operation.
The spectral properties of the QCL are of particular importance to SM measurements,
and it is often desirable to operate the QCL under conditions that produce single-mode
emission. This measurement procedure allows suitable operating conditions (driving cur-
rent, heat sink temperature) to be identified.
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3.2 Two-dimensional THz imaging based on self-mixing
Once the electrical and optical properties of the THz QCL are known, the device can
be used for experiments such as imaging, as explained at the beginning of this chapter.
A typical THz reflection imaging set-up is shown in Fig. 3.10 where the THz radiation
emitted from a QCL is collected and focused by a pair of parabolic mirrors onto the sample
surface (a scalpel blade here). Upon contact with the sample, the THz radiation is reflected
or scattered and is collected by another pair of mirrors and coupled into a detector such as
a bolometer.Depending on the sample under investigation, the reflected/scattered power
can be small (∼nW). To enable lock-in detection the THz signal must be modulated at a
known frequency. Mechanical modulation, as shown in Fig. 3.5, is an example of this.
XY
QCL Bolometer
Figure 3.10: Generic THz reflection imaging set-up.
The focal point of the THz beam on the sample can be thought of as one pixel, and the
sample is mounted on an electronically controlled mechanical translation stage in order to
raster-scan the sample in two dimensions to build up an entire matrix of pixels to form
an image.
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Two-dimensional (2D) imaging based on the SM technique takes this experimental
arrangement and greatly simplifies it. By removing the external detector, the collecting
parabolic mirrors can also be removed. In this case the sample can simply be reorientated
to reflect the THz field back into the QCL facet, as shown in Fig. 3.11. Reflected radiation
is measured as a perturbation to the QCL terminal voltage using a LIA in order to increase
SNR.
X
Y
QCL
Figure 3.11: Schematic of a 2D reflection imaging system based on self-mixing.
This set-up has the advantages of being more experimentally compact and having a
reduced cost when compared to the previous set-up. Also, this system is sensitive to the
surface morphology of the sample due to the coherent nature of self-mixing. By removing
the slow, thermal detection methods commonly used in 2D reflectance imaging, an SM
approach has the potential to image at a higher acquisition rate as the sensing time of the
phenomenon is only limited by the relaxation time of the QCL, which is on the order of
∼ps.
A crucial aspect of these imaging experiments is the form of modulation applied to
allow LIA detection of the SM voltage signal. Two methods will be discussed in the
following sections.
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3.2.1 Self-mixing imaging based on mechanical modulation
As with bolometric detection, 2D imaging systems based on SM can utilise lock-in detec-
tion to maximise its sensitivity to small signals. A modulation technique is any method
that can be used to periodically vary the THz power reaching the detector (the emitting
and detecting QCL in the case of SM) at a known frequency. A reference signal at this
frequency can then be used as a reference for a LIA in order to distinguish the THz radia-
tion emitted from the QCL from other background radiation that could otherwise also be
measured by the detector. In this way, measurement noise can be reduced. Two methods
of modulation for the purpose of lock-in amplification will be discussed in the following
chapters; mechanical and electrical modulation (see Chapter 3.2.2).
3.2.1.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
The THz QCL used for the following measurements consisted of a 10µm-thick bound-
to-continuum active region183 emitting at ∼2.65THz (λ ≈ 113µm), which was pro-
cessed into a semi-insulating surface-plasmon (SISP) ridge waveguide with dimensions
of 3mm× 140µm. The device was cooled using a continuous-flow helium cryostat and
maintained at a heat-sink temperature of 25K. The threshold current at this temperature
was 1000mA. For this experiment a current source was used to drive the QCL just above
its lasing threshold, ITH, at 1050mA where it is most sensitive to the SM phenomenon.65
A pair of 2-inch-diameter f /2 parabolic mirrors focused the THz beam onto a point on the
sample surface. The spot size of the focussed beam in this system is typically ∼250 µm
in diameter.65 The external cavity length was 0.41m through an unpurged environment.
A mechanical chopper was used to modulate the THz beam at a frequency fMod. The
sample (a scalpel blade) was raster-scanned using computer-controlled mechanical trans-
lation stages perpendicular to the beam in both X - and Y -directions at the focus and the
terminal voltage of the QCL was measured by a LIA synchronised to fMod. Due to the
small V SM signal, a 6× differential amplifier was used to amplify the signal into the LIA.
A schematic set-up of this experiment is shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for mechanical mod-
ulation 2D imaging measurements.
3.2.1.2 Mechanical modulation
Mechanical modulation describes the action of using a physical source to block and unblock
the THz radiation at a known frequency. To this end, a mechanical chopper is placed with
it’s blades in the THz beam.
When the chopper is in the open position, as shown in Fig. 3.13(a), the THz beam is
able to travel past the blades to the external reflector. Upon reflecting the beam travels
back through the open chopper to the laser facet and causes a change V SM to the terminal
voltage. When the chopper rotates into the closed position, as shown in Fig. 3.13(b), the
THz beam hits the chopper blade and reflects away from the QCL facet due to the angle
of the blade. This stops the radiation reaching the facet and prevents any SM effect. The
terminal voltage of the QCL returns to the unperturbed QCL voltage, VQCL. In order to
minimise transient time where the blade is only partially obscuring the field, the chopper
is typically placed close to the focus of the beam.
As the QCL terminal voltage oscillates between VQCL and VQCL+V SM at the fre-
quency of the mechanical modulation, a LIA can amplify the signal at this frequency
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VQCL VQCL + VSM
VQCL VQCL + VSM
Figure 3.13: Mechanical modulation of a SM THz system.
allowing detection of small voltage changes on the QCL terminal voltage even when the
change (VSM) is orders of magnitude smaller (normally ∼ µV, but can be ∼mV depend-
ing on device differential resistance) than the unchanging unperturbed terminal voltage
(∼5V). Exemplar data recovered using mechanical modulation of shown in Fig. 3.14.
As the LIA measures differential change, the actual terminal voltage isn’t measured
here; only the small change in voltage due to the modulated feedback VSM. This allows
the sensitivity of the LIA to be adjusted to give much more accurate measurement of the
voltage changes caused by self-mixing.
3.2.1.3 Experimental procedure
Self-mixing arrangements need an external target to reflect radiation back into the laser
facet. The target is first roughly positioned at the beam focus and aligned roughly per-
pendicular to the beam axis giving a self-mixing signal that is detectable on the LIA.
This signal will be related to both the sample reflectivity and distance from the laser, as
given by Eq. (2.24). A fast, broad-area scan with large (∼1mm) pixels is then used to
determine the optimum scan area of the X and Y translation stages. By producing low
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Figure 3.14: Exemplar data gathered using mechanical modulation.
resolution images in this way, the acquisition time is dramatically reduced when compared
to high resolution (e.g. 0.25× 0.25mm pixel) images. As long as the time constant (TC)
of the LIA is kept above the modulation time of the modulation technique, it can also be
reduced to further speed up image acquisition. Doing so will increase noise in the image,
but for alignment purposes this isn’t a problem. An example of an initial low-resolution
image acquired for alignment purposes is shown in Fig. 3.15. All images in the experimen-
tal procedure section here were acquired with mechanical modulation. When the sample
is positioned outside of the beam spot, the THz radiation isn’t reflected back into the
laser facet and SM doesn’t occur. Here the terminal voltage will equal VQCL, and the
self-mixing voltage measured by the LIA will equal ∼0mV, which will be represented as
the background (dark blue) shown in the image.
As self-mixing systems are coherent by nature, the distance between the laser facet and
sample surface affects V SM, as described in Eq. (2.24). This means that if translation of
the sample in the X-Y plane causes a change in external cavity of λ/2 or greater, the self-
mixing signal will change through minima and maxima along the sample surface. With
a flat sample, orientated perfectly perpendicular to the THz beam the entire image will
exhibit the same measured SM voltage, assuming the sample reflectivity remains constant
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Figure 3.15: 2D THz SM image gathered at low resolution (1.5× 0.5mm) for the purpose
of alignment.
across the surface. However if the sample is orientated such that the external cavity
changes by > λ/2 through translation of the sample in the imaging plane, an interference
pattern will appear across the image. This pattern can be seen on the tilted sample
shown in Fig. 3.16. As the sample becomes more perpendicular to the THz beam the
fringes separate and become broader along the surface. These fringes can occur in both
vertical- and horizontal-directions where vertical fringes indicate a tilt across the sample
horizontally, and horizontal fringes indicate the sample having a vertical tilt.
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Figure 3.16: 2D THz SM image. Interferometric fringes along flat portions of the sample
indicate a tilt in the sample away from the laser.
This phenomenon also means that for samples that aren’t perfectly flat, the surface
morphology of the sample can be resolved, where even surface depth changes < λ/2 can be
resolved as a change in V SM. This can be exploited to perform three-dimensional imaging
of samples, as described in Chapter 4. The depth angle of the sample can be slightly
altered by means of the sample holder jog-dials, such that the sample can be brought to
a more perpendicular orientation to the imaging plane. As the sample gets brought closer
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to the optimum imaging plane in each dimension, the fringes relating to the cavity length
in that dimension will broaden. A scalpel blade that has had tilt minimised along both
directions is shown in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: 2D THz SM image after sample tilt has been optimised showing broader
fringes arising from the surface morphology of the blade.
From this image an estimation of the change in cavity length across the surface of the
scalpel blade can be taken as approximately 3×λ/2 which is ∼ 150µm. Once this low
resolution scan shows a good representation of the sample and any tilt has been suitably
reduced, a high resolution (0.25× 0.25mm) scan can be taken, as shown in Fig. 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: 2D THz SM image gathered at high resolution (0.25× 0.25mm).
Once a high resolution scan has been obtained, the sample may still not be perfectly
aligned at the focus of the THz beam, at which position the best resolution will be achieved.
Repeated scans can be taken with the external cavity length varied slightly to obtain as
sharp an image as possible. As the cavity length, LExt, changes, the positions of the
observed fringes will also change as given by Eq. (2.24). This is demonstrated in Fig.
3.19.
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Figure 3.19: 2D THz SM image gathered at high resolution (0.25× 0.25mm). The distance
between the sample and laser has been changed by ∆LExt ≈ λ/2 from Fig. 3.18.
3.2.1.4 Discussion & limitations of mechanical modulation for 2D imaging
Figure 3.20 shows an exemplar two-dimensional image of a scalpel blade taken using the
above set-up using a modulation frequency of 200Hz and a time constant of 50ms.
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Figure 3.20: 2D SM image taken with mechanical modulation. White and black areas
used for analysis of the figure of merit.
Due to the nature of mechanical modulation only the small change in voltage due to
the modulated feedback is measured by the LIA. This means that the sensitivity (and
hence dynamic range) of the LIA can be adjusted to provide the most accurate analogue-
to-digital (ADC) conversion of the signal. The LIA used in these measurements had a
15-bit ADC, so with a sensitivity setting of 5mV (giving a maximum measurable signal
of 15mV) changes of 458 nV were distinguishable in principle, but other noise sources
degrade this value. Other sources of noise within the system will include voltage noise
from the laser driver and noise developed through thermal fluctuations in the laser. These
voltage noise components will also translate to frequency drift within the device, leading
to further voltage noise at the laser terminals. The LIA will also have a degree of electrical
noise from the mains. A study of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of this measurement is
presented below.
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As a measure of the quality of the images this method produces, a figure of merit
(FOM) for the images can be calculated. To do this, the average signal sampled from
areas of both the peak of the SM fringes on the foreground, and the background of the
image are calculated, as well as the standard deviation of the signal within those areas.
The figure of merit of the image can then be defined as158
FOM = VSM − VQCL
σVQCL
, (3.1)
where V SM is the area with the maximum average SM voltage (black square), VQCL is
an exemplar background area (white square) and σVQCL is the standard deviation of the
chosen background area. In order to ensure the foreground region corresponds to the
maximum measured signal, the image is raster scanned in post-processing to determine
the square of 7×7 pixels giving the largest mean value.
Using the above equation and image, the foreground has a mean value of 1.79mV, the
background has a mean value of 19.3µV and standard deviation of 3.7µV. This results in a
FOM of 477. This value will be compared with values obtained using electrical modulation
techniques in Chapter 3.2.2.
Another method to quantify the modulation scheme is to perform a study of the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) and dynamic range (DR) of measurements obtained with mechanical
modulation as a function of modulation frequency. In order to measure the SNR, V SM
was first measured at a particular modulation frequency, then the THz beam was blocked
and V SM was measured again to provide a background measurement, V 0. The laser
terminal voltage was measured for a period of 10 seconds with a LIA TC of 5ms, storing
every second sample, resulting in 1000 samples for each modulation frequency. This was
repeated for various modulation frequencies between 15 and 225Hz. The SNR and DR of
the technique can be established using the equations
SNR = VSM − V0
σVSM
, (3.2)
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DR = VSM − V0
σV0
, (3.3)
where VSM is the mean SM signal, V0 is the mean differential terminal voltage without
feedback and σVSM and σV0 are their respective standard deviations over the full sample
range. The results of this are shown in Fig. 3.21(a) and 3.21(b).
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Figure 3.21: SNR and DR measurements for mechanical modulation. (a) Signal-to-noise
ratio and dynamic range measurements for mechanical modulation. DR increases with
frequency due to a loss of 1/f noise, but due to a larger thermal noise component under
feedback SNR remains ∼450. (b) V SM remains constant throughout the measurement
range. The standard deviation of the background noise, σV0 , is shown to reduce with
frequency as a reduction of 1/f noise. σVSM does not decrease with frequency. Fitted lines
added to guide the eye.
In Fig. 3.21(b) the SM voltage can be seen to remain constant throughout the mea-
surement range as expected, as the high frequency limit of the laser driver is not reached at
the modulation frequencies possible from the chopper. At lower modulation frequencies,
more mechanical noise would be expected from the chopper resulting in a larger stan-
dard deviation which in turn degrades the SNR and DR. As the TC of the LIA is kept
constant the measurement bandwidth stays fixed, but through increasing the modulation
frequency, the centre frequency of the measurement band is moved away from the noise
sources mentioned above that are more prevalent at lower frequencies. This can be seen in
Fig. 3.21(b) as a reduction in the standard deviation of V 0 as the modulation frequency
increases. During the measurement of the standard deviation of the voltage with feedback,
σVSM , thermal fluctuations appear to have resulted in a higher degree of noise. Due to
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this higher magnitude, any improvement in SNR due to a higher modulation frequency
is not visible. As neither the SNR nor DR have reached a peak at the maximum mod-
ulation frequency of 225Hz, one would expect further improvement if higher mechanical
modulation frequencies were possible.
In an effort to quantify the noise equivalent power (NEP) under mechanical modu-
lation, measurements were performed where V SM was recorded under feedback as the
external cavity was changed in order to create interferometric fringes which were sampled
using the LIA. This was repeated for varying levels of attenuation in the external cavity
and the attenuation was increased until no THz was fed back into the device and self-
mixing no longer occurred. As more attenuation was added, the LIA sensitivity could be
increased as the overall measured signal reduced. SM fringes for two different double-pass
levels of attenuation, 0 and 74.5 dB, are shown in Fig. 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: SM fringes measured under mechanical modulation for (a) 0 and (b) 75 dB
double-pass attenuation with LIA sensitivities and TCs of (a) 10mV and 500ms and (b)
2µV and 2 s. The recorded data (blue) has been smoothed (red) for clarity.
In order to quantify the attenuation of the attenuators used, the QCL power was mea-
sured with zero attenuation and with each attenuator between it and a TK power meter.
The double-pass level of attenuation at the point where SM was observed but attenua-
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tion was at its maximum was calculated to be 74.5 dB, meaning that changes as small as
561 fW of power are measurable using this technique. This value was calculated from the
known emission power of 15.7µW during the measurement with 74.5 dB of attenuation
when interferometric fringes were still observable.
3.2.2 Self-mixing imaging based on electrical modulation
As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the major limiting factors of using mechanical
modulation is the inherently low modulation frequency which limits the image acquisition
speed, SNR and DR. In an attempt to improve image acquisition speed from that of
mechanical modulation, the physically moving components can be removed. By instead
modulating the device electrically the mechanical chopper can be taken out of the system,
and the THz power can still be modulated to allow lock-in amplification.
In the previous mechanical modulation technique, the device output is kept stable
and the THz power is blocked from returning to prevent feedback at a known frequency.
In contrast to this, in order to electrically modulate the THz QCL, the device lasing is
actively modulated at a known frequency. The device is driven below threshold and a
square-wave is employed to periodically drive the current above threshold. In this way,
the electrical modulation switches the SM effect in a way analogous to the mechanical
chopper. The TTL signal of the modulating waveform is used as the LIA trigger. This
method allows the device to be modulated at a much higher frequency (>100 kHz), as is
shown in Fig. 3.23 where the device only lases when the drive current, IQCL, is greater
than the threshold current, ITH.
3.2.2.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
Similar to the mechanical modulation method of two-dimensional imaging, a LIA was used
to recover the QCL voltage at the modulation frequency. Unlike in the previous method
however, as the LIA measures the change in VQCL at the reference frequency, the LIA
measures the combined voltage change due to the square-wave current modulation and
also that caused by feedback. The sensitivity of the LIA is limited to the amplitude of
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Figure 3.23: Electrical modulation technique. The QCL is biased below its threshold
current, ITH, and a modulation is then applied to drive the QCL into the lasing regime.
the change being measured, so in order to optimise sensitivity of the LIA, the change
in voltage due to the current modulation must be minimised relative to the change due
to feedback. To this end, the device was DC biased just below threshold at 975mA,
with a small (75mA) square-wave modulation applied onto this to drive the device into
a lasing regime where it is most sensitive to the self-mixing effect. In order to modulate
the QCL by 75mA, a 375mV modulation signal is supplied to the laser driver that has a
current/voltage gain of 0.2A/V. The previous experimental set-up was therefore slightly
adapted to include a signal generator to create the square-wave used for modulation and
the LIA trigger. The modified set-up is shown in Fig. 3.24.
Using this scheme, the measured differential voltage is the sum of both V SM and VMod
and is on the order of ∼75mV. In order to extract the value of V SM from this, VMod must
be removed. To measure VMod the THz beam is blocked to prevent the self-mixing effect,
and multiple pixels are measured to allow averaging of VMod. With no feedback, the
measured voltage will only have a contribution from VMod and can be removed from
VQCL during the analysis stage to leave the small V SM signal.
3.2.2.2 Discussion & limitations of electrical modulation for 2D imaging
Figure 3.25 shows a 2D image acquired using electrical modulation at the same conditions
as Fig. 3.20 (where possible); 200Hz modulation and 50ms TC. Due to the nature of
electrical modulation with lock-in amplification, where the LIA also measures the change in
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Figure 3.24: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for electrical modu-
lation 2D measurements. (a) A square-wave modulation is applied to the sub-threshold
driver current to drive the QCL just above ITH and into the lasing regime. (b) The fre-
quency of the electrical modulation (f Elec) is used to synchronise a lock-in amplifier to
measure the QCL voltage. A pair of parabolic mirrors focus the QCL beam to a point,
at which the sample is raster scanned using computer controlled mechanical translation
stages.
voltage due to the modulation scheme itself, the LIA sensitivity was dramatically increased
(50mV) from that used for mechanical modulation (5mV). The figure shows that a similar
value for V SM was obtained; 1.46mV, compared to 1.77mV for mechanical modulation.
However a much higher standard deviation on the background voltage is observed in
this case 40.3µV compared to 3.7µV. Indeed, significant noise can be observed in the
background region of Fig. 3.25. The reason for this is unclear, but could be due to
electrical noise associated with the current driver. An alternative explanation is noise
arising from the feedback of radiation due to reflection from the cryostat window. The
effect of such feedback would not be recovered by the LIA in the case of mechanical
modulation, since the chopper is positioned externally to the cryostat in that case. Also,
the oscillation of the driving current of the QCL may also translate to thermal fluctuations
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within the device. Both these current and thermal changes would cause frequency drift
leading to voltage fluctuations. Due to the impact of the larger noise value, the FOM for
this image is only 36, compared to 477 in the previous modulation scheme.
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Figure 3.25: 2D SM image taken with electrical modulation under the same conditions as
Fig. 3.20, 200Hz modulation and 50ms TC. White and black areas used for analysis of
the figure of merit.
A major advantage of electrical modulation is that by removing the mechanical com-
ponents of the modulation scheme, the modulation frequency could rise dramatically. In
the previous technique the mechanical chopper maximum rotation speed limited the fre-
quency that the THz beam could be modulated to ∼200Hz, but by implementing this new
scheme the laser can be modulated at much higher frequencies, beyond 100 kHz. In prin-
ciple the QCL can be modulated up to GHz frequencies, dictated by the relaxation time
of the device, but the laser driver used in this system has a 3 dB roll-off on it’s modulation
capability at 100 kHz, limiting this scheme. Higher modulation frequencies allow not only
faster image acquisition, but also higher averaging to reduce noise in the measurement.
The following images, Figs. 3.26(a) and 3.26(b), show images acquired at the same
acquisition speed, using a TC of 50ms but with higher modulation rates. Due to the
faster modulation, a reduction of 1/f noise occurs, while the measurement bandwidth is
held constant by keeping the same TC. This combination leads to an improved SNR of
the acquired images.
Whilst similar values ofV SM are obtained using 20 kHz and 60 kHz modulation (0.97mV
and 0.84mV respectively), the slight reduction is due to the roll-off of the high-frequency
response of the current driver modulation. As the modulation frequency increases, the
background noise is dramatically reduced through a reduction of 1/f noise, dropping to
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Figure 3.26: 2D SM image taken with electrical modulation with (a) 20 kHz modulation
and 50ms TC and (b) 60 kHz modulation and 50ms TC. White and black areas used for
analysis of the figure of merit.
14.1µV with 20 kHz modulation and 7.6µV with 60 kHz. This brings it in line with that
of mechanical modulation even with the reduced LIA sensitivity. These values mean that
the FOM for these images are 69 and 111 respectively.
The above images show that those produced using mechanical and electrical modula-
tion for the same acquisition speed have similar quality. This is achieved by countering
the increased low-frequency noise associated with the electrical modulation technique by
exploiting the ability to modulate at higher frequencies where noise is lower.
This higher modulation frequency can also be employed to a different end; to increase
acquisition speed and produce images faster than would be possible with mechanical modu-
lation. The limiting factor on image acquisition so far has been the modulation frequency
and the associated TC of the LIA. Electrical modulation increases the modulation fre-
quency beyond that possible with mechanical modulation, so the TC of the LIA can now
be reduced to allow faster image acquisition as given by
tacquisition = tsampnpixels, (3.4)
where tsamp = 2 ∗ tTC is the sampling time per pixel, tTC is the time constant of the LIA
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which is limited by the modulation frequency, and npixels is the number of pixels acquired
throughout the acquisition. The following figure, Fig. 3.27, was acquired with 60 kHz
modulation and 5ms TC making image acquisition 10 times faster than the previous
image.
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Figure 3.27: 2D SM image taken with electrical modulation with 60 kHz modulation and
5ms TC. White and black areas used for analysis of the figure of merit.
Even though this image was acquired in approximately a tenth of the time of the
previous images, the V SM and noise values (0.82mV and 5µV) are very similar to those
acquired in Fig. 3.26(b), suggesting that this previous image was over-averaged. Through
reduction of the imaging time, thermal drift in the laser is reduced, resulting in the lower
noise value. The FOM of Fig. 3.27 is 165, which is comparable to that obtained using the
mechanical modulation scheme, even with the 10× decrease in imaging time.
The final quantifiers for this modulation technique are its signal-to-noise ratio and the
dynamic range. Using the same analysis method discussed in previous Chapter 3.2.1.4, the
differential voltage without feedback, V 0 is removed from the perturbed differential voltage
under feedback V SM and divided by the foreground and background noise to obtain SNR
and DR responses. This is shown as a function of modulation frequency in Figs. 3.28(a)
and 3.28(b).
Unlike in the mechanical modulation technique, both responses here rise and fall over
the measured modulation range. The rise observed up to ∼6-10 kHz arises from the stable
value of V SM and a reduction of σV 0 and σVSM over this range due to a reduction in 1/f
noise. This is similar to the rise in DR observed in Fig. 3.21(a). After the SNR peaks at
a value of ∼250 it decreases back towards 0 beyond 100 kHz. This decrease is caused by
the high-frequency modulation limit on the laser driver. This could be prevented with the
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Figure 3.28: SNR and DR measurements for electrical modulation. (a) Signal-to-noise
ratio and dynamic range measurements for electrical modulation. Both SNR and DR
increase with frequency due to a loss of 1/f noise until a peak is reached. At modulation
frequencies above this, SNR and DR decreases due to the high frequency response of the
modulation threshold of the laser driver. (b) VSM − V0 demonstrates the high-frequency
roll-off of the laser driver, and standard deviation of the foreground and background noise,
σV 0 and σVSM respectively, shows the 1/f response. Fitted lines added to guide the eye.
use of a different laser driver to allow higher frequency modulation which could result in
an even higher SNR.
3.2.3 Comparison of modulation schemes for 2D imaging based on self-mixing
As mechanical modulation is limited to low modulation frequencies (<∼ 200Hz), the SNR
and DR of the system are similarly limited. If the mechanical modulation frequency could
be improved, 1/f noise and mechanical, acoustic noise would decrease further resulting in
an improvement in the SNR and DR.
Another major limitation of using mechanical modulation is due to the fact that the
chopper has to physically rotate making it operationally slow. The chopper used in 2D
imaging measurements discussed above is limited to a modulation frequency of ∼200Hz
which limits the overall acquisition speed of the measurement. To allow stabilisation of
the system from pixel-to-pixel, two time constants per sample are allowed, as described
in Eq. (3.4). As such, for a LIA TC of 5ms, 10ms sampling time is required per pixel.
For acquisition of an image such as Fig. 3.20 which measures 211× 43 pixels with a
mechanical modulation of 200Hz and TC of 50ms, a total acquisition time would take
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907 seconds. A similar image acquired with 60 kHz electrical modulation and a TC of 5ms
(10ms sampling time per pixel) would take 91 seconds. The TC of the LIA is limited by
the buffer input frequency of 200Hz. If the TC could be reduced further, in line with the
electrical modulation frequency (10µs which relates to a modulation frequency of 100 kHz),
an imaging time of 0.18 seconds would be possible, not accounting for translation motion
time.
The addition of a chopper means more optical components are involved in the me-
chanical modulation system making the experiment less compact that a system employing
electrical modulation. However the lack of electrical modulation that is inherently mea-
sured by the LIA means that it avoids the larger LIA sensitivity required by such a system.
The FOM of images gathered using a mechanically modulated system are better than the
electrical alternative as such, even with the higher modulation frequencies of such a system
leading to a reduction of 1/f noise.
3.3 Near-field spectroscopy
In the two-dimensional measurements presented so far, the pixel size of the images has
been limited to the spot size of the THz QCL which is on the order of ∼250µm. In an
attempt to increase the lateral resolution of the images obtainable using self-mixing a
different technique can be employed.
Near-field (NF) THz imaging184 has previously shown great potential for measuring
sub-wavelength features on samples. Applications demonstrated to date include mapping
of charge-carriers in semiconductors and nanostructures,185,186 characterisation of THz
waveguides187,188 and THz microscopy of biological samples.189 In order to bypass the
diffraction limit imposed during traditional far-field imaging, several techniques have been
used. One such example is placing a sub-wavelength aperture to limit the beam laterally
at its focus or limit the detection area in the near-field,190–192 but this technique has been
shown to be limited by the strong beam attenuation caused by the aperture. Another
method is to place the THz source or detector in close proximity to the sample,193–195 but
this can lead to very difficult experimental set-ups.
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A method that has shown more promise in the THz range is a technique adapted from
apertureless (scattering-type) near-field scanning optical microscopy (ANSOM).184,186,196–200
3.3.1 Apertureless near-field imaging
Apertureless near-field imaging implements a scattering probe that is placed in close prox-
imity to the sample and the reflected or scattered field is detected in the far-field. The
near-field interaction between the sample surface and the probe tip causes a modification
to the scattered field allowing properties of the sample surface at the point of interac-
tion to be measured with a spatial resolution determined by the dimensions of the probe
tip, independent of radiation wavelength. A schematic of how reflection apertureless NF
imaging occurs is shown in Fig. 3.29.
ωIn ωOut
Figure 3.29: A probe tip is brought close to the sample surface in order to confine the
field energy of the incident radiation in the near-field.
In order to improve SM imaging lateral resolution using this technique, the THz beam
is focused onto the tip of the probe and the field that is scattered back to the laser facet
is measured.201 In order to measure the voltage perturbation caused by the scattered
field, the probe tip is modulated perpendicularly to the sample surface to allow lock-in
amplification at the frequency of the probe dither.
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3.3.2 Experimental set-up
The THz QCL consisted of a 10µm-thick BTC active region emitting at 2.53THz (λ ≈ 119µm),
which was processed into a SISP ridge waveguide with dimensions 2.4mm× 150µm. The
device was cooled using a continuous-flow helium cryostat and maintained at a heat-sink
temperature of 25K. A current source was used to drive the laser at a constant current of
945mA.
The usual 2D imaging system based on SM shown in Fig. 3.11 was adapted with the
second parabolic mirror focused down onto the sample surface at a θ ≈50◦ angle, as shown
in Fig 3.30(a) and 3.30(b). The length of the external cavity formed between the tip of
the needle probe and the QCL facet was L0 = 0.40m. Without the needle probe in place,
the THz field reflects off the sample surface away from the laser facet so self-mixing only
occurs from radiation scattered from the sample surface. When the needle is brought into
the focus of the field at a separation distance d from the surface, scattering occurs off the
tip which feeds back into the laser facet, as shown in Fig. 3.30(c) by the green arrow.
The simplified ray model shown in red and blue also shows how radiation can scatter
from the surface from a reflection from the tip, and vice-versa, respectively. Radiation
travelling along these unwanted reflection paths will still be measured by the system. In
order to facilitate lock-in amplification the needle probe is dithered sinusoidally in the
Z -direction using a piezoelectric translation stage. The modulation to the THz near-field
and the scattered reflection caused by the movement of the probe tip are measured as
changes to V SM on the terminal of the laser. As only the THz field scattered from the tip
is measured, only a very small amount of THz radiation is reflected back into the facet.
Therefore lock-in amplification is required to measure the changes in voltage on the order
of ∼10µV. By employing this technique with SM, sensitivity to the phase of the reflected
field is also obtained. The sample is mounted on a three-dimensional translation stage to
allow it to be positioned at the focus of the THz beam and raster-scanned to produce the
two-dimensional images.
In order to find the optimal bias condition for the QCL, the laser bias was stepped
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Figure 3.30: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used in near-field spectroscopic
2D reflectance imaging. (a) Self-mixing experimental set-up employing lock-in detection
of the scattered THz field, synchronised with the modulation frequency, fMod, of the probe
needle. (b) The final parabolic mirror is angled such that V SM is 0µV when the needle
isn’t present and is angled at an elevation angle of θ ≈50◦ relative to the needle axis. The
needle is dithered sinusoidally in the Z -direction using a piezoelectric stage. (c) Simple
ray model describing how radiation scatters from the tip (green), from the surface after a
reflection from the tip (red) and from the tip after a reflection from the surface (blue).
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while the probe needle tip was modulated in the focus of the beam. Fig. 3.31 shows
that the optimal bias was just above threshold, at 910mA. The behaviour of sensitivity to
feedback just beyond the lasing threshold is common to SM systems.65 Due to correction
of a grounding problem of the system after this measurement, the threshold moved to
930mA with the optimal driving current at 945mA.
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Figure 3.31: Experimental data showing V SM caused by scattering from the probe tip in
free space, for various bias conditions. The fitted curve is added to guide the eye.
To further optimise the experimental set-up, the position of the probe needs to be
optimised in order to maximise V SM. The probe tip was placed within the focus of the
THz field, with no surface to cause a NF effect, so any change to the laser terminal voltage
is purely due to scattering from the probe tip.
Fig. 3.32 shows the optimal needle position at∼0mm along the direction of the Z -stage
controlling the sample position.
3.3.3 Surface approach technique
The near-field effect only occurs when the probe tip is in close proximity (∼1µm) to the
sample surface. In order to measure and quantify this effect a technique was utilised where
the needle was dithered in the focus of the THz beam, and the sample was brought towards
the probe tip in the direction of modulation, Z, while V SM was measured. The sample
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Figure 3.32: Experimental data showing V SM caused by scattering from the probe tip in
free space, for various probe positions in the Z -direction as shown in Fig. 3.30(b). The
fitted curve is added to guide the eye.
consisted of an aluminium-coated mirror mounted on a mechanical translation stage.
With the needle in the focus of the THz beam, and the mirror positioned outside of
the focus at the start of its scan range (d>300µm), the background scattered field from
the tip causes a non-zero SM signal of ∼20µV as shown in Fig. 3.34. As the surface of the
sample is brought in close proximity to the tip, the THz field is reflected off the surface
onto the probe tip, and vice-versa, before scattering into the laser facet as shown in Fig.
3.30(c). As the round trip distance between the laser facet, sample surface and needle
changes, the phase of the scattered field changes resulting in oscillations in V SM. These
oscillations are system and alignment dependant and are of the order λ/2 cos(θ) ≈ 95µm.
This relationship arises from the angle that the THz beam approaches the sample surface,
as shown in Fig. 3.30(c), and is caused by the round-trip phase of the field at the location
of the probe tip. At the point of near-field interaction (d<30µm) the magnitude of V SM
is amplified dramatically, as shown in Fig. 3.34.
The entire scattered field ETot consists of various components such that
ETot = Es + Eb + ENF, (3.5)
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Figure 3.33: (a) The needle is modulated perpendicular to the surface with frequency
fmod. (b) Photograph of the probe tip in close proximity to the mirror, taken with a
remote camera with 25× objective lens.
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Figure 3.34: The sample was brought close to the needle, showing the phase sensitivity of
the measurement and also the NF effect that causes the signal to increase sharply when
the distance between the probe tip and the sample approaches 0µm.
where E s is the background field directly scattered from the sample surface and Eb is the
field scattered from the probe tip and shaft, as well as the reflections from one to the other
and into the laser facet, with no NF effect present.202–204 ENF is the amplification arising
due to the NF enhancement when the sample and needle separation distance approaches
0µm. The needle modulation and LIA remove the unwanted E s component. ENF can be
further discriminated from the tip-scattered background signal, Eb, through demodulation
at the second and higher harmonics of the modulation frequency.205 204
The near-field enhancement has been previously described using a coupled dipole
model196,203 where the probe tip is regarded as a sphere with radius R and polarizability
α that is polarised by the incident field E0. An image dipole is induced in the dielectric
sample, with permittivity s, by this dipole; shown in Fig. 3.35.
This image dipole couples with the probe tip dipole to produce an effective polariz-
ability of the probe-sample system given by
αeff =
α[1 + (s − 1)/(s + 1)]
1− α(s−1)/(s+1)16pi(R+d)3
, (3.6)
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Figure 3.35: Coupling of a probe dipole and image dipole at small distances d. The field E
is assumed perpendicular to the sample surface due to the orientation of the beam path.
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where d is the separation between the probe tip and the sample surface. Considering only
the intended radiation path (green arrow in Fig. 3.30c), as d approaches 0, the near-field
term of the field, ENF, gains a large enhancement, with the entire scattered field varying
∝ αeffE0. It is not so simple to relate the measured signal to α by VSM ∝ αeffE0 due to
the alternate feedback paths described in Fig. 3.30(c).
As this technique is phase sensitive it is possible to map the phase of THz field along the
modulation axis Z when moving through the focus of the beam at angle θ. To investigate
how the external cavity length affects the measured signal the position of the needle and
sample were stepped through the beam focus by ∆Z. For each measurement the separation
between the sample and needle is swept from 150µm to 0µm. For an increment step of
∆Z, the round-trip path length in the external cavity formed between the tip and the
QCL facet decreases from the nominal value 2L0 by an amount 2∆Z cos(θ). Figure 3.36
shows the recovered signal with respect to the separation between the needle and sample
d. Consecutive vertical plots correspond to needle positions varying by 2µm along the
Z -axis.
The background signal observed for large sample-tip separations, Eb, which can be
seen for values of d> λ, represents scattering from the needle tip with no surface present.
It can be seen to decrease with increasing ∆Z. For values of Z when L0 = [(m±1/4)λ/2],
where m is an integer value, this background signal would minimise. Experimentally, this
component was observed to oscillate between negative and positive peaks for round-trip
external cavity lengths equivalent to mλ/2 and (m+ 1/2)λ/2 respectively.
Through these scans, the amplitude of the enhanced NF signal recorded at d=0 varies
with the round-trip phase, with both positive and negative values observed. For a cavity
change of ∆z ≈ 6µm a minima is observed, which represents a phase contrast between the
background and NF signals. The equivalent maxima is observed at ∆z ≈ 18µm. Near-field
phase sensitivity has been shown with previous ANSOM implementations, dependant on
sample composition.205 Equation (3.5) also suggests that the phase and amplitude of the
scattered field demonstrates optical properties of the sample’s surface at the probe tip.
This interaction can be further utilised for high-resolution imaging.
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Figure 3.36: Self-mixing voltage V SM recorded as a function of tip-sample separation d,
for different positions of the needle tip in the beam focus. The approach curves correspond
to the needle tip being stepped in the Z -direction by an amount varying (top to bottom)
from ∆Z =0µm to ∆Z =18µm in steps of 2µm.
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3.3.4 Two-dimensional reflectance imaging using the near-field effect
This technique made it possible to create 2D reflection images of a sample using NF
self-mixing imaging. The sample was a quartz substrate patterned with a 2mm× 5mm
rectangular region of 115-nm-thick gold defined using photolithography. It was positioned
close to the probe tip (d ≈ 0µm) and the external cavity was adjusted to give the largest
possible NF signal. The corner of the gold region was raster scanned in the X -Y plane
perpendicular to the probe shaft and V SM was measured for each pixel.
Limited by the resolution of the motion controller, the sample was stepped using 1µm
pixels resulting in the 2D image shown in Fig. 3.37. The contrast in the image comes
from the change in permittivity of the surface at the probe tip.
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Figure 3.37: The corner of a resolution target consisting of 115-nm-thick gold deposited
onto a quartz substrate was scanned perpendicular to the needle tip and V SM was recorded
at each pixel to map the sample reflectivity. The large signal occurs on the gold region of
the resolution target and the colour scale corresponds to the magnitude of V SM.
In order to determine the resolution of the acquired image, edge response functions
(ERFs) along each scan dimension were extracted by averaging 10 consecutive rows cov-
ering the edges of the gold-covered regions of the sample. These are shown for the X - and
Y -dimensions respectively in Fig. 3.38.
To quantify these ERFs in terms of resolution, the full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
of the normalised first-order spatial derivatives can be calculated. These spatial derivatives
are shown in Fig. 3.39. The spatial resolutions obtained from these are calculated as
σx ≈ 1µm and σy ≈ 4µm.
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Figure 3.38: The ERFs extracted from averaging 10 consecutive rows of pixels of the gold
coated regions in the X - and Y -dimensions, respectively.
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Figure 3.39: Normalised first-order spatial derivatives of the edge response functions of
the acquired image in both the X - and Y -dimensions respectively.
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The obtained value for σx is consistent with the dimensions of the probe tip and
represents a resolution of ∼ λ/100. These measurements show the highest image resolution
achieved with a THz QCL obtained to date of 1µm. The lower spatial resolution obtained
in the Y -dimension can be attributed to the experimental illumination orientation due
to the set-up geometry. In this geometry, reflections from the sample surface outside of
the NF of the tip could contribute to the scattered field, broadening the resolution of the
system in the Y -dimension.
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4 Three dimensional imaging with mechanical pullback
In the previous chapter, Chapter 3, techniques for two-dimensional THz imaging were
demonstrated that utilised self-mixing as a detection method. Figures 3.16 through 3.19,
amongst others, demonstrate that not only can this technique measure sample reflectivity,
but also sub-wavelength surface morphology. In these images the curvature of the scalpel
blade caused a change in the external cavity length leading to a change in the phase of the
returning field. This change can be measured as a perturbation of the terminal voltage.
In order to perform three-dimensional (3D) THz self-mixing measurements of samples,
the phase and amplitude of the SM signal must be resolved. Equation (2.24) demon-
strates that the terminal voltage perturbations caused by the SM effect have a sinusoidal
dependency on the external cavity length and this can be exploited to perform 3D mea-
surements of samples. By extending the external cavity over more than one fringe (λ/2),
this sinusoidal change to the terminal voltage can be measured for which the amplitude
is proportional to the reflectivity of the sample surface and the phase is proportional to
the external cavity length. Due to this, changes in sample surface reflectivity and depth
result in different waveform amplitudes and phases, respectively.
4.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
The THz QCL used in the following measurements consisted of a 10-µm-thick bound-to-
continuum active region183 emitting at ∼2.65THz (λ ≈113µm), which was processed into
a SISP ridge waveguide with dimensions of 3mm× 140µm. The device was cooled using a
continuous-flow helium cryostat and maintained at a heat-sink temperature of 25K. The
threshold current at this temperature was 1000mA.
This technique utilised a similar set-up to that shown in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.11) and
is based on previously published SM systems,65 but a third translation stage was added
to facilitate the required external cavity extension in the Z -dimension needed to build
up the interferometric fringes for 3D imaging. The sample was raster-scanned in the
X - and Y -dimensions using step sizes of 0.1 and 1.5mm respectively and at each (X,Y )
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location the sample was swept through the beam focus by 0.5mm in the Z -direction to
record the required interferometric waveform. A scan depth of 0.5mm corresponded to 9
interferometric fringes, and a high sampling resolution of 0.5µm (corresponding to 1/100th
of a fringe) allowed accurate recording of the waveform shape. The output from the LIA
was fed into the XPS ADC input to allow accurate recording of both the sample position
and QCL terminal voltage. Using an LIA time constant of 10ms resulted in a scan time
of 20 seconds per (X,Y ) pixel.
Radiation from the laser was focused onto the sample using a pair of 2-inch-diameter
f /2 off-axis parabolic reflectors, where the mean distance between the laser facet and the
target was 0.41m through an unpurged atmosphere. The beam spot size on the sample is
estimated to be ∼250µm. The laser radiation reflected from the sample was coupled back
to the QCL facet along the same optical path as the emitted beam.
Z
X
Y
QCL
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for 3D coherence imag-
ing measurements. The experimental set-up is similar to that of the 2D coherent imaging
set-up described in Chapter 3.2.1, but to create the interferometric waveforms, from which
the surface depth and reflectivity profile are extracted, the sample has to be mechanically
scanned through the beam focus in the Z -direction at each (X,Y ) location.
To demonstrate measurement of both reflectivity and depth, a sample consisting of
bulk GaAs semiconductor wet-etched to 3 different steps (in the X -dimension) of height
10µm was fabricated by Dr. Siddhant Chowdhury. Half of this sample was then coated
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with 125-nm-thick layer of gold resulting in areas of differing height and reflectivity. A 3D
optical profile of the sample was obtained using a non-contact Bruker NPFlex 3D optical
profilometer and is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: (a) 3D and (b) 2D optical profile of the sample obtained using a non-contact
Bruker NPFlex 3D optical profilometer.
Exemplar waveforms shown in Fig. 4.3 demonstrate the change in V SM over the pull-
back range of the sample for two locations on the surface. The sinusoidal oscillation of
the waveform has a repetition length of λ/2 due to the round-trip nature of the experi-
ment. The variations in amplitude and phase equate to measurable differences in sample
reflectivity and surface depth.
In order to extract the sample and experimental parameters such as feedback param-
eter, C, which is related to the sample reflectivity, Rext, and other laser parameters, and
the phase which gives the sample depth, a three-mirror model105 was applied to describe
the laser under feedback. In this model the laser frequency under feedback, ν, is related
to the unperturbed frequency, ν0 through the phase-matching equation
2(L0 + ∆L)(ν0 − ν)
c
= C sin
(2(L0 + ∆L)ν
c
+ arctan(α)
)
, (4.1)
where L0 is the nominal external cavity length formed by the sample, and ∆L is the
change caused to the external cavity by the sample surface geometry, α is the linewidth
enhancement factor and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
Equation (2.24) can be modified to incorporate the change in cavity length caused by
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Figure 4.3: Exemplar interferometric waveforms for two individual pixels from an im-
age, acquired using 3D imaging based on SM. V SM is proportional to the sample surface
reflectivity and the phase is proportional to the sample depth at that location on the sur-
face for each waveform, and differences between these show changes in those parameters.
Waveforms have been offset vertically for clarity.
the sample depth, ∆L, to give
∆VSM ∝ 
√
R2sExt cos
(2(L0 + ∆L)ν
c
)
. (4.2)
As ν is dependant on the cavity length as shown in Eq. (4.1), Eq. (4.2) will not result
in a purely sinusoidal waveform. The level of feedback, C, and linewidth enhancement
factor, α, also dictate the shape and symmetry of the measured waveform.
When fitting Eq. (4.2) to the acquired waveforms an initial fit was performed using the
emission wavelength as the only free parameter as the fit was very sensitive to this value.
Once an accurate value for the emission wavelength was extracted, a more complex fit was
performed where C, 
√
R2sExt, α and ∆L were used as free parameters. This resulted in
a much more robust and accurate fit to the waveforms. The result of such fitting can be
seen in Fig. 4.4.
The values of ∆L extracted from the waveforms contained discontinuities as the fit
can’t differentiate between a positive or negative shift of 2pi. As such, these had to be
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Figure 4.4: Equation (4.2) was fitted (red and purple) to the exemplar waveforms (green
and blue) obtained from two individual (X,Y ) locations on the sample surface to allow
extraction of required parameters.
converted to round trip phase values to allow unwrapping to create an accurate surface
profile of the sample. In order to achieve this a relationship with the laser emission
frequency was used
φ = ∆L4pi
λ
. (4.3)
By removing any discontinuities greater than 2pi, each column of data was unwrapped,
as seen in Fig. 4.5(c) and (d). An unwrap was then performed in along the rows of data,
representing the Y -dimension of the scan, the results of which are shown in Fig. 4.5(e).
The unwrapped phase values were then converted back into depth values using the same
relationship as shown in Eq. (4.3) and the unwrapped surface profile from a 3D SM image
of the sample can be seen in Fig. 4.6.
As this technique utilises a similar system to the 2D imaging system, lock-in ampli-
fication was still required, meaning a modulation scheme was needed. Both mechanical
and electrical modulation schemes were employed to perform 3D SM images of the sample
surface, and the results of these experiments are shown below.
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Figure 4.5: Phase maps for 3D SM image (a) before unwrapping, (c) after unwrapping in
the X direction and (e) after unwrapping in both directions. (b) and (d) show individual
columns before and after unwrapping respectively.
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Figure 4.6: 3D surface profile of the sample created using 3D SM imaging with mechanical
modulation. Colour scale represents sample height.
4.2 Mechanical modulation
Mechanical modulation for 3D imaging has the same benefits and limitations as when
performing 2D image acquisition; namely high experimental sensitivity and large contrast
between SM signal and background measurements, but low modulation speed.
The experimental set-up used for 3D imaging with mechanical modulation is shown in
Fig. 4.7, in which a mechanical chopper is used to physically block and unblock the THz
beam at a known frequency (∼200Hz). This frequency was then used to allow lock-in
amplification of the self-mixing signal measured as a perturbation to the terminal voltage
of the QCL. Mechanical modulation allowed the use of a 100× differential pre-amplifier
to be used before the LIA to amplify the small V SM signal. A current source was used to
drive the laser at a constant current of 1050mA.
The profiles extracted from individual rows of pixels in the X -direction demonstrate an
accurate measurement of the 10µm steps in the sample surface, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The
sample was also profiled using a non-contact optical profilometer (Bruker NPFLEX 3D),
and the profile obtained from that measurement is shown in Fig. 4.8 also. A tilt equal
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Figure 4.7: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for 3D SM imaging
measurements with mechanical modulation.
to that on the sample surface during the measurements has been applied to that profile
for comparison sake. As can be seen from the exemplar and average profiles, very good
agreement is obtained between the measured profiles and those obtained from the optical
profilometer. Imperfections observed at the steps of the exemplar profile are attributed to
the simultaneous reflections of the QCL beam from multiple steps as its spot travels over
the edges of the steps.
The three steps etched into the sample are clearly seen in the 3D profile displayed in
Fig. 4.6. When mounting the sample, effort was made to reduce any tilt along the sample
surface, but there was ∼ 0.4 deg of tilt measurable on the acquired image, shown as a
change in height along the sample surface, in the X -direction.
To quantify the depth resolution of this technique two factors have to be considered;
the sampling accuracy of the SM waveforms and the frequency instability of the QCL over
the scan period. The first of these can be reduced at the expense of image acquisition
speed by employing longer LIA time constants, by scanning the sample over a longer
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Figure 4.8: Experimental data showing side profiles of the sample surface obtained using
mechanical modulation. An optical profile from a Bruker Optical Profilometer (black), an
exemplar profile (blue) and the average profile along the entire sample surface (red) are
displayed. Plots offset for clarity. A tilt has been applied to the optical profile to match
the measured profiles.
distance with a smaller separation between samples (0.5mm with a step of 0.5µm was
used here) or by greater averaging. An upper limit of the resolution limit (noise-equivalent
displacement206), imposed by laser frequency instability, can be obtained by assuming
typical frequency drift85,86 ∆ν/2pi ≈ 10-15 MHz. For small perturbations, change in
emission frequency can be equated to a change in the external cavity given by
∆ν
ν0
= −∆L
L0
, (4.4)
where ν is the emission frequency of the QCL and L0 is the nominal external cavity
length. Through this a resolution of ∼2µm is obtained by our system, allowing the 10µm
features of the sample to be resolved. Due to the long acquisition time of this system, this
resolution may potentially be degraded through thermal fluctuations in the QCL. Thermal
fluctuations would explain the variations shown in Fig. 4.6 along the Y -direction.
Sample reflectivity was extracted as a value proportional to the amplitude of the SM
fringes, VSM ∝ 
√
R2sExt. By plotting the values of V SM across the sample surface, Fig. 4.9
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is generated showing the regions of the sample coated in gold as areas of high reflectivity;
the gold-coated region is 3.75-6.75mm in the Y -direction. Some of the GaAs regions of
the sample (such as (6,-0.75) to (9,3.75) in Fig. 4.9) didn’t generate as large variance from
the gold-coated regions as expected, and this is most likely due to the etching process
causing imperfections in the surface morphology of the sample, resulting in variation of
the reflection angle of the beam, thereby causing variations in the coupling factor  back
into the facet. This could result in the GaAs region having a better coupling angle than
the gold-coated region, reducing the contrast. The ratio of the parameters 
√
R2sExt
responding to the gold-coated and uncoated regions is 1.28. For comparison, a value of
1.77 is expected based on the Fresnel coefficient, assuming complete reflection from the
gold layer and a refractive index of 3.6 for GaAs.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental data showing reflectivity, 
√
R2sExt, across the surface of the
sample. Gold coated regions are depicted as areas of high reflectivity, denoted by the
color scale.
Figures 4.6 and 4.9 can be combined to show both the reflectivity and depth profiles
of the sample together, and is shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental data showing depth profile of the sample surface. Sample
reflectivity is shown by the colour of the plot. Gold coated regions are depicted as areas
of high reflectivity, denoted by the color scale.
4.3 Electrical modulation
As with the 2D imaging presented in Chapter 3, electrical modulation allows an improve-
ment in imaging speed over mechanical modulation by increasing the modulation speed
greatly (>100 kHz compared with ∼200Hz). By removing the mechanical chopper and
instead biasing the QCL just below threshold and using a small (75mA) square-wave
modulation to drive the QCL into the lasing regime, much greater modulation frequencies
can be reached. The general trade-off with this system is that as the modulation directly
changes the terminal voltage of the QCL at the modulation frequency, lock-in detection
measures not only V SM but also the voltage change caused by the modulation, VMod,
which is orders of magnitude greater. Also, due to the nature of the modulation scheme
where the laser driving current is periodically changed, current and thermal fluctuations
introduced into the laser will translate to frequency fluctuations in the device. This fre-
quency change will further translate to voltage fluctuations on the terminal of the QCL.
These limitations combine to result in a reduced experimental voltage sensitivity.
The experimental set-up for electrically modulated 3D self-mixing imaging is shown
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in Fig. 4.11. The experimental procedure is similar to that explained in the previous
mechanical modulation section. Due to the fact that the modulation scheme employs
a change in voltage, the 100× amplifier used in the mechanical modulation scheme was
replaced with a 6× differential amplifier for this scheme in order to avoid saturating the
LIA input. A modulation frequency of 10 kHz was employed by this system to avoid
encroaching on the upper modulation limit of the laser driver.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for 3D SM imaging
measurements with electrical modulation.
Using the same technique described for mechanical modulation, the sample was raster-
scanned at the beam focus, with a pullback performed at each pixel to produce interfero-
metric fringes, as shown in Fig. 4.12.
The resultant image extracted from these waveforms is shown in Fig. 4.13.
Due to the lower LIA sensitivity native to the electrical modulation technique, the
surface profile of the sample is less accurate than that obtained using mechanical modu-
lation. The electrical modulation frequency used in these measurements was 10 kHz, with
the same 10ms TC used as the mechanical modulation measurements, resulting in the
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Figure 4.12: Exemplar interferometric fringes obtained using electrical modulation.
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Figure 4.13: Experimental data showing the surface profile of the sample measured using
electrical modulation. Colour scale depicts sample height.
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same imaging rate of 20 secs/pixel. It is expected that image quality and speed could be
further improved by increasing the modulation frequency. Averaging through the use of
multiple pull backs per pixel could also be utilised, and the TC of the LIA could also be
increased, but both of these would cause longer acquisition times per pixel. A higher imag-
ing speed would also reduce any possible thermal drift that may have been detrimental
to the image acquired. Figure 4.14 shows large variations (up to 20µm) from the image
profile expected from the sample. This could potentially be due to the reduced sensitivity
or thermal drift in the QCL if there was a temporary problem with the device cooling
regulation.
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Figure 4.14: Experimental data showing side profiles of the sample surface obtained using
electrical modulation. An optical profile from a Bruker Optical Profilometer (black), an
exemplar profile (blue) and the average profile along the entire sample surface (red) are
displayed. Plots offset for clarity. A tilt has been applied to the optical profile to match
the measured profiles.
The amplitude of V SM was also extracted across the surface of the sample as a measure
of surface reflectivity, and shows a high area of reflectivity along the gold-coated area of
the sample. A similar reflectivity profile as observed with the mechanical modulation is
observed, where some of the non-gold-coated areas (such as (6,-0.75) to (8,3.75) in Fig.
4.15) show a higher than expected reflectivity. Again this could be attributed to a better
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coupling factor, , on this area due to variations in the surface morphology due to the
etching process.
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Figure 4.15: Experimental data showing reflectivity across the surface of the sample. Gold
coated regions are depicted as areas of high reflectivity, denoted by the color scale.
Due to the operational nature of electrical modulation, where the driving signal of
the QCL is not constant, a range of noise sources are imposed into the system. These
include noise sources that are present in any THz QCL imaging system such as voltage
noise from the current driver and thermal fluctuations in the laser and electrical noise in
the LIA. However, current and thermal fluctuations due to the modulation scheme will
also cause frequency drift within the device, which will translate to voltage fluctuations
on the terminal of the QCL. The higher modulation frequency helps to reduce 1/f noise
in an effort to counteract this, but all of these noise sources combined mean that the
measurements of surface reflectivity here demonstrates a higher level of noise than that
measured by the mechanically modulated approach. The use of an even higher modulation
frequency could help to reduce 1/f noise further to improve this. By superimposing Fig.
4.15 onto Fig. 4.13 the depth profile and reflectivity map of the sample can both be shown
together, and this is shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Experimental data showing depth profile of the sample surface. Sample
reflectivity is shown as the colour of the plot. Gold coated regions are depicted as areas
of high reflectivity, denoted by the color scale.
4.4 Discussion & limitations of 3D imaging with mechanical pullback
While this method to produce a 3D profile from the phase of the measured interferometric
fringes works well, the main limitation is the image acquisition speed. The main reason
the images in the above sections consist of only 89× 5 pixels is that it took 20 seconds
to acquire the fringes for an individual pixel. This means that a whole 3D scan over
roughly 6mm× 9mm took approximately 2 hours. When utilising an SM system over a
scan period of that duration, good control of the QCL temperature is a concern as even a
frequency drift of ∼60MHz would equate to a resolution change of ∼10µm meaning the
step changes of the sample would be unmeasurable.
Another limitation is the method of fitting the 3-mirror-model as a form of analysis.
This method takes an extremely long time to fit the fringes for an entire sample; due to
the complex nature of the fit, even running across 8 parallel threads on 4 CPU cores at
3.2GHz with 4 free parameters, the fitting takes ∼24 hours. By reducing the number of
free parameters, this computation time can be reduced but this also negatively affects the
accuracy of the fit. Another problem is that the interferometric fringes extracted from
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the measurement sometimes aren’t clean sinusoidal-like responses (an example is shown in
Fig. 4.17), for example in pixels where the incident beam overlaps multiple steps on the
sample. This can lead to a poor fit and incorrect extraction of parameters from the data.
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Figure 4.17: Interferometric fringes from certain pixels have non-sinusoidal shapes result-
ing in poor fitting and incorrect extraction of laser and feedback parameters.
Chapter 5 introduces a different analysis technique that is based on a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the interferometric data to extract the phase and amplitude of the
fringes. This technique proved to be orders of magnitude faster (<1minute compared to
∼24 hours) whilst producing comparable results. This technique was used to analyse the
same data from the mechanical and electrical modulation experiments and the 3D surface
images for the two analysis methods are shown below in Fig. 4.18 for comparison.
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Figure 4.18: 3D coherent images measured using the mechanical (top) and electrical (bot-
tom) modulation schemes. The images were constructed by (a) and (c) fitting a 3-mirror-
model to the interferometric data and (b) and (d) performing an FFT on each set of
interferometric fringes to extract the phase of each pixel.
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5 SM techniques based on frequency modulation
The previous chapter demonstrated 3D THz image acquisition employing the self-mixing
effect, based on longitudinal extension of the external cavity at each pixel. However,
this mechanical cavity extension resulted in long acquisition times. In order to improve
the acquisition rate of the system, a different approach is required. To this end, tech-
niques based on swept-frequency modulation have been developed, with the additional
advantage of removing further mechanical components from the system. In this chapter,
these techniques are used for 3D image acquisition,207 with substantially improved imag-
ing rates. The swept-frequency approach is also applied to the analysis of inhomogeneous
materials (plastic explosives), leading to extraction of their optical constants. Further-
more, frequency control of a QCL under feedback is used to demonstrate both real-time
measurement of the frequency tuning coefficient of the QCL, k, and vibration sensing of
moving targets.
5.1 Swept-frequency modulation of the QCL
In the previous mechanically modulated 3D imaging system, the QCL was driven at a
constant current and the external cavity length was changed. This allowed the acquisition
of interferometric fringes via the QCL terminal voltage as the round trip phase of the
external cavity changed. The new modulation scheme presented here takes advantage of
the relationship between the laser emission frequency and driving current. By applying
a sawtooth modulation to the driving current the laser frequency is chirped, similarly
leading to interferometric oscillations of the QCL voltage as the round-trip phase of the
external cavity changes. In this way, the previous technique is flipped on its head, with
the external cavity length being held constant, and the laser frequency being controlled.
5.2 Three-dimensional swept-frequency imaging
The initial application for this new technique was to improve the imaging rate and quality
of the 3D images previously acquired using the mechanical pullback technique. Due to
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the mechanical longitudinal scan of the sample along the beam axis the previous tech-
nique required several hours to produce a 3D image with low transverse resolution (89× 5
pixels). As with the mechanical pullback technique both sample height and reflectivity
can be obtained with this swept-frequency technique, through the phase and amplitude
components of the SM voltage signal.
5.2.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
The system used in this work is based on that described in Fig. 3.11160 and is shown
in Fig. 5.1. The THz QCL consisted of a 10-µm-thick BTC active region183 emitting at
∼2.65THz (λ ≈113µm), which was processed into a SISP ridge waveguide with dimensions
of 3mm× 140µm. The device was cooled using a continuous flow helium cryostat and
maintained at a heat-sink temperature of 25±0.1K. The threshold current at 25K was
1000mA. Radiation from the laser was focused onto the sample using a pair of 2-inch-
diameter f /2 off-axis parabolic reflectors, with the mean distance between the laser facet
and the target being 0.41m through an unpurged atmosphere. The beam spot size on
the sample is estimated to be ∼250µm.65 The laser radiation reflected from the sample
was coupled back to the QCL facet along the same optical path as the emitted beam.
A current source was used to drive the laser at a constant current of 1050mA, with a
sawtooth current modulation of frequency fmod≈1 kHz (90% duty cycle) and an amplitude
of 100mA superimposed on the DC current; the corresponding modulation of the QCL
emission frequency was measured to be 850MHz (see Ch. 5.4), maintaining single mode
emission throughout this range. Schematic diagrams of these signals are demonstrated in
Fig. 5.2. The SM signal was monitored via the QCL terminal voltage, amplified using
a 20 dB AC-coupled amplifier. In contrast to the previous modulation techniques, a LIA
was not used to record the terminal voltage in these measurements. In order to allow a
higher degree of averaging at a higher speed than was possible with the LIA (limited by a
minimum LIA TC of 5ms due to a buffer trigger rate of 200Hz), a National Instruments
data acquisition (DAQ) board (NI-DAQmx USB-6251 BNC) was used to acquire the QCL
voltage directly. This allowed the SM waveform to be acquired at 500×103 samples/s with
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16-bit resolution. The high speed of this acquisition allowed a high modulation frequency
(1 kHz) to be used to modulate the QCL. The TTL signal from the signal generator that
created the sawtooth (90% duty) modulation was used as a trigger to the DAQ board. In
order to recover the SM interferometric fringes from the recorded QCL terminal voltage
it was necessary to subtract the baseline modulation as discussed below.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for swept-frequency
measurements. (a) The laser driver current was modulated to chirp the single mode
QCL emission frequency where the QCL was most sensitive to optical feedback. Typical
modulation currents for this experiment are shown. (b) Measured AC coupled terminal
voltage measurements. The voltage signal shown is typical for this set-up after applying
amplification. (c) The QCL is driven using a DC laser driver with a sawtooth modulation
while a data acquisition (DAQ) board is used to record the QCL terminal voltage. A pair
of parabolic mirrors focus the QCL beam to a point, at which the sample is raster scanned
in the X - and Y -directions using computer controlled mechanical translation stages. 20 dB
differential amplification was applied prior to measurement on the DAC board.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the waveforms involved in swept-frequency imaging.
(a) The modulation current supplied by the signal generator as a modulation to the laser
driver. (b) The QCL drive current delivered by the laser driver from 1050mA with 100mA
modulation. (c) The amplified (20 dB) terminal voltage into the DAQ board showing
interferometric fringes due to the changing QCL emission frequency. (d) Change in QCL
emission frequency over the modulation period.
5.2.2 Baseline removal of the background modulation
The QCL terminal voltage without feedback is a combination of the DC voltage used to
drive the laser above threshold and the sawtooth modulation voltage. Under feedback, the
SM fringes (∼1mV) are superimposed onto this voltage (∼5V). To extract the interfero-
metric fringes created by the sawtooth modulation of the QCL current, the background
modulation must first be removed. To obtain the background modulation, the laser termi-
nal voltage was measured with the THz beam blocked, and this waveform was subtracted
from the terminal voltage measured under feedback. Exemplar waveforms of the laser
voltage, with and without feedback, and the resolved interferometric fringes are shown in
Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Recovering interferometric fringes from frequency chirping of the QCL. (a)
Terminal voltage of the QCL with (red) and without (blue) feedback. Waveforms offset for
clarity.(b) Interferometric fringes resolved from measured QCL terminal voltage. Voltage,
VQCL0 (no feedback) has been removed from voltage, VQCL (with feedback), to leave
V SM. The voltage signals here are amplified by 20 dB.
In order to obtain the required number of interferometric fringes using this technique,
the QCL must be tuned sufficiently to cause multiple fringes to occur over the applied
sawtooth waveform. If the QCL was tuned too much, the resolution of the interferometric
fringes would suffer due to the sampling rate and voltage resolution limits of the DAQ.
By utilising the tuning coefficient of the QCL, a sensible starting value of modulation
current can be applied. THz QCL’s typically exhibit a tuning coefficient on the order of
k ≈ −10MHz/mA.59 In order to obtain the frequency tuning required for 3 interferometric
fringes over a cavity length of 0.41m, Eq. (4.4) can be used. The required number of fringes
can be equated to the change in external cavity length in a double path system,
∆L = 3λ2 =
3c
2ν , (5.1)
which allows Eq. (4.4) to be simplified to
∆ν = 3c2L. (5.2)
For the cavity length of the described system, 0.41m, a tuning value of ∆ν = 1098MHz
is required, meaning a starting modulation of 110mA was employed. The laser driver
had a transconductance G = 200mA/V at it’s modulation input, so to cause a current
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modulation of 110mA, a 550mV sawtooth waveform was required.
Once a modulation amplitude was chosen, the initial starting current was optimised
in order to obtain the cleanest interferometric fringes. When the QCL was driven at ITH,
1000mA, the fringes had a large amplitude, but displayed a non-consistent amplitude
over the tuning range. This could be a consequence of the fact that, in QCLs and other
lasers, the magnitude of SM voltage signal is itself dependent on the driving current, as
previously shown in Fig. 3.31.65 By driving the QCL at a slightly higher "starting current,
1050mA, the fringe amplitude decreased slightly, but the amplitude remained constant
over the tuning range. These results are shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Choosing the optimal initial driving current for the QCL using sawtooth
modulation. (a) Driving the QCL at 1000mA resulted in fringes that changed amplitude
over the tuning range. (b) Driving at 1050mA resulted in more sinusoidal fringes with a
more consistent amplitude. The voltage signals here are amplified by 20 dB.
5.2.3 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis
At the end of Chapter 4, a new analysis method was briefly discussed. In the previous 3D
imaging technique described in Chapter 4 the SM parameters were extracted from each
interferometric waveform though a fitting procedure. This method was computationally
very time consuming, taking upwards of 24 hours to extract the necessary parameters
from the 445 pixels acquired using the mechanical pullback technique. A faster and less
computationally demanding method was implemented for the swept-frequency imaging
work, which could be used for any 3D imaging with interferometric waveforms.
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Once the interferometric fringes have been recovered from the swept-frequency modu-
lated terminal voltage of the QCL by removing the baseline modulation, a complex Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed. A FFT transforms discrete time signals into mea-
surements in the frequency space. The magnitude of the results depict the component
of power at each frequency and the phase denotes the phase of the waveform at each
frequency. In order to recover a 3D image of the sample we require the phase of the
waveform at each pixel; the required information for this can be resolved from the phase
of the FFT. Also, the sample surface reflectivity can be recovered from the amplitude of
the interferometric fringes, which is given by the complex magnitude of the FFT. The
interferometric phase of the SM signal under frequency modulation of the laser is given
by151,176
Φ(t) = 4piL
c
γt+ 4piL
c
ν0 = 2pifct+ φ, (5.3)
where φ = arctan(Im[Iˆ(f )]/Re[Iˆ(f )]) is the initial phase of the SM fringe, which can be
calculated from the real and imaginary components of the FFT Iˆ(f c), ν0 is the laser
frequency without feedback at t = 0, c is the speed of light, L is the external cavity
length, γ = -945GHz/s is the modulation rate of the system, calculated based on the
tuning coefficient of the laser (k ≈ −8.5MHz/mA) and the applied modulation (100mA
over 0.9ms), and f c is the carrier frequency of the fringes given by f c = 2γL/c.
As can be seen from Fig. 5.5(b) the resolution of the FFT is quite low. The frequency
resolution of the FFT is dependant on the length of the dataset that the FFT acts upon,
so the longer the waveform that can be acquired, the higher the resolution that can be
recovered in the frequency space. In order to obtain more fringes a higher degree of
tuning could be used, but that would cause mode-hopping to occur in this laser. An
alternative approach would be to increase the external cavity length. Nevertheless, the
resolution in Fig. 5.5(b) is sufficient to recover the power and phase at the frequency of the
interferometric fringes since no other component of power occurs at a similar frequency.
Zero-padding can be used to increase FFT resolution if necessary, but in reality this only
serves to smooth out the FFT. This technique is demonstrated in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: FFT analysis for extracting SM parameters from frequency-chirped terminal
voltage measurements. (a) Exemplar interferometric waveform extracted by removing the
baseline modulation from the recorded terminal voltage. The frequency of the interfero-
metric fringes is 3.8 kHz. (b) Magnitude and (c) phase components of V SM extracted by
performing a complex FFT on the aforementioned fringes. Due to the resolution of the
FFT, the values corresponding to the interferometric fringes are taken at 3.4 kHz.
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Figure 5.6: Magnitude values extracted from the same interferometric waveform shown
in Fig. 5.5(a) with varying levels of zero-padding. From top down, (a) no padding. (b)
Zero-padded by N, where N is the length of the original dataset, thereby creating a dataset
of length 2N. (c) Zero-padded to create a dataset of length 5N. (d) Zero-padded to create
a dataset of length 10N. (e) Zero-padded to create a dataset of length 100N.
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Other techniques such as stitching repetitions of the recovered waveform together in
post-analysis can be used to improve resolution, but any discontinuities at the joining point
can result in components of power appearing at a high frequency that relates to the sharp
discontinuity. By measuring (or truncating) the time-domain data to an integer number
of periods (fringes), discontinuities can be minimised. This technique is demonstrated in
Fig. 5.7. As there are no other components of power that occur at a frequency close to
that of the interferometric fringes, neither of these two techniques are required here to
extract an accurate measure of power or phase from the resolved fringes.
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Figure 5.7: FFT resolution can be improved by concatenating numerous iterations of the
resolved waveform. Shown are FFT results for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3 and (d) 5 repetitions of
the waveform. The FFT becomes zero at frequencies with no power, but frequencies with
a power component remain at the correct amplitude.
One disadvantage of this technique when compared to the SM fitting technique is that
individual laser parameters aren’t extracted. This means that values such as the feedback
coefficient cannot be calculated. But for the purpose of creating a 3D representation of a
sample and performing a measure of sample surface reflectivity, these parameters aren’t
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necessary and the improvement in computation time of the FFT approach is a significant
advantage.
5.2.4 Software development
LabVIEW software was developed in order to obtain the required interferometric fringes at
each pixel. The operation of the code is described in Fig. 5.8. The XPS is first initialised
and a folder is created to save all of the averaged waveforms. Once the stages and folder
are ready, X and Y stages move to their first position and imaging can begin.
The DAQ control (blue) section of the code functions as a state machine. The first
state is a trigger creation stage, where a trigger is established on the DAQ, whereby a BNC
input to the DAQ board waits for a rising edge of the TTL signal from the signal generator
that is used to create the modulation signal. The next state is a trigger monitoring state;
this state loops continuously if the trigger isn’t activated, but if a rising edge is measured
the state machine progresses onto the data acquisition state.
On the front panel of the LabVIEW code, the user specifies a window length in mil-
liseconds and a sampling rate in kilo-samples per second. From these values, a number
of samples is calculated, N. Once the measurement state of the LabVIEW code is entered
N samples are acquired from the chosen BNC ports (which monitor the QCL terminal
voltage), again chosen by the user on the front panel. Once these samples are acquired,
they are displayed on the front panel as a graph. To improve imaging quality the user
can specify the number of iterations of this measurement to be performed. If the current
measurement is not the final iteration, the state machine loops back to the trigger state
and awaits the next TTL trigger. If it is the final iteration, the waveforms are averaged
and the data is saved with a file name denoting the X and Y imaging locations to allow
the 3D image to be created in analysis. If the saved data isn’t from the final pixel to be
measured, the stages are moved to the next required location and the DAQ stage (blue)
occurs again for the new position. The code loops until the final pixel is imaged and then
the code ends.
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Figure 5.8: Operation of LabVIEW code for performing 3D imaging using frequency
chirping of the THz QCL. The main functions can be broken down into XPS control and
initialisation (purple), DAQ board control (blue) and saving and completion (red).
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5.2.5 Three-dimensional imaging using swept-frequency modulation of the
QCL
With the data acquisition and analysis methods understood, the method of creating the
3D image will now be discussed. By removing the mechanical pullback previously used
for 3D imaging, the image acquisition rate of the swept-frequency system is significantly
improved; ∼200ms/pixel with 200 averages of the SM waveform (limited by computational
time as discussed below) compared to 20 secs/pixel previously achieved. This presents an
improvement of ∼ ×100. Due to the improved imaging rate of the swept-frequency system,
an image with much higher transverse resolution (101× 10 pixels) could be acquired in a
shorter time (∼minutes) than the previous imaging systems (∼hours).
The sample imaged consisted of bulk GaAs semiconductor wet-etched to 3 different
steps (in the X -dimension) of height 10µm. Half of this sample was then coated with 125-
nm-thick layer of gold resulting in areas of differing height and reflectivity. 200 iterations
of the acquired SM signal were averaged at each pixel.
After the interferometric fringes were recovered from the measured terminal voltage
by removing the baseline modulation, the FFT analysis can be performed. Fig. 5.9
demonstrates fringes from two different areas of the sample; waveform (a) is from a gold
area of the sample, depicted by its large amplitude, and (b) is from a GaAs area, shown
by its lower amplitude. The two waveforms are also from two different steps of the sample
surface as shown by their different phase values, meaning a difference in cavity length is
present.
The magnitude of the FFT of waveform (a) is shown in the inset, showing an amplitude
of ∼24mV, which the waveform shows to be correct. This analysis is performed for each
pixel in order to extract the phase of the FFT to resolve the phase profile of the sample.
Due to the fact that the phase values from the FFT lie between −pi and pi, unwrapping is
required across the sample surface to remove discontinuities. The wrapped surface profile
is shown in Fig. 5.10, but even at this early stage the 3 distinct steps are visible, but not
necessarily with the correct height.
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Figure 5.9: Interferometric fringes extracted from 2 different steps on the sample. The
blue waveform (a) is from a gold covered region, as shown by its larger amplitude due to
higher reflectivity, while the red waveform (b) is from a GaAs region, on another step, as
shown by the phase delay between the waveforms. Inset: Fourier transform of waveform
(a). Both waveforms are amplified by 20 dB.
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Figure 5.10: Wrapped phase profile of the sample obtained using the swept-frequency
technique.
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By performing unwrapping a phase map of the sample surface was obtained. The image
was also slightly cropped, to remove the edges of the sample, to avoid them effecting the
unwrapping procedure. The unwrapped phase map is shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: 2D height map of the sample showing 3 distinct steps.
In order to create a true 3D profile of the sample the phase map must be converted
into a height map using the laser emission frequency and accounting for the double pass
of the SM system151
dL = φλ4pi , (5.4)
assuming no phase change on reflection due to the permittivity of the sample. The result
of this is shown in Fig. 5.12.
Comparing the measured profile of the sample to the profile obtained from an optical
profilometer (Bruker NPFLEX 3D) demonstrates the accuracy of the swept-frequency
method for 3D imaging. Figure 5.13(a) compares the optical profile (black) to the average
profile obtained from all rows of the sample in the Y -direction (red) and an exemplar row
(blue). As the surface of the sample wasn’t exactly perpendicular to the THz beam, a
0.356◦ tilt has been applied to the optical profile in this figure. The average profiles of the
gold and GaAs areas of the sample are shown in Fig. 5.13(b). The imperfections observed
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Figure 5.12: Three dimensional profile of the sample built using the phase extracted from
an interferometric fringe at each pixel. Colour scale represents sample height.
at each step in the obtained profiles can be attributed to the spot of the beam overlapping
the edge of the step, resulting in reflections from multiple lengths at the same time. This
could potentially be improved by improving the size of the beam spot size at the focus.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.14, by superimposing the averaged profile onto the optical
profile, the step height measured by the SM approach is reasonably accurate.
The reflectivity map of the surface was also extracted from the real component of the
FFT at the carrier frequency, |Iˆ(fc)|, for each pixel; this is shown in Fig. 5.15. The
reflectivity map shows a very high reflectivity on the gold-covered region of the sample
(3.5-7mm in the Ydimension) as expected. As with the previous 3D imaging technique,
changes in the coupling efficiency of the reflected radiation to the laser facet between
different steps result in differences in reflectivity across areas of identical material; this
can be attributed to variations in surface morphology due to the wet-etching procedure.
The higher resolution allowed by the increased acquisition speed in this set-up results
in a much better image than was previously available using THz SM imaging. Further
to this the sample doesn’t move longitudinally through the beam focus during acquisition
of data, meaning better transverse resolution and a more consistent coupling efficiency
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Figure 5.13: Surface profiles of the sample. (a) The red (center) profile shows the average
of all the whole sample, while blue (bottom) displays an exemplar row. The black (top)
profile is the average of the whole sample from an optical profilometer for comparison.
Waveforms offset vertically for clarity. (b) Optical profile is compared to the average of
the gold region of the sample (blue, center, dashed), and the GaAs region of the sample
(red, bottom, dashed).
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Figure 5.14: Optical profile (black) and the average side profile (red) obtained through 3D
swept-frequency imaging shows the accuracy of the measured sample height of the new
technique.
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Figure 5.15: 2D reflectivity map showing the region of high reflectivity gold on top and
low reflectivity GaAs below. Differences in reflectivity between steps are due to changes
in coupling efficiency of radiation to the laser facet.
throughout the scan. This further improves the accuracy of the images. By superimposing
the reflectivity map from Fig. 5.15 onto the 3D profile, a full representation of the sample
can be created; shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Three dimensional profile of sample built using the phase extracted from an
interferometric fringe at each pixel. Colour scale represents sample surface reflectivity.
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5.2.6 SNR & depth resolution quantification of the technique
The depth resolution of the swept-frequency technique can be influenced by voltage noise
present in the SM waveforms. This noise can be reduced through the use of waveform
averaging at the expense of imaging speed. A secondary source of depth resolution degra-
dation in this system is the frequency instability of the laser, caused by temperature and
current fluctuations. Thermal drift in particular can cause frequency drifts on the order
of several MHz over the time-scale of seconds.84,85 In the presented system, temperature
instabilities of ±100mK corresponds to a maximum frequency drift of ∼10MHz.85 As
such, long averaging can in fact be detrimental to the depth resolution by allowing more
frequency drift to occur.
With this system, variations in the permittivity of the sample can also result in a
measurable phase change, which could be misconstrued as a change in the depth of the
sample. Also, changes in coupling between the sample and the laser can result in variations
in the measured amplitude of V SM. These coupling variations can be caused by changes in
the angle of the sample surface relative to the laser, or through depth changes resulting in
the sample being no longer in the focus of the field. This change in V SM can be incorrectly
attributed to changes in reflectivity.
In order to quantify the depth resolution, and also determine the optimal amount
of averaging required to obtain the best depth resolution, a statistical measurement of
the depth was performed. In this measurement a mirror was used to create an external
cavity with the laser facet. The length of this cavity was held at a known, stationary
length L to remove any systematic effects of the system, and 50 SM waveforms were
acquired consecutively, using the driving conditions described above for 3D imaging. From
each of these waveforms the phase was extracted by FFT and converted to a change in
cavity length using Eq. (5.4). The statistical variation of these measurements was then
established by taking the standard deviation. This was repeated for various degrees of
waveform averaging. If too much averaging was performed, the depth resolution would
degrade as the acquisition time would increase, allowing more frequency drift to occur.
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If too little averaging was performed, voltage noise wouldn’t be averaged out to a high
enough degree, leading to poor depth resolution. The results of these measurements are
shown in Fig. 5.17.
For levels of averaging below 10 iterations, the variation in measured external cavity
length decreases with increased averaging, due to the reduction of voltage noise. Beyond
this, low frequency drift of the laser frequency results in an increase of variation in con-
secutive measurements of the cavity length, with variations of up to ±2µm at 2000-times
averaging. This standard deviation, σL, can be plotted against the degrees of averaging
in order to find the optimum. The results of this are shown in Fig. 5.18.
As shown, 10 iterations is the optimum degree of averaging to perform, giving a depth
resolution of <0.1µm (corresponding to a phase change of ∆φ ≈ 0.6 deg).
In addition to these statistical errors, systematic errors may also affect the measure-
ment of depth using this system. In order to investigate possible systematic errors a
measurement was performed in which the cavity length was stepped in 1µm steps and a
swept-frequency measurement performed at each step. This measurement was repeated
for various degrees of averaging. The results of these measurements are shown in Fig.
5.19.
As can be seen, the resolved cavity length is not heavily dependent on the level of av-
eraging, and does not improve much through further averaging. Furthermore, the resolved
position of the mirror consistently shows an error for certain mirror positions (∼4µm at
∆L = 12µm for example) across all levels of averaging. This could be due to the mirror
rotating laterally as it moves between scans, slightly perturbing the cavity length and
altering the coupling back into the laser facet. Another reason could be systematic error
in the positioning of the mirror by the motion controller. Neither of these possibilities
imply an error in the measurement technique itself.
By taking the standard deviation of the measured cavity length compared to the ex-
pected cavity length, the accuracy of the measured cavity length can be determined. This
is shown in Fig. 5.20, and reveals a systematic error of ∼1.9µm, which improves slightly
through averaging. As the mechanical components of the experiment have an effect on this
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Figure 5.17: Resolved cavity lengths of 50 consecutive swept-frequency measurements were
extracted for various degrees of waveform averaging. Plotted are the variation of these
individual measurements from their mean.
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Figure 5.18: Standard deviation of the measured external cavity length as a function of
waveform averaging for a held cavity length. This plot shows a measure of the statistical
error of the system. Fitted line added to guide the eye.
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Figure 5.19: Resolved cavity length from swept-frequency modulation compared to actual
cavity length for various degrees of waveform averaging.
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measurement, this graph represents a systematic measure of the accuracy of the system.
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Figure 5.20: Standard deviation of the measured external cavity length compared to the
actual external cavity length as a function of waveform averaging. A slight improvement
is shown up to ∼200 iterations. Fitted line added to guide the eye.
The magnitude of both the systematic and statistical errors are compared in Fig. 5.21.
For the system described above, in an ideal scenario with no systematic error, a depth
resolution of <0.1µm (corresponding to a phase change of ∆ϕ ≈ 0.6 deg)could be obtained
using 10 iterations of waveform averaging. Even allowing for systematic errors, which could
arise from the mechanical components in the system rather than the measurement itself,
a depth resolution of <2µm is possible. This is much below the step height of 10µm of
the sample imaged, meaning an accurate representation of the sample was possible. For
averaging above 2000 iterations, statistical error becomes the major source of error in the
resolved depth.
Due to the computation time to control the movement of the stages and to average
the waveforms, performing an acquisition takes longer than that implied by the sampling
time per pixel, tsampN/fmod. In order to quantify the actual acquisition time per pixel for
the various levels of averaging, 101 pixels were acquired in succession for various degrees
of waveform averaging at a modulation rate of 1 kHz. The results of these measurements
are shown in Fig. 5.22.
Figure 5.22 shows that the acquisition time per pixel rises with the number of iterations,
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Figure 5.21: Systematic and statistic error of the system shown as a measure of depth
resolution. Fitted lines added to guide the eye.
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Figure 5.22: Acquisition time per pixel(?) and per iteration per pixel(◦) for various degrees
of waveform averaging. Fitted lines added to guide the eye.
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as expected. Furthermore, the acquisition time per iteration per pixel decreases due to
the iteration-independent factors such as stage-movement and file saving being averaged
out over the larger number of iterations. For N = 1, the lowest acquisition time per pixel
for 1 kHz modulation is found to be 259ms.
It would be expected that acquisition time could be improved through faster modula-
tion. In order to quantify how these measurement-independent factors affect the acquisi-
tion time of any image (even 1× 1 pixel) the acquisition time per pixel was measured over
101 pixels for a range of modulation frequencies using 200 iterations per pixel. 200 itera-
tions allowed a higher degree of accuracy of measuring the acquisition time per pixel than
10 iterations would allow. Figure 5.23 shows how the acquisition time per pixel plateaus
for increasing modulation frequencies.
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Figure 5.23: Acquisition time per pixel plateaus even as modulation frequency increases.
The plateau value gives a measure of minimum computation time per pixel for 200 averages
of ∼6 s. Fitted line added to guide the eye.
As shown by Fig. 5.23, even for a high modulation frequency fMod= 10 kHz, which
results in modulation time of 20µs, the acquisition time per pixel is actually ∼6 s. This
acquisition time limit is systematic and depends on many factors ranging from the motion
speed of the stages, the speed of the computer running the LabVIEW software, optimisa-
tion of the software and even the hard-drive read/write speed.
By combining the actual acquisition time per pixel measured for a modulation fre-
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quency of 1 kHz with the depth resolution measurement shown in Fig. 5.18 the number
of iterations can be related to a real world measurement time. This is shown in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Depth resolution shown as a function of actual acquisition time per pixel.
The noise power spectral density (NPSD) associated with measurement of the SM
voltage was also characterized for this system. Figure 5.25 shows how the NPSD changes
relative to the modulation frequency. These values are determined from the magnitude of
the FFT of the SM waveforms, relative to the noise floor, recorded at different modulation
frequencies with N =10 averages (blue). Also shown (green) is the NPSD measured for a
resistor to simulate a device without feedback. The NPSD here can be attributed to the
laser driver noise which is always present when it is operational. This translates to voltage
noise on the terminals of the device when powering the laser. The additional noise present
under feedback originates from the current and temperature fluctuations in the device
causing frequency noise. This frequency noise translates into measured voltage noise.
As the modulation frequency increases up to 200Hz the NPSD decreases approximately
as ∼1/f2. At low modulation frequency, the longer acquisition time allows a higher
degree of current- and temperature-induced frequency noise to affect the system. Even
at fMod = 1 kHz (where σL < 0.1µm), the noise power is lower than -50 dB/Hz. For
fMod > 10 kHz, where the sampling time tsamp < 1ms/pixel, the NPSD decreases further
to < -60 dB/Hz. The upper modulation frequency limit of the laser driver used in these
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measurement prevents faster modulation, but this could be improved through use of a
different driver. Faster modulation and shorter sampling times should allow even lower
NPSDs.
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Figure 5.25: Noise power spectral density (NPSD) relative to the signal power, measured
as a function of modulation frequency fmod for N = 10 averages (blue). Also shown is the
NPSD measured without feedback to the laser (green). Inset: corresponding SM signal
amplitude.
5.2.7 Discussion
Swept-frequency SM 3D THz imaging has proven to present an improvement over previous
SM 3D THz imaging techniques in a number of aspects. Similarly to the comparison of 2D
imaging performed using mechanical modulation and electrical modulation of the QCL, de-
scribed in Chapter 3, by further removing the mechanical components from the 3D imaging
system (i.e. the longitudinal scan of the sample at each pixel), substantially faster acqui-
sition rates could be achieved. Previously 3D imaging was limited to 0.05 pixels/sec, but
by employing swept-frequency modulation an imaging rate of 40 pixels/sec was achieved,
improving the image rate by a factor of ∼ ×800.
Through this improved imaging rate, waveform averaging could be implemented and
studies found that N=10 iterations of waveform averaging resulted in a depth resolution
of < 0.1µm.
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Finally, utilising a modulation frequency of 1 kHz the system presented a NPSD of
∼ −50dB/Hz. Higher modulation frequencies have also been shown to improve system
NPSD by a factor of ∼1/f 2. As such, a higher modulation speed could be used to improve
the system NPSD further. This has also been shown to improve image acquisition speed
up to ∼33 pixels/sec, which is currently limited by the hardware.
5.3 Measurement of optical constants of inhomogeneous explosive ma-
terials
Work in this section was completed in collaboration with Dr. Karl Bertling and She Han
at University of Queensland. Experimental measurements were conducted by myself under
supervision of Dr. Bertling and Dr. Dean, and the data analysis was conducted by She
Han.
Coherent sensing in the THz frequency range has shown great potential as a means
of rapid, non-contact detection of explosive materials due to it’s non-ionising nature and
the spectral features of many explosives covered by this frequency band.7,15,50,208 Swept-
frequency SM imaging provides a fast, sensitive method of coherent THz sensing that can
be used to this end. Of particular use for identification of materials are the magnitude
and phase of their reflection coefficients, measured across the sample surface, which can
be related to the complex refractive index of the target. Previously published work160,174
has demonstrated measurement of the optical constants of homogeneous organic materials
by relying on their spatial homogeneity to reduce the variability of these optical constants
over their surfaces. The ability to quickly identify these parameters makes swept-frequency
SM imaging perfect for identification of homogeneous materials.
Many explosives on the other hand are far from homogeneous, consisting of mixtures of
a number of materials where one ingredient is the active explosive to be identified. Plastic
explosives are an example of this, but the same identification technique could be used
for other inhomogeneous materials such as pharmaceuticals. Due to the inhomogeneous
nature of such materials the optical properties would vary over the surface of the sample
depending on the ingredients present at the various points across the surface. This makes
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measurement of optical constants difficult and identification of the material even more so.
In order to implement fast identification of inhomogeneous materials with swept-frequency
SM THz imaging various steps are required such as the removal of phase uncertainties and
reliable location of centroids (representative of effective optical constants). In this section
this approach is demonstrated using plastic explosives consisting of an explosive compound
or mixture or explosives with various plasticizers, desensitizers, dyes, waterproof coatings
and fabrics to aid storage and use.209
5.3.1 Experimental set-up and measurement technique
In the same way that swept-frequency modulation can be used to measure the sample
depth and reflectance at a particular point on the sample surface, the complex refractive
index (CRI) can also be measured, in cases where the sample is sufficiently flat, based
on the amplitude and phase of the reflected field. The CRI, nˆ = n − ik where n is the
refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient, of an unknown material embedded in
an optically flat target can be recovered using the known complex refractive indices of
two other materials embedded in the same sample target. This approach has been demon-
strated in previous work.160,174 In order to demonstrate this, a custom target was prepared
with three plastic explosive samples compressed gently against an optically flat reference
plane (removed during measurements) in order to minimise tilt and position effects.174 All
of the plastic explosive samples were mildly inhomogeneous: SX2 (1,3,5-trinitroperhydro-
1,3,5-triazine; RDX based), Metabel (1,3-dinitrato-2,2-bis(nitratomethyl)propane; PETN
based), and Semtex-H (RDX and PETN based). The target also contains samples of high-
density polyethylene (HDPE), polycarbonate (PC) and black HDPE (HDPE with black
dye) to act as references. These plastics were injected before the sample holder surface
was cut flat to ensure there is zero depth difference between them and the rest of the
sample holder that could incorrectly be interpreted as a variation of the CRI of the plas-
tic. The sample holder with mounted samples is shown in Fig. 5.26. Materials from the
same batch of each explosive were compressed into pellets and measured using THz TDS
(in transmission geometry) at nine points (in a 3× 3, 0.5mm grid) across each sample.
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Reference values of n and k at 2.62THz were extracted from the averages of each sample
(results from these measurements are shown below in Table. 2).
SX2
Semtex
Metabel
Black
HDPE
PC
HDPE
Figure 5.26: Photograph of sample holder and plastic explosive samples, labelled for clar-
ity.
The THz QCL device used in our experiments was a 10µm-thick BTC active re-
gion, processed into a SISP ridge waveguide with dimensions 3mm× 140µm, operating at
∼2.6THz at a heat sink temperature of 25K. The custom target was aligned perpendicu-
lar to the optical axis at a distance 0.41m from the laser, and scanned in a raster fashion.
A differential voltage amplifier was used to apply 20 dB of amplification to the measured
voltage. The experimental set-up for this experiment is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The laser was driven at 930mA with a 100mA sawtooth (90% duty) modulation ap-
plied, resulting in an almost linear frequency change with time. The frequency of the
sawtooth modulation waveform was 1 kHz, and the frequency modulation coefficient of
the laser used was -15MHz/mA. The laser driver had a transconductance of 200mA/V
at its modulation input. At each point in the raster scan the current sweep was repeated
64 times and an average waveform of the QCL terminal voltage was recorded. This mea-
surement was performed before the number of iterations for this system was optimised.
It is believed that with 10 iterations the performance of the systems could be further im-
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proved through a reduction in acquisition time and noise through a reduction in thermal
fluctuations. 20 dB of amplification was applied to the recorded terminal voltage. The
baseline modulation was then removed leaving the resultant SM interferometric fringes.
Exemplar interferometric fringes acquired from swept-frequency imaging of the explosive
samples and the calculated FFT magnitude are shown in Fig. 5.27.
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Figure 5.27: FFT analysis for extracting SM parameters from the swept-frequency termi-
nal voltage measurements of explosive materials. (a) Exemplar interferometric waveform
extracted by removing the baseline modulation from the recorded terminal voltage. The
frequency of the interferometric fringes is 3.2 kHz. (b) Magnitude component of V SM
extracted by performing a complex FFT on the aforementioned fringes.
Through inspection of the SM signal array, all signals were acquired in the weak feed-
back regime (C < 1), which is a characteristic frequently associated with QCLs.173
5.3.2 Measurement of optical constants of inhomogeneous materials
Initial analysis was conducted to extract the magnitude and phase values of the reflected
THz field from FFT analysis as described previously. These values are representative of
the sample reflectivity and CRI of the sample respectively. The amplitude and phase
maps of the sample are shown in Fig. 5.28 where the maps have been rotated to a vertical
orientation according to the alignment holes in the sample holder.
Both the amplitude and phase of the signals measured across the homogeneous plastic
reference samples are consistent across the entire surface of each sample. However, the
explosives demonstrate a much wider range of amplitude and phase values. This can be
attributed to the inhomogeneous nature of the samples with different ingredients having
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Figure 5.28: Imaging of explosive materials. (a) Photograph of explosives sample holder
and samples. (b) The amplitude of V SM across the sample surface demonstrating the
reflectivity of the mounted samples. Colour scale represents SM interferometric fringe
amplitude. (c) & (d) 2D and 3D phase profiles of samples showing the varying phases
indicating varying CRIs. Colour scale represents measured phase of the sample surface.
different CRIs. By extracting representative phase and amplitude values from the pixels
corresponding to each sample using a circular mask (shown on Figs 5.28(b) and 5.28(c)
as white and black circles respectively) an amplitude/phase map can be created; this is
shown in Fig. 5.29.
The pixels of the homogeneous plastic samples (+ data points) exhibit very narrow
variation of both phase and amplitude values, which is representative of homogeneous
materials. Conversely, the explosive samples (o data points) show phase values ranging
between -pi and pi and amplitude values from 0.5mV (very low reflectivity) to >3mV (high
reflectivity). This wide distribution proves the inhomogeneity of these samples.
Further analysis beyond this point was conducted by She Han at the University of
Queensland,210 but is presented here for completeness. By rewriting Eq. (2.32) in terms
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Figure 5.29: Amplitude/Phase map of the pixels obtained for each sample. Homogeneous
plastic samples exhibit narrow ranges of both phase and amplitude values shown as tight
clusters while inhomogeneous explosive samples demonstrate a much wider distribution.
of phase, the round trip phase of the external cavity at the frequency of the unperturbed
laser, φ0 can be related to the phase under feedback, φFB by
φ0 − φFB = C sin(φFB + arctanα). (5.5)
The laser terminal voltage under feedback can be written as
VQCL = V0 + β cos(φFB), (5.6)
where V 0 is the voltage offset which may differ across the surface of the sample, β is the
modulation coefficient of the SM signal, and φFB satisfies Eq. (5.5). The round trip phase
φ0 can be broken into three components
φ0(t) = θ0 +
Φ
T
t− θR, (5.7)
where θ0 is the constant phase shift at the start of the frequency sweep, Φ is the phase
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modulation coefficient for the current sweep, T is the modulation time, and θR is the
phase shift caused by reflection from the target. With this, Eq. (5.5) can be rewritten as
θ0 +
Φ
T
t− θR − φFB = C sin(φFB + arctanα), (5.8)
which can be expanded as
θ0 +
Φ
T
t− θR − φFB = C√1 + α2 sin(φFB) +
Cα√
1 + α2
cos(φFB). (5.9)
Writing Eq. (5.9) in vector form gives
Φ
T
t− φFB =
[
θR − θ0, C√1 + α2 ,
Cα√
1 + α2
]

1
sin(φFB)
cos(φFB)
 . (5.10)
Values of C and α can be assumed to be constant throughout the frequency chirp and
Φ/T and φFB can be recovered from the interferometric fringes as described below. With
these values known Eq. (5.10) becomes a linear equation in
[
θR − θ0, C√1+α2 ,
Cα√
1+α2
]
for
each time point t. A least-squares method can then be applied to the time-dependent SM
waveform recorded at each pixel to obtain the required coefficients.
To recover Φ/T from the SM voltage signal, we assume the period of the V SM waveform
to be T 1 as shown in Fig. 5.30. Eq. (5.6) shows that for each period T 1, φFB changes by
2pi, for which Eq. (5.5) has a unique answer for C≤ 1.176 As such, Eq. (5.5) dictates the
same change in φ0, which further implies ΦT1/T = 2pi from Eq. (5.7) from which Φ/T
can be extracted. T 1 can be extracted from the average time between subsequent peaks
of V SM.
By selecting pixels wholly contained within the inhomogeneous sample surface area
(within a radius of six pixels from the center of each material, shown in Fig. 5.28 by circles)
SM signals who’s components correspond to each material were recovered. From these,
parameter extraction was completed and the fits corresponding to the largest 5% error were
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Figure 5.30: The period of V SM (blue, dotted), T 1, demonstrates a phase change of the
laser phase under feedback (black) of 2pi.210
discarded to remove potential outliers. Finally fits with the largest 1% extracted feedback
parameter were also discarded, where an unusually high reflectivity was suggested. After
these steps were completed, the result was an array of fitted parameters for C, α and
θR − θ0 for each material. The values of θR − θ0 can be unwrapped to lie between 0 and
2pi resulting in point cloud values of
[
C√
1+α2 , θR − θ0
]
, which are shown in Fig. 5.31. The
centroid value for each material was chosen to be the centre of gravity of the point cloud.
Due to the homogeneity of the plastics, they demonstrate tight cloud points with little
variability further corroborating the initial analysis shown in Fig. 5.29. The point clouds
extracted from the analysis method show a much tighter clustering than the initial phase
extraction shown in Fig. 5.29. The more complex analysis performed by University of
Queensland also allows extraction of the [n, k] values.160,174,210 Briefly, the centroid values
of the measured
[
C√
1+α2 , θR − θ0
]
coefficients can be related to actual values of reflectance
√
R and phase change on reflection θR by calibration to the coefficients measured for the
homogeneous plastics with known optical constants. These can then be related to n and
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Figure 5.31: The distribution of the point cloud and the relative centroid for the three
plastic explosives: METABEL, SEMTEX, SX2 (indicated by red, green, blue clouds and
circle, cross and triangle markers respectively). Also shown for comparison are the point
clouds of the three homogeneous plastics HDPE, PC and Black HDPE (indicated by
orange, cyan, yellow clouds and square, star and diamond markers respectively).210
k values using the relations160
n = 1−R
1 +R− 2√R cos(θR)
, (5.11)
and
k = 2
√
R sin(θR)
1 +R− 2√R cos(θR)
. (5.12)
Identification of the [n, k] values for each material are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Reference and estimated n and k values for three homogeneous plastics and inho-
mogeneous composite plastic explosives. For reference values for plastics see160. Reference
values for explosives were obtained using THz-TDS.210
Ref. n n 160 Est. n Ref. k k 160 Est. k
HDPE 1.54 1.54 1.54 0.002 0.002 0.006
PC 1.62 1.62 1.62 0.01 0.01 0.02
Black HDPE 1.58 1.58 1.58 0.02 0.02 0.02
SX2 1.75 - 1.76 0.09 - 0.09
SEMTEX 1.55 - 1.56 0.06 - 0.07
METABEL 1.66 - 1.66 0.07 - 0.06
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5.3.3 Discussion
Values for the refractive index and extinction coefficient of inhomogeneous materials have
been obtained using a THz swept-frequency SM approach. The optical constants obtained
show good agreement with previously reported values (see Table 2). This has allowed non-
contact measurement of explosive materials that could be further improved by replacing
the single QCL with an array of QCLs emitting at different frequencies or through the
use of a single QCL with a wide tuning range. In this way, the frequency dependant ab-
sorption coefficient of materials could be determined enabling unambiguous identification
of materials.
5.4 Active phase-nulling of the self-mixing phase
Amongst the applications where THz sensing using the SM effect has previously shown
great promise are displacement sensing128 and velocimetry.158 In all the previous SM stud-
ies using THz QCLs to date the QCL has been operated under free-running conditions
without any feedback control. Previous near-infrared laser systems under optical feed-
back with feedback control have shown use for sub-wavelength displacement sensing of
targets211 and non-contact vibrometry of vehicles.212
By utilising feedback control, a system is demonstrated here where the QCL emission
frequency is dynamically tuned to null the phase of the SM signal.213 One application of
this technique is the measurement of the frequency tuning of the laser as a function of
drive current. Many applications of THz QCLs, such as gas spectroscopy and frequency-
modulated approaches to imaging (such as the work presented on swept-frequency imaging
in Chapter 5.2), require accurate characterisation of the laser tuning coefficient. In order
to characterise the frequency tuning of a QCL previous methods have employed mixing
of the QCL field with a local oscillator (either another QCL85,214 or an optically pumped
gas laser84,215) on a diode mixer in order to detect the high-frequency beat note. As such,
these techniques are limited to the frequency range of the detector and employ multi-
source systems which are inherently more complicated than a SM set-up. The scheme
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presented here allows real-time measurement of the tuning coefficient and a greatly reduced
complexity compared to previously reported schemes. This new system also operates over
the entire 1.2-5.2THz spectral emission range of THz QCLs. This system also has another
application of real-time displacement sensing of remote targets, achieving all previous
advantages of SM-based systems while overcoming limitations such as resolution limits
caused by the quantisation attributed to fringe counting methods123,216 and avoiding the
need to fit a feedback model in post-processing.128
5.4.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
The schematic system diagram is shown in Fig. 5.32. The THz QCL consisted of a
10µm-thick BTC active region183 emitting at ∼2.62THz (λ ≈114µm, measured using an
FTIR with resolution 7.5GHz), which was processed into a SISP ridge waveguide with
dimensions of 3mm× 140µm. The device was cooled using a continuous-flow helium
cryostat and maintained at a heat-sink temperature of 25K. The threshold current at this
temperature was 1000mA. Radiation from the laser was focused onto a gold planar mirror
using a pair of 2-inch-diameter f /2 off-axis parabolic reflectors, with the mean distance
between the laser facet and the target L0 = 0.41m through an unpurged atmosphere.
This method utilises a perturbed cavity length, through the use of a scanning mirror, in
order to produce a perturbation to the QCL terminal voltage. A feedback control loop in
turn controls the QCL emission frequency in order to correct this perturbation to the end
of holding the SM signal constant.
The mirror position was recorded in real time at a sampling rate of 10 kS/s through
the analogue output of the stage controller. A current source was used to drive the laser
at a constant current of 1080mA, with an electronically conditioned feedback current
∆i superimposed on the DC current. The SM signal V SM was monitored via the QCL
terminal voltage, amplified using a 15 dB DC-coupled voltage amplifier. It was found that
slow changes in V SM were filtered out by AC-coupling, so DC-coupling was required on
the amplifier. In order to avoid saturation of the amplifier, a DC voltage offset was applied
to the terminal voltage.
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Figure 5.32: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. A modulation signal, V out is
generated by the PI loop filter (transfer function ALF) acting on V SM. The laser driver
produces a corresponding perturbation to the QCL driving current ∆i, actively phase-
nulling V SM. The compensation loop (dashed box) is used to cancel the laser voltage
modulation. LPF-low pass filter.
With the feedback compensation switched off (∆i = 0mV), the laser experiences a
voltage perturbation to the terminal voltage, producing SM fringes according to
VSM = β cos(φ), (5.13)
where β is the modulation index and φ is the external round-trip phase given by
φ = 4piLν
c
, (5.14)
in which ν is the laser emission frequency under feedback, L is the external cavity length
and c is the speed of light in a vacuum.166 From this it makes sense that through current
modulation of the laser frequency ν, the change in phase ∆φ due to a change in external
cavity length ∆L can be counteracted through use of a feedback loop.211 Under the feed-
back control loop, the condition ∆φ = 0 should always be true, such that the SM voltage
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stays constant. From differentiation of Eq. (5.14) an expression for the change in emission
frequency ∆ν can be obtained for small perturbations of the cavity length from Eq. (4.4).
As Fig. 5.32 shows, V SM was input into an adjustable proportional-integral (PI) loop
filter to create a feedback control signal to modulate the driving current and therefore
the emission frequency of the QCL in response to the changing cavity length. To control
the fringe locking position V SM0, a DC offset stage was implemented such that the error
signal Verror = VSM − VSM0 ∼= 0 under feedback control. The gradient of the SM fringe
at this position determines the optimum loop parameters for this technique to null the
external phase. The shape of the SM fringes, and therefore this gradient is dependant
on the feedback parameter that the laser is operating under, which was determined to
be C ≈ 0.25 here. However, it is expected that this method would also operate under
moderate feedback (C > 1)212 where the gradient is much steeper with respect to ∆φ while
avoiding instability. The transfer function of the PI filter ALF, was tuned observationally
to provide 0 dB of proportional gain for frequencies f > 1 kHz, with integral gain with a
slope 10 dB/decade below this corner frequency, as depicted in Fig. 5.33.
The output of the PI filter, V out, was used as a modulation source for the laser driver
such that the resulting current perturbation was given by ∆i = GVout = GALFVerror,
where G = 200mA/V is the transconductance of the current driver. The subsequent
frequency modulation to the QCL can be expressed as
∆ν = k∆i = kGVout, (5.15)
where k is the frequency tuning rate of the QCL. This current modulation also acts on
the QCL as a modulation to the terminal voltage through the differential resistance of the
device R, which for small perturbations around the laser driving point can be assumed to be
constant and typically equals a few ohms. It was possible to remove this unwanted voltage
modulation to the measured terminal voltage through the use of a compensation loop
acting on V out; shown by the dashed box in Fig. 5.32. To tune this compensation loop, a
current modulation ramp of 30mA was directly applied to the laser without feedback and
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Figure 5.33: Gain response of the PI filter.
the compensation loop amplification A was tuned to match the resulting QCL voltage.
The resultant amplification required was found to be A = RG ∼= 0.7.
5.4.2 Hardware development
In order to facilitate this experiment certain custom components of the system had to be
designed and built. A voltage signal from the compensation loop was needed in order to
cancel the modulated component of the terminal voltage cause by the feedback loop to the
QCL. This allowed a scaled and inverted version of V out to be added to V SM to achieve
this cancellation. In order to achieve this an inverting amplifier was required. Further
to this, a custom DC offset circuit and low-pass filters were required to reduce noise at
the PI-filter input (see Fig. 5.32). Both the inverting amplifier and DC offset circuit
required active components to function, so a single control box was created housing both
of these components; this is shown in Fig. 5.34(a). Both components required positive
and negative power so the compensation amplifier was powered with a DC power supply.
The inverting amplifier was designed around the classic inverting op-amp circuit where
V in is fed into the negative input of the op-amp with the positive input tied to ground (see
Fig. 5.34(b)). The gain of the amplifier is controlled by the ratio between the feedback
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Figure 5.34: Signal correction circuits utilised in phase-nulling of the SM phase. (a) The
left hand BNC connectors are inputs, while the right are outputs. The upper (orange)
BNCs and potentiometers are used for the inverting amplifier circuit described in (b),
with course and fine amplification tuning. The lower (red) BNCs and potentiometer are
for controlling the level of DC offset applied. The circuit diagrams for the inverting
amplifier and DC offset circuit are given in (b) and (c) respectively.
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and input resistors such that
A = −Rfeedback
Rin
. (5.16)
In order to allow adequate amplification while maintaining accurate control of the gain, a
range of ×0 to ×-3 was chosen with course and fine control. To this end, resistor values
of Rin = 6.8 kΩ and Rfeedback = 21 kΩ were used, where Rfeedback was divided into two
potentiometers in series to allow the full amplification range to be covered; Rcourse = 20 kΩ
and Rfine = 1kΩ. Rfine was chosen to be a high turn potentiometer to allow high precision
control. Figure 5.35 shows oscilloscope traces of the inverting amplifiers operation for
differing levels of amplification.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.35: Oscilloscope screen traces showing the inverting amplifier circuit operation.
Both traces show the inversion applied to the original (blue) trace, with various levels of
gain. The level of gain shown is (a) ∼ ×-1 and (b) ∼ ×-2. Amplification between ×0 and
∼ ×-3 through course and fine (∼5% of full range over 20 turns) tuning was possible.
The other active circuit designed was a DC offset circuit. This circuit was required
to remove the DC voltage component from VQCL before it could be amplified by the
DC-amplifier. The design of such a circuit was based on a resistive voltage adder, where
the offset voltage input was a variable, negative value (see Fig. 5.34(b)). As the op-amp
required input voltages of ±15V, these were used as the input voltage range to the offset
circuit. The normal operating voltage for a THz QCL such as the one utilised in this
experiment is ∼5V, so ±15V is far more than would be required and would result in a
low resolution on the potentiometer. In order to limit this, a potential divider circuit was
added to the input to limit the input voltage to -15V to +5V. The resistive adding point
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where V in and VDC join was connected to the positive input of the op-amp to prevent any
signal inversion. Figure 5.36 shows the operation of the DC offset circuit where a positive
DC offset have been applied.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.36: Oscilloscope screen traces showing the DC offset circuit operation. The level
of DC offset applied to VQCL (blue) is shown at (a) ∼ 350mV and (b) ∼ 1.2V. The full
range of additional voltage of this circuit was -15V to +5V.
The final required component are the LPFs. Numerous designs were trailed including
1st- and 2nd-order LPF RC filters, but these designs suffered from low initial roll-off
frequencies of ∼17Hz and full cut-off frequencies of ∼1 kHz. In order to raise the initial
roll-off frequency a 2nd-order RLC LPF was designed, as shown in Fig. 5.37.
Vin Vout56
33mH 8.2mH
12uF 8.2uF
2uF
Figure 5.37: Design of custom LPF.
The response of the LPF is shown to remove the high-frequency noise component while
retaining the slow SM fringes of the input voltage in Fig. 5.38.
5.4.3 Active phase-nulling of the SM phase
With all of the components designed and the system aligned, the PI loop generates feed-
back control of the QCL dependent on the round trip phase. The cavity control was
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Figure 5.38: Oscilloscope screen trace showing the LPF circuit operation. High frequency
noise on the input (blue) voltage is eliminated in the output (yellow) voltage.
accomplished using a sawtooth modulation supplied to the motion controller, with the po-
sition measured at a sampling rate of 10 kS/s though the analogue output of the stage con-
troller. Figure 5.39(a) shows this measured change in external cavity length ∆L ≈ 25µm
(approximately half a fringe) at a rate of ∼60µm/s that was used to change the external
phase. Figure 5.39(b) (red curve) shows the error signal V error obtained in response to
this modulation of the external cavity without any feedback control. Due to the lack of
feedback control, VQCL is perturbed due to the change in round trip phase φ; this per-
turbation cascades through the system to V error. With feedback control active and the
system running closed-loop, the modulation signal V out is generated, as shown in Fig.
5.39(c), which in turn reduces V error to near zero, demonstrated in Fig. 5.39(b) (blue).
Running closed-loop, the modulation from the PI filter maintains VQCL at a constant
value counteracting the perturbation caused by the round-trip phase through control of
the laser emission frequency.
From Eq. (4.4), the required change in emission frequency ∆ν can be recovered from
the known change in cavity length ∆L. The measured control signal in Fig. 5.39(c) can
then be used to relate the frequency modulation to the current modulation of the QCL
∆i using Eq. (5.15). The laser tuning rate k can therefore be calculated.
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Figure 5.39: Feedback voltage signals of the QCL from the PI filter. (a) Change in cavity
length ∆L. (b) Corresponding error signal V error measured without (red) and with (blue)
electronic feedback control of the QCL. (c) Corresponding control signal from the PI filter.
This relationship between ∆ν and ∆i is shown in Fig. 5.40. Through the use of a
linear fit to the related data, a tuning rate of k = −8.2 ± 0.03MHz/mA is recovered,
which is consistent with previously reported values for THz QCLs.59 In order to validate
this further, an alternative, non-real time method of measurement of the tuning rate was
employed.160
5.4.4 Measurement of laser tuning coefficient using swept-frequency modu-
lation
In order to validate the results obtained using the phase-nulling technique, a different
method of measuring the tuning coefficient of the QCL using swept-frequency modula-
tion of the QCL, was applied. In this technique the external cavity length was discretely
stepped in 2µm steps and a sawtooth waveform applied to the QCL current at each ex-
ternal cavity position, generating a series of interferometric SM fringes. Peaks in the SM
fringes occur when ν = c/2L. Therefore, as the cavity length is changed the interfero-
metric fringes will move with respect to the sawtooth waveform. By tracking one of these
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Figure 5.40: Extraction of the QCL tuning coefficient, k. Through compensation of the
modulation of the external cavity length, the feedback control signal V out causes a current
perturbation to the QCL, resulting in frequency tuning ∆ν of the device. A linear fit (red)
to the measured data yields a tuning rate k = −8.2± 0.03MHz/mA.
fringes, the current modulation required to compensate for the changing cavity length
can be determined. Using Eq. (4.4), the change in cavity length can be related to a
change in frequency, thereby enabling a relationship between frequency and current to be
determined.
In this experiment, the external cavity was stepped by 2µm over a full range of 100µm.
Figure 5.41 shows a selection of SM fringes obtained for different external cavity lengths.
The resulting relationship between current and frequency is shown in Fig. 5.42.
By performing a linear fit to this data a tuning rate k = −8.5 ± 0.2MHz/mA is
recovered. This agrees well with previously reported values59 and the value recovered
through phase-nulling of the external phase of the QCL presented above.
A similar measurement was performed in which the temperature of the QCL was
changed instead of the external cavity length in order to calculate the tuning caused by
changes of the QCL temperature. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 5.43
where a temperature tuning coefficient of k = −42.6± 1.8MHz/K was found.
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Figure 5.41: Exemplar SM fringes for various external cavity lengths. The external cavity
length was stepped by 2µm between plots. Individual fringes can be tracked to calculate
the frequency tuning coefficient of the laser. The cause of the variation in fringe shape is
unknown.
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Figure 5.42: Relationship between driving current, i, and frequency tuning, ∆ν, deter-
mined using swept-frequency interferometric measurement (blue stars). A linear fit to
this reveals a tuning rate k = −8.5± 0.2MHz/mA.
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Figure 5.43: Relationship between device temperature and frequency tuning, ∆ν, deter-
mined using swept-frequency interferometric measurement (blue stars). A linear fit to this
reveals a tuning rate k = −42.6± 1.8MHz/K.
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5.4.5 Displacement sensing using an active phase-nulling technique
Another application of this phase-nulling technique is for the displacement sensing of
remote targets, if the laser tuning coefficient is known. As V out is generated in re-
sponse to modulation of the external cavity it replicates the movement of the exter-
nal target in real-time. This replication will be scaled due to the responsivity factor
R = −ν/kGL0 = 3.9V/mm according to Eqs. (4.4) and (5.15) and using the recovered
tuning rate k = −8.2MHz/mA. Figure 5.44 shows the recovered displacement (blue) cal-
culated, using this relation, from the voltage control signal V out measured with the mirror
target moving at 2Hz with a peak-to-peak displacement, D = 22.5µm. The recovered
peak-to-peak displacement from V out is D = 23.1µm. This translates to an error of
∼2.5%.
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Figure 5.44: Recovered displacement measurement of a remote target. (a) Displacement
(blue) determined from the feedback control signal V out. The remote target consisted of
a mirror vibrating at 2Hz through a distance of D = 22.5µm. The actual displacement
is shown in red. (b) Displacement error between recovered and actual displacements.
Fourier analysis of V out found that the noise equivalent displacement for this measure-
ment was ∼0.2µm for a 1-Hz measurement bandwidth centered around the mirror recipro-
cation frequency of 2Hz. Through comparison of the measured and actual displacements,
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the maximum displacement error measured was ∼2.5µm, as shown in Fig. 5.44(b). A
likely source of this error is through the assumption that the differential resistance of the
device is constant throughout the measurement, when in reality it is voltage-dependent.
This would cause the compensation loop to subtract the voltage modulation incompletely.
As can be seen from Fig. 5.44, the two recorded periods show similar error. The non-
linear voltage-dependent differential resistance of the device also determines the limit of
the practical current modulation of the system, which is empirically determined to be
∼30mA. This translates to a measurable displacement of ∼40µm based on Eq. (4.4).
In order to improve this, the non-linear differential resistance would have to be properly
compensated (using a digital synthesizer, for example). This would lead to an increase in
the current modulation range, up to the mode-hop-free tuning range of the device under
feedback (∼100mA for this device), increasing the measurable displacement range in turn.
5.4.6 Simulation of feedback parameters
One assumption implicit to the techniques presented in Chapter 5.4.4 is that the tuning
coefficient of the QCL is not dependent on the level of feedback it experiences. This
was investigated by simulating the stepped-cavity, swept-frequency experiment (described
in Chapter 5.4.4), for different feedback levels, using MATLAB. In order to simulate
experimental results, the cavity length L was first chosen. The tuning effect of applying a
sawtooth current modulation to the laser was then calculated, assuming a current tuning
value k = −8.2MHz/mA. Using this simulated frequency chirp, the external phase under
feedback φ was then calculated from the excess phase equation Eq. (2.32) using code from
Kliese.176 This procedure was repeated for different cavity lengths.
The analysis discussed in Chapter 5.4.4 was then applied to this simulated data. Specif-
ically, the time position of the fringe peak is calculated using the extracted phase. This
allows the phase to be related to a modulation current at this time. The change in cavity
length is related to a change in emission frequency using Eq. (4.4). Finally a linear fit
was used to recover the tuning rate k, and to ensure that the same value entered as a
simulation parameter was recovered by this analysis procedure. This was simulated for
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various feedback levels (0 ≤ C ≤ 1) to ensure the level of feedback had no effect on the
recovered tuning rate. Results from these simulations are shown in Fig. 5.45. In each
case, the correct tuning rate k = −8.2MHz/mA was recovered, proving the reliability of
the analysis method.
5.4.7 Discussion
Phase-nulling by electrical feedback control of the QCL current has proven to be an accu-
rate measurement technique for multiple purposes including characterisation of the tuning
rate of a THz QCL, and displacement sensing of remote targets with a high degree of accu-
racy. This system has all of the benefits of previous SM systems including being compact
while also delivering real-time measurement of the aforementioned parameters. Phase-
nulling also demonstrates a significantly reduced experimental complexity when compared
to previous methods of measuring the tuning rate of a QCL, which require external stable
laser sources.
5.5 Discussion of SM techniques based on frequency modulation
Swept-frequency modulation of the THz QCL has been demonstrated for a number of pur-
poses including 3D imaging, extraction of optical parameters of inhomogeneous materials
and active phase-nulling of the self-mixing phase.
Compared to previous 3D SM imaging techniques (see Chapter 4) swept-frequency
imaging poses a number of advantages. Through removal of mechanical components of
the system, experimental complexity was reduced while also improving imaging rates by
a factor of ∼ ×800. Also a depth resolution of <0.1µm and a NPSD of ∼-50 dB/Hz was
demonstrated with N =10 averages and a modulation frequency fMod = 1kHz respectively.
It is suggested that higher modulation frequencies would allow further improvement to the
NPSD.
Swept-frequency modulation also allowed measurement of the refractive index and ex-
tinction coefficient of numerous inhomogeneous materials in the form of plastic explosives.
These values were in good agreement with values obtained using THz-TDS. Through the
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Figure 5.45: Simulations of the external phase for various feedback coefficients. (a) &
(c) By simulating the phase of the signal for various cavity lengths and extracting the
modulation current that a particular phase occurs at for each cavity length, the current
needed to tune the QCL can be extracted. Feedback coefficients of C = 0 and C = 1 are
shown. (b) & (d) For both feedback coefficients C = 0 and C = 1, respectively, the same,
correct, tuning coefficient can be extracted. (e) Identical simulations were run for various
feedback levels, with each resulting in the recovery of the same tuning rate.
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use of a QCL with a wide tuning range, the frequency dependant absorption coefficient of
materials could be determined using this method, allowing stand-off unambiguous identi-
fication of substances.
Finally, swept-frequency modulation was used for the purposes of phase-nulling of the
SM phase through electrical feedback control. This was used to perform measurements of
the tuning rate of a THz QCL and displacement sensing of remote targets. Both of these
uses showed a high degree of accuracy, with multiple procedures and simulations providing
similar values. This system also demonstrates a greatly reduced experimental complexity
when compared to previous systems to measure the tuning rate of a QCL.
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6 Measurement of the emission spectra of the THz QCL
As shown in Chapter 2, the voltage perturbation V SM induced by feedback of radiation to
the laser cavity contains a sinusoidal component involving both the external cavity length
LExt and the emission frequency under feedback ν, given by Eq. (2.24). As such, and
as shown in previous chapters, interferometric fringes can be acquired in a SM system
by simply changing the cavity length, where the spacing of these fringes will have a rela-
tionship to the emission frequency of the QCL. The interaction that occurs between the
emitted and reflected beams in a SM set-up is a very similar mixing effect to that used in
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. For further information on the operation
of an FTIR see Chapter 3.1.2.
While performing spectral measurements of a THz QCL using an FTIR, observations
have previously noted that an FTIR is alignment sensitive.217,218 By windowing the in-
terferometric fringes obtained over the cavity extension and extracting the spectra of each
window, a three-dimensional representation of the FTIR measurement can be obtained.
Under conditions of poor alignment, the resolved QCL spectra can be seen to change to
a completely different laser cavity mode for various path lengths of the variable arm in
the interferometer, as shown in Fig. 6.1 (obtained using the laser described in Chapter
6.2). This can be attributed to the far-field pattern of the QCL where different modes
are emitted at different angles from the device,217,218 and these therefore couple through
the FTIR at different angles. This phenomenon is particularly relevant to high-resolution
FTIR systems in which a long interferometric path length is required.
As self-mixing is inherently self-aligning along the transverse mode of the laser cavity,
this should be alleviated within a SM system and the main lasing Fabry-Pérot modes
should always be observed. Other advantages include the removal of the need for a separate
FTIR system to quantify the emission spectra of devices, and SM systems also remove the
need for an external detector. The work in this chapter will present the use of a self-mixing
interferometer to extract the emission frequency of a THz QCL and to explore the effects
of feedback on the spectrum in the form of frequency pulling.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Interferometric fringes acquired using a FTIR through a variable arm
cavity extension of 600mm under poor QCL alignment. Typical window size (75mm) is
shown in red. (b) The resolved spectra from windowed sections of the fringes in (a). The
FTIR can show different modes than the main lasing mode due to the bad alignment, as
shown here at 360mm.
6.1 Self-mixing interferometry using a focused beam
Initial work in this area utilised a typical self-mixing system, where the beam is focused
onto the target in order to extract the emission spectra from the QCL.
6.1.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
Initial, focused beam measurements utilised a THz QCL device with a 10µm-thick BTC
active region, processed into a SISP ridge waveguide with dimensions 3mm× 140µm, op-
erating at ∼2.6THz at a heat sink temperature of 25K. The threshold current at this
temperature was 925mA. This system utilised a self-focusing SM set-up previously de-
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scribed in Chapter 3, where one f /2 focusing mirror is used to collimate the THz beam,
and another is used to focus the light to the target/mirror for a total path length of
0.41m through an unpurged environment. This system is shown in Fig. 6.2. With this
set-up, a flat gold planar mirror was moved 20mm through the beam focus resulting in a
change in cavity length, and V SM was recorded via the analog voltage input on the XPS
motion controller, allowing accurate voltage-mirror position tracking and recording. V SM
was amplified by a 20 dB differential voltage amplifier prior to its measurement via the
analog input of the XPS motion controller. A sawtooth voltage modulation was applied
to modulate the mirror position where the voltage-distance ratio was 1V = 1mm.
Z
XPS
QCLLaserDriver
Figure 6.2: Schematic experimental SM set-up to extract laser emission parameters us-
ing a focused THz beam. A mirror is pulled-back through the beam focus to build up
interferometric fringes. Differential voltage amplifier shown as circuit symbol.
The following chapter will demonstrate and discuss some of the problems inherent with
such a focused system. Exemplar V SM fringes for both an increasing and decreasing LExt
are shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Exemplar measurements for V SM for both (a) an increasing and (b) decreasing
cavity length using a focused SM system.
When an FFT is performed on the measured fringes, the emission spectra of the laser
can be recovered, as predicted, and this is shown in Fig. 6.4 with the red and blue spectra
indicating an extending and shortening cavity respectively. Also shown is the spectrum
measured using a commercial FTIR system under nominally the same driving conditions.
Both the SM and FTIR systems utilised here have a resolution of 7.5GHz.
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Figure 6.4: Top: Emission spectra extracted from SM fringes for both extending (blue)
and shortening (red) cavity lengths. Bottom: Emission spectra from Bruker FTIR.
While in Fig. 6.4 the general shape and frequency of the spectra obtained from the
SM system and the commercial FTIR are similar, there are a few discrepancies which are
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caused by the experimental set-up and measuring procedure. These will be discussed in
the following sections.
6.1.2 General experimental considerations
The first and most obvious difference between the two spectra in Fig. 6.4 is the frequency
offset apparent between them. There are a number of possible causes for the ∼19GHz
offset between the two spectral peaks, but the most likely here are differences in electrical
grounding between the two measurements or the effects of feedback in the SM system.
The SM measurement and the FTIR measurement here were taken on different ex-
perimental set-ups on different optical benches. It has since been found that, due to the
common-ground being electrically connected to the cryostat housing and hence the op-
tical bench, slightly different QCL biases can occur for the same current supplied from
the current driver. As such, the laser can emit slightly different frequencies on the two
measurement set-ups, even for the same nominal driving current.
A second problem is the possibility of lasing on different cavity modes due to feedback.
At the external cavity length LExt changes throughout the cavity extension, mode-hops of
the emission frequency can occur. In the SM experiment, due to the long external cavity
length (∼0.41m), external cavity modes have a frequency separation of 365MHz, given
by
∆ν = c2LExt
. (6.1)
To observe this effect, the acquired SM fringes can be truncated before an FFT is
applied to extract the lasing spectrum for the cavity length related to that truncated
data. This has been demonstrated in Fig. 6.5 for a truncated dataset of 10mm cavity
perturbation, stepped by 5mm between plots.
The emission frequency in the window 0-10mm (50-100%) differs from that in the
previous windows due to the effect of feedback forcing a mode-hop. This effect is explained
in Chapter 2.2.3.
Another observation of note in relation to Fig. 6.4 related to mode-hopping is broad-
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Figure 6.5: By truncating the interferometric fringes from an extending cavity length (Fig.
6.3(a)) the varying emission frequency can be observed. ∆Z ranges from (a) -10 to 0mm,
(b) -5 to 5mm and (c) 0 to 10mm are shown. Also demonstrated is the weighting impact
of each section, with the centre fringes resulting in a much larger spectral amplitude. This
is discussed in Chapter 6.1.3.
ening of the emission spectra obtained from the SM measurements. While the results from
the SM and FTIR measurements broadly agree, the emission peak obtained from the SM
measurements is notably broader. If the QCL emission frequency hops between the closely
spaced external cavity modes along a single cavity extension, a frequency broadening of
the peak would be observed in the FFT data, due to the superposition of these external
modes. The observed broadening further suggests that the external cavity is affecting the
emission frequency in the measurements. An example of these mode-hops is shown in Fig.
6.6.
Another feature of this technique is that the amplitude of V SM varies over the scan
range, as can be observed in Figs. 6.3 and 6.5. Particularly, Fig. 6.5 demonstrates that
the amplitude of the recovered fringes increases in the center of the pullback, at the beam
focus. This behaviour is a known property of confocal systems.
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Figure 6.6: Change in the external cavity length can lead to mode hopping of the QCL.
6.1.3 Effect of a focused beam
One major difference between an FTIR system and the presented SM system is that the
FTIR system uses collimated beams along its arms, whereas this SM system involves
focused beams.
The numerical aperture of the focusing optics will effect the fringe spacing of the
recovered interferometric fringes. The numerical aperture of a lens/mirror is defined as
NA = n0 sin(θ) = n0 sin
[
arctan
(
D
2L1
)]
, (6.2)
where n0 is the refractive index of the medium(n0 = 1 for air), θ is the half-angle from
the center plane, D is the diameter of the mirror and L1 is the focal length of the mirror.
In the above SM system, all mirrors were 2 in. diameter with 4 in. focal lengths, resulting
in a numerical aperture of 0.243.
The numerical aperture of a system can be related to the fringe spacing of the interfer-
ometric waveform219,220 and will therefore have a direct impact on the frequency output of
the FFT, resulting in a frequency-offset of the spectral peaks. This can be shown through
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the phase relationship of a confocal system219
φ = 2pi
λ
z(1 + cosα), (6.3)
where λ is the laser emission wavelength, z is the mirror position, and α = arctan
(
D
2L1
)
from Eq. (6.2). This confocal phase relationship allows the offset between two systems to
be calculated. As such, for a comparison to a confocal system such as an FTIR, the offset
relationship can be simplified to
1 + cos(αSM )
1 + cos(αFTIR)
= 1 + cos(0.243)1 + cos(0) = 0.985, (6.4)
which relates to an offset frequency of 2.61THz*0.985 = 2.57THz, which agrees with the
measurements in Fig. 6.4.
In Fig. 6.3 the amplitude of V SM isn’t equal along the scan range, such that the fringes
in the center have a larger amplitude, and therefore will have more impact on the recovered
spectra. In Fig. 6.5 where the data has been truncated to demonstrate the evolution of the
emission spectra through the cavity extension, the fringes in the centre of the forward and
backwards mirror scans result in an FFT with a much larger amplitude. The weighting
observed here is due to the confocal nature of this set-up where the mirror passes through
the focus of the THz beam. At the focus, the improved alignment of the system results
in a better focusing of the light at the laser facet and an increase in amplitude inherent
with this. This confocal response is given by219,221
I(u) =
∣∣∣∣sin(u/2)u/2
∣∣∣∣2 , (6.5)
u = 8pi
λ
z sin2(α/2). (6.6)
In general, a sinc2 amplitude envelope would be expected.220 However, the double peak
observed in the fringes shown in Fig. 6.3 indicates astigmatism is present in the system.
This causes two foci to occur at different positions along the beam axis Z. This is a problem
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that can occur with focusing systems, but with better alignment can be minimised. Even
with perfect alignment, due to differing divergences parallel and perpendicular to the
growth direction, this astigmatism could potentially still occur in QCLs. Indeed, when
testing with another laser (as described in Chapter 6.2), no astigmatism was observed as
shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Interferometric fringes from the same measurement as shown in Fig. 6.3,
but with a different laser (described in Chapter 6.2). Here with improved alignment, no
astigmatism occurs.
By overlaying a simulated response of Eq. (6.5) onto these fringes, the confocal re-
sponse can be shown to be the cause of the envelope of the fringes. Eq. (6.5) tells us
that the amplitude of V SM should be contained in a sinc2 envelope. By simulating this
envelope for a NA = 0.24, this system shows a broader than expected confocal response,
as shown in Fig. 6.8.
This would suggest that the incident beam collimated onto the focusing mirror was not
perfectly collimated. This would lead to a broader confocal response. Fig. 6.9(a) shows
the same simulation for a NA = 0.2, which accounts for the imperfect collimation of the
THz beam. Using this NA, the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of both the simulated
envelope and the measured SM fringes are very similar (2.6mm and 2.8mm respectively).
Also worth noting, as the mirror moves through the beam focus, the laser enters the strong
feedback regime due to the improved coupling, as shown in Fig. 6.9(b).
One further observation to note concerns the discrepancy between the spectra obtained
in our SM measurements from the extending cavity and from the shortening cavity. Whilst
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Figure 6.8: Simulation of the confocal envelope expected for NA = 0.24 shows a broader
measured confocal response.
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Figure 6.9: Simulating the confocal response. (a) V SM has a voltage offset equal to the
response predicted by Eq. (6.5). (b) At the focus the laser enters the intermediate feedback
regime.
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this problem isn’t clearly apparent in Fig. 6.4, it can be more obviously observed in Fig.
6.10 where the same device was driven at 975mA. The differences in these spectra can
be attributed to a slight change in mirror alignment occurring at the turning point where
∆LExt = 10mm, causing a slight change in alignment of the system on forward and return
sweeps. This was confirmed by projecting a visible laser beam onto a distant target after
reflection from the moving mirror; the path traced by the reflected beam spot was observed
to differ depending on the direction of motion of the mirror. The alignment change is not
enough to misalign the system and stop the self-mixing effect, but it is enough to effect
the level of feedback and therefore the fringe shape and amplitude. It is also feasible this
effect could cause lasing on different compound cavity modes for forwards and backwards
sweeps.
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Figure 6.10: Top: Emission spectra extracted from SM fringes for both extending (blue)
and shortening (red) cavity lengths. Differences in spectra can be attributed to changes
in alignment due to the external mirror. Bottom: Emission spectra from Bruker FTIR.
Another consequence of moving the mirror through a beam focus is a very short ∆LExt,
since far beyond the focus the light will not couple back to the laser facet sufficiently to
cause SM. With the set-up shown in Fig. 6.2 the maximum useful extension of the external
cavity was ∼20mm. The resolution of the interferometer is dictated by the change in its
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variable arm length, which in the case of an SM system is the change in the external cavity
length. The resolution can be obtained from
∆ν = c2∆LExt
. (6.7)
For a 20mm change in cavity length a resolution of approximately 7.5GHz is obtained.
The following section will describe how a slightly modified set-up was used to alleviate
most of the problems discussed in this section.
6.2 Self-mixing interferometry using a collimated beam
A number of discrepancies and experimental problems have been identified in the focused
SM system; mostly caused by the experimental set-up or measurement procedure. These
problems can be summarized as follows:
• Frequency offsets of the spectral peaks caused by the finite numerical aperture of
the system.
• Frequency offsets of the spectral peaks caused by common grounding differences
between different systems.
• Astigmatism in the system due to the inherent sensitivity of the focused system to
misalignment.
• Effects of the confocal response due to the focused set-up on the amplitude and
shape of the recovered fringes.
• Short ∆LExt range causing poor frequency resolution in the resolved spectra.
• Broadening of recovered SM spectra due to mode-hops caused by the external cavity.
By removing the second, focusing, parabolic mirror the SM set-up not only becomes
even more compact, but the majority of these problems are addressed.
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6.2.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
In the new set-up, as shown in Fig. 6.11, the external mirror was placed in the collimated
section of the emission path, removing the confocal nature of the previous experiment and
the problems that this caused.
QCL
Laser
Driver
XPS
ZSM
Figure 6.11: Schematic experimental set-up to extract laser emission parameters using a
collimated THz beam. A mirror is pulled-back to extend the SM cavity length to build
up interferometric fringes.
In order to allow comparison to an FTIR system, a THz QCL was required where
emission could be collected from both facets, with one facet feeding each system. The THz
QCL used in the collimated system and for comparison to the FTIR described in Chapter
6.3 consisted of a 14µm-thick BTC active region183 emitting at ∼2.24THz (λ ≈134µm),
which was processed into a SISP ridge waveguide with dimensions of 2.2mm× 200µm.
The device was cooled using a continuous-flow helium cryostat and maintained at a heat-
sink temperature of 25K. The threshold current at this temperature was 750mA.
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6.2.2 Advantages of a collimated beam on the resolution of the emission spec-
tra
Because the mirror now moves along a section of parallel beam, the cavity can be extended
indefinitely without any changes in coupling as long as the initial collimating alignment
is accurate. In the new system a 200mm cavity extension was possible, increasing the
spectral resolution 10 times to 750MHz. Furthermore, in contrast to Fig. 6.3 the inter-
ferometric fringes now had a consistent amplitude over the entire change in the external
cavity, as shown in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: By positioning the external reflector in the collimated section of the THz
beam, the SM fringes now have a consistent amplitude over the entire cavity change.
6.3 Simultaneous SM and FTIR measurement of the emission spectra
When constructing the SM set-up based on a collimated beam path, an attempt was
made to remove one of the final problems from the initial experiments; differences in the
common ground caused by different systems on different optical benches. In order to do
this a custom FTIR was constructed on the same optical bench that took it’s lasing input
from the second QCL facet.
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6.3.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
By constructing a custom FTIR the cavity length could also be increased from that of
the commercial Bruker FTIR system (∼20mm) to match the increased SM cavity length
(∼200mm) and it’s improved spectral resolution. The SM system samples V SM every
2µm, while the FTIR system records the bolometer signal every 11µm, dictated by the
optimum response rate of the bolometer and the stage speed. Both systems use a scan
length of 200mm in order to obtain the same spectral resolution from the FFTs. 5 averages
were performed on the SM system. The new system is shown in Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Schematic experimental set-up to directly compare the SM system to an
FTIR. Emission from one facet (left) is coupled onto an external reflector used for SM
interferometry, while emission from the other facet is directed into an FTIR system. This
allows each system to be run directly one-after-another for direct comparison.
A major advantage of this set-up, on top of removing the initial problems, was that
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the SM and FTIR measurements could be executed consecutively or instantly one-after-
another, leading to results obtained under the exact same conditions and negating prob-
lems such as thermal drift.
New controlling software had to be written to control the two experiments. Figure
6.14 shows a flowchart of the operation of the LabVIEW programme that was created
to acquire measurements under a single bias condition on both systems, before the laser
driving conditions were changed for the next measurement.
Scan SM
System
Scan FTIR
System
Save SM
Data
Save FTIR
Data
Kill and home ZSM
stage
Reset and 
initialise trigger
Move
ZSM
Set nal
stage position
Is more averaging
required?
Yes
No
Kill and home ZFTIR
stage
Reset and 
initialise trigger
Move
ZFTIR
Set nal
stage position
Is more averaging
required?
Yes
No
Figure 6.14: Structure of LabVIEW control system to run both experiments consecutively.
By designing the software in this way, repeated scans of the SM system were possible
to allow averaging to reduce the noise in the data.
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6.3.2 Comparison against FTIR spectroscopy
By utilising this set-up and the new software, SM and FTIR measurements were taken
consecutively. The SM system was scanned repeatedly first, with the data from the scans
being extracted from the XPS and averaged upon completion of the final iteration. Once
the SM system had completed its scans, the FTIR system performed a cavity extension and
the data recovered from the XPS was saved also. The same FFT analysis was performed
on both sets of data, and exemplar data can be seen in Fig. 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Under certain conditions (driven just after the lasing threshold) such as with
driving currents of (a) 750mA and (b) 800mA, the SM (top) and FTIR (bottom) systems
gave very similar results. High attenuation (∼45 dB) was used in the SM external path to
avoid strong feedback.
Under most conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.15, good agreement was found between the
spectra obtained using each of the two systems. However, under some conditions such as
those in Fig. 6.16 slightly different lasing modes were recovered from each system.
While the cause of this problem isn’t fully understood, one potential explanation is, as
previously demonstrated (Fig. 6.1), it is possible for certain modes to not couple into the
FTIR system properly if there is poor alignment of the QCL to the FTIR system. In Fig.
6.16(b), the higher order mode at ∼2.26THz can be observed strongly in the SM system,
but only weakly in the FTIR system for example. This can be observed more clearly in
Fig. 6.17.
Lasing could also occur on compound cavity modes of the FTIR cavity. The QCL
emission could be forced onto an external cavity mode depending on the position of the
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Figure 6.16: Under other conditions such as with driving currents of (a) 850mA and (b)
900mA, the SM (top) and FTIR (bottom) systems gave different emission spectra. High
attenuation (∼45 dB) was used in the SM external path to avoid strong feedback.
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Figure 6.17: Modes have been observed to couple through the FTIR system at a different
ratio than in the SM system, such as the emission at ∼2.26THz.
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FTIR mirror. As scans were taken alternately between the two systems, the SM system
could measure external modes depending on where the FTIR mirror was when the SM
scan was performed. To identify this, the FTIR mirror could be stepped and SM scans
taken for each FTIR mirror position in order to see this effect. Alternately, isolators could
be incorporated into the system to prevent feedback between the two systems. A final
potential cause could be external cavity modes due to the SM external cavity. If the
SM mirror was in a location where these modes did not occur when the FTIR scan was
performed, the extra modes wouldn’t be present in the FTIR data. Again, stepping the
SM cavity and performing scans on the FTIR system could identify if this was a potential
problem. High attenuation (∼45 dB) was added in the SM external cavity to attempt to
limit the effect of feedback in the SM cavity and prevent this. Further work should be
undertaken in this area to improve understanding.
6.4 Optical isolation of the SM and FTIR systems
One potential problem that was identified with the experimental arrangement of Fig. 6.13
is optical coupling between the two systems. As each system contains an external mirror
that reflects emission back towards the laser facet, one system could couple light into
the other. Observations were made that this could cause almost complete nulling of the
measured signals under some conditions. Furthermore, as suggested above, feedback to
the QCL from the FTIR mirrors was also possible, which could affect the lasing modes.
6.4.1 Experimental set-up & measurement technique
As such, grid polarisers were added to both sides of the system in opposite polarisations to
block any coupling from one system to the next and any unwanted effects that could result
from this. A quarter-wave plate was also added at 45◦ to the FTIR system to prevent
any unwanted intra-system feedback here too. The quarter-wave plate and polariser in
the FTIR system also act as an isolator to prevent feedback into the laser. A third grid
polariser was added to the SM system to allow control of the feedback level and also
ensure the system was operating in the weak feedback regime. The FTIR system was also
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realigned to help prevent potential problems due to poor alignment.
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Figure 6.18: Further improvement made to the previously described FTIR and SM systems
including a quarter-wave plate (red) and grid polarisers (grey) are used to ensure feedback
from one system doesn’t enter the other.
6.4.2 Comparison using optically isolated SM and FTIR systems
This final system design resulted in much more encouraging results. By suppressing inter-
system mixing and feedback to the QCL from the FTIR mirrors, both systems were able to
operate unaffected by one another and spectra recovered from each system gave very good
agreement. Figure 6.19(a) shows that the new system shows extremely good agreement
with the FTIR system. Both spectra have identical traits including single-mode, narrow-
linewidth spectra occurring at 2.242THz. It’s also worth noting that the collimated SM
system doesn’t display any of the original problems such as frequency offset, spectral
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broadening or low frequency resolution of the FFT due to a short cavity length. By
comparing the normalised logarithmic plots of the two systems it can also be noted that
the systems display comparable noise levels, shown in Fig. 6.19(b).
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Figure 6.19: Exemplar spectra recovered from both SM ((a)top and (b) blue) and FTIR
((a) bottom and (b) red) systems showing comparable results driving the laser at 800mA.
This system isn’t limited to recovering single-mode spectra, and recovers multi-mode
emission with equal accuracy, as displayed in Fig. 6.20 for the same laser at a different
laser driving current (900mA).
The same comparison was performed over the entire lasing range of the laser (725-
1025mA) and shows good agreement throughout in spectral frequency response, including
good agreement of both multi-mode and single-mode regions and the bias-range that these
occur over; as shown in Fig. 6.21.
Here agreement between the two systems is extremely good, with the same spectral
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Figure 6.20: Exemplar multi-mode spectra recovered from both SM (top) and FTIR (bot-
tom) systems performed under 900mA bias.
features being recovered and for the most part relative mode intensities. There seems to be
slight disagreement in the relative mode intensities for particular driving currents, such as
925mA, where the FTIR spectra shows slightly higher amplitude of the secondary-mode
at 2.207THz in relation to the main-mode, but these differences are minimal and could
be related to the alignment of the FTIR as mentioned in Fig. 6.1. Also, the SM system
reveals lasing modes that are not resolved by the FTIR due to its alignment issues, such
as those present from driving conditions beyond 850mA at 2.26 and 2.275THz.
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Figure 6.21: Normalised emission spectra recovered from both the SM (blue) and FTIR
(red) systems over the entire lasing range of the QCL.
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6.5 Measurement of frequency pulling under feedback
The previous Chapter has demonstrated that SM interferometry can be used to measure
the emission spectra of a THz QCL. A further effect than can be measured using such a
system is the frequency pulling effect predicted by the excess phase equation, Eq. (2.32).
This effect suggests that the lasing frequency can be perturbed according to the external
cavity length LExt and the level of feedback. The frequency perturbation should oscillate
around the unperturbed lasing frequency ν0 with a period ∆LExt = λ/2. This effect was
simulated using Kliese176 code and the results are shown in Fig. 2.10 for various feedback
levels.
Here the SM external cavity length is controlled and the emission frequency of the QCL
perturbed according to the phase of the re-injected emission. Using the experimental set-
up explained in Fig. 6.18 it was possible to both induce and measure this phenomenon.
To accomplish this, the SM cavity length was held at a nominal length LExt = 100mm
and the spectra of the QCL was measured using the FTIR with a 1200mm round trip
change in path length, resulting in a high-resolution THz QCL spectrum (250MHz resolu-
tion). The QCL was driven at 825mA to give single mode emission to allow tracking of the
exact emission frequency. The SM cavity length was then stepped by ∆LExt (2µm in the
below experiment) and the FTIR measurement was repeated. This was in turn repeated
over a total cavity extension of 200µm. As the frequency pulling effect also depends on
the feedback level the grid polarisers on the SM arm of the system were used to control
this.
An exemplar FTIR spectrum obtained is shown in Fig. 6.22. In order to obtain the
exact peak of the emission frequency a Gaussian interpolation must be applied (shown in
red). The typical center-frequency fitting error obtained using this technique is ∼1-2MHz,
as shown by the error bars in Fig. 6.24 and 6.25(b).
By stepping the external SM cavity length by 2µm and repeating this measurement
the emission frequency can be tracked. A range of exemplar peaks are shown in Fig. 6.23.
By plotting the peak emission frequency (as a change from the unperturbed emission
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Figure 6.22: FTIR spectra of the QCL with ∆LExt= 0µm and zero SM cavity attenuation.
Peak emission frequency (red star) is measured using a Gaussian interpolation (red fit).
frequency ∆ν) for each value of ∆LExt and fitting the excess phase equation to the exper-
imental data, the feedback parameter can be extracted. This is shown in Fig. 6.24 where
a feedback value of C = 1.446 was obtained. In Fig. 6.24 the sharp changes in emission
peak demonstrate the intermediate feedback level and the sharp change that occurs when
∆LExt = mλ4 where m is an odd integer, as shown in the simulations in Fig. 2.10. As
can be seen, the excess phase equation not only accurately reproduces the form of the
experimental data, but also the magnitude of the frequency perturbation.
Further to this, as mentioned previously, grid polarisers were used in the SM system to
allow control of the feedback level. By rotating one of the grid polarisers and keeping the
other fixed (in cross-polarisation to the grid polariser on the FTIR system, to maintain
a lack of inter-system coupling) the feedback into the laser is reduced by a factor of the
double-pass attenuation between the two SM side polarisers (equivalent to the single-pass
attenuation squared). This relationship is given by
Reff = RextT 2 = Rext cos(θ)4, (6.8)
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Figure 6.23: FTIR spectra of the QCL for a range of values of ∆LExt: (a) 44µm (top) (b)
82µm and (c) 108µm (bottom). The peak emission frequency is shown for each spectra
(red star).
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Figure 6.24: Change in frequency under feedback as a function of external SM cavity. A
self-mixing model was fitted to extract the fitted value of C = 1.446. Exemplar fitting
error is shown for exemplar cavity lengths (red).
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where Rext is the reflectivity of the target, T is the transmission through the polarisers
and θ is the difference in polariser angles.
For a double-pass transmission level through the polarisers of T 2 = 0.5, the feedback
level reduces to C = 0.5977, as shown in Fig. 6.25. Also worth noting is that the shape
and amplitude of the waveform changes due to the level of feedback, as predicted by the
simulations.
As the feedback level, and therefore the change in frequency under such feedback,
reduces, frequency drift in the emission frequency causes the fit to become less reliable.
As the overall frequency change decreases, the fit becomes more susceptible to frequency
drift caused by thermal fluctuations in the QCL and the limited resolution of the FTIR.
For values of transmission lower than T 2 = 0.2, these limitations were too great to recover
the level of feedback reliably.
Through Eqs. (2.33) and (2.14) the feedback parameter can be shown to be propor-
tional to the square root of the reflectance of the external target. By plotting the extracted
feedback parameter against the square-root of the normalised reflectance of the external
cavity (controlled though the polarisers), Reff, Fig. 6.26 can be obtained, showing this
relationship.
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Figure 6.25: Frequency pulling results for an attenuated SM cavity where transmission
T 2 = 0.5. (a) FTIR spectra of the QCL for a range of values of ∆LExt: 44µm (top),
82µm (middle) and 108µm (bottom). The peak emission frequency is shown for each
spectra (red star). (b) An SM model fitted to the change in emission frequency allowing
extraction of the feedback coefficient (C = 0.5977). Exemplar fitting error is shown for
exemplar cavity lengths (red).
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Figure 6.26: Extracted feedback parameter as a function of the normalised external cavity
reflectivity.
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7 Conclusion & future work
The motivation for the work presented in this thesis was the study of applications of the
self-mixing (SM) phenomenon using terahertz (THz) quantum cascade lasers (QCL). A
range of applications were developed and investigated with particular focus on THz imag-
ing systems. Both two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) imaging performed using various
modulation techniques and schemes in order to improve imaging quality and acquisition
speed were demonstrated, as well as a swept-frequency scheme for the purposes of even
faster and more accurate 3D imaging, extraction of the optical constants of explosive in-
homogeneous materials and phase-nulling of the external phase. Finally a measurement
of the laser emission spectra was performed using SM to the benefit of experimental com-
plexity when compared to traditional techniques. The following sections will summarise
the results obtained throughout the work and discuss potential areas of future work.
7.1 2D THz imaging
2D imaging was initially demonstrated using mechanical modulation to allow lock-in am-
plification of the small (∼mV) signal. SM imaging was achieved through raster-scanning
a sample at the focus of the SM system, creating an external cavity between the sample
and QCL. The QCLs terminal voltage was monitored in order to measure perturbations
caused under feedback. A mechanical chopper was used to physically block the THz beam,
allowing the LIA sensitivity to be set to the full dynamic range of the measured voltage
perturbation. This resulted in a highly sensitive system with a strong contrast between
the background and maxima of the measured SM voltage with a typical figure-of-merit of
477 extracted from an acquired image. The main limitation of this system was the upper
modulation frequency of this scheme; ∼200Hz, which made for an image acquisition time
of ∼1min for a 167× 33 pixel image.
In order to bypass this limitation, an electrical modulation scheme was employed which
removed the mechanical chopper and instead modulated the QCL driving current. In
this method, the QCL was driven with a constant current source just below threshold
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with a square-wave modulation superimposed onto this in order to push the device into
a lasing regime. This resulted in a system that could employ modulation frequencies
fMod > 60 kHz, only limited by the modulation bandwidth of the laser driver. One draw-
back of this system was that the LIA measured not only the change in voltage due to
SM (∼1-2mV) but also from the modulation scheme (∼ 75mV), limiting the sensitivity
of the LIA. This reduced the FOM of an image acquired under the same conditions as
in the mechanical system (200Hz modulation and 50ms LIA time constant (TC)) to 36
(compared to 477), but through an increased modulation frequency of 60 kHz employing
averaging through control of the LIA TC (kept at 50ms), this could be raised to 111.
Under this new system, the image acquisition time was reduced ten-fold by reducing the
LIA TC to 5ms and a FOM of 165 was recovered, comparable to the acquired image from
mechanical modulation but with much improved acquisition time.
A near-field (NF) imaging system was also presented where scattering from a probe
tip was detected using SM in order to improve the spatial imaging resolution. Most THz
imaging systems spatial resolutions are limited by the spot size of the focused beam on
the sample surface, typically ∼250µm for THz QCL imaging systems. By employing a NF
technique the spatial resolution is no longer limited by the spot size of the QCL but rather
the radius of the probe tip, which resulted in a lateral imaging resolution perpendicular to
the field of illumination of ∼ 1µm. A surface approach technique also demonstrated the
amplification supplied with the NF technique, and a coherent measurement component of
this showed potential for mapping the phase of the incident THz field at a sample surface.
7.2 3D THz imaging with mechanical pullback
Due to the coherence afforded by SM systems, 3D depth measurements of sample surface
morphology is possible. In order to achieve such a measurement, the external cavity length
needs to be measured across the sample surface. To do this, the phase of the returning
radiation can be obtained from an interferometric waveform at each location of the sample
surface. To build up a single interferometric measurement of the SM voltage, the sample
was pulled longitudinally away from the laser facet, perturbing the external cavity length.
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By performing this pullback at each pixel, a measurement of the phase across the entire
surface of the sample was built, and through fitting of an SM model to such waveforms, the
phase of each was extracted. Through conversion using the known emission wavelength,
this was converted to a measurement of the change in the external cavity due to the sample
surface, resulting in a map of surface morphology.
The sample used was an exemplar GaAs structure with 3 wet-etched steps of 10µm
that was then coated in 125-nm-thick gold across the top half of each step resulting in
areas of differing height and reflectivity. The surface reflectivity of the sample could
be recovered through the amplitude of the measured interferometric waveform. 3D THz
imaging was performed using both mechanical and electrical modulation schemes resulting
in 3D images of the exemplar sample recovered with a high-degree of accuracy showing
both sample height and reflectivity.
One major limitation of this system was the acquisition time of each measurement.
Each longitudinal pullback took ∼20 seconds, resulting in a total imaging time of ∼2 hours
for an image of 89× 5 pixels. Good control of the QCL temperature is required over the
entire measurement time in order to prevent frequency drift, as a change of ∼60MHz
would result in an imaging depth resolution less than 10µm, making the morphology
unrecoverable. Another limitation of the system is caused by the time taken for fitting of
the SM model to the waveforms. For accurate fitting to the full 445 pixels of the acquired
images, the analysis took ∼24 hours.
7.3 SM techniques based on frequency modulation
To the same end of building interferometric fringes as the pullback technique used in the
3D imaging chapter, the frequency of the laser can be chirped using an electrical sawtooth
modulation. This technique was developed for a number of experimental purposes, the
first of which was 3D imaging with increased accuracy and imaging speed. By employing
frequency modulation, the longitudinal cavity extension was no longer required, remov-
ing this mechanical component from the system. This allowed the time to acquire one
interferometric waveform to improve from ∼20 seconds to 1µs by using a 1 kHz sawtooth
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modulation source. Some of this speed was traded to allow waveform averaging in order
to improve the depth resolution of the system, which under optimal conditions of 10 iter-
ations of averaging was found to be <0.1µm. The noise power spectral density (NPSD)
of the system reduced by a factor of 1/f2, and under these optimal conditions was mea-
sured at ∼ −50dB/Hz for 1 kHz modulation frequency. Further to these advantages, the
faster imaging acquisition employed by this system allowed higher resolution images to be
obtained faster, and as such a 101× 10 pixel image could be acquired in minutes at an
imaging rate of 40 pixels/sec, even with waveform averaging.
Another advantage of this system over previous work was an improvement of the
analysis method. The previous fitting method used 5 different fitting parameters, of which
only 2 were required for the final images, SM amplitude and phase. Performing an FFT
on the interferometric waveforms would result in extraction of the same two parameters,
but for a much reduced computational time. Using FFT analysis on the 1010 recovered
waveforms took <1 minute compared for >48 hours for fitting an SM model to the same
data.
It has previously been shown that the complex refractive index (CRI) of homogeneous
samples can be measured as a phase change of the SM field. Building on this concept,
work was performed to extract the CRI of inhomogeneous explosive materials for security
purposes. By performing swept-frequency modulation on an optically flat sample holder,
the CRI could be extracted from the acquired SM voltages. Analysis, performed through
collaborative work with a group at the University of Queensland, allowed the extraction of
the CRI for each of the 3 plastic explosives and 3 reference plastics in the holder to a high
degree of agreement to time-domain spectroscopic measurements of the same samples.
A final use for swept-frequency modulation of the THz QCL is for active phase-nulling
of the SM phase. Here, a perturbation in the SM voltage due to a change in the external
cavity length could be counteracted through active feedback control of the laser emission
frequency. This allows real-time measurement of the tuning coefficient of the QCL that
previously required large, complex experimental set-ups. It also provided a technique of
displacement and vibrometric measurement of the external cavity with a noise equivalent
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displacement of ∼0.2µm.
7.4 Measurement of the emission spectra of the THz QCL
The final experimental work discussed in this thesis was the use of SM for the measure-
ment of the emission spectra of the QCL. Recorded interferometric fringes from a cavity
extension (with the QCL driven with a constant current supply) occur at a periodicity
of λ/2. Work in Chapter 6 demonstrates recovery of the laser emission frequency from a
high-resolution interferometric scan of the external cavity. Unlike most other SM system,
a collimated external cavity was employed to remove confocal effects from the system. A
fourier-transform interferometer (FTIR) was situated to allow simultaneous measurement
of the laser frequency from the rear-facet of the device, and provided high agreement with
the SM system. Certain modes were recovered in the SM system that couldn’t be observed
in the FTIR due to coupling problems through the FTIR system.
As the resolution of an FFT is related to the length of the data it is being performed
on, using a long, collimated path in the FTIR resulted in a system that was so accurate
(250MHz) that the frequency-pulling effect of SM could be resolved. Under this effect,
the frequency of the emission of a device will tune slightly dependant on the phase of the
returning radiation. By stepping the SM cavity in 2µm steps and performing an FTIR
measurement at each SM cavity position, the position of the emission peak can be related
to the external cavity length. A Gaussian fit to the single-mode peak provided an accurate
frequency for each measurement, and by plotting the recovered frequencies against cavity
position allowed not only the tuning effect of the frequency-pulling to be established, but
also allowed the feedback parameter, C, of the SM system to be measured.
7.5 Future work
SM has only recently become an established method of THz QCL imaging, and as such
there is a wide variety of areas that work could continue into. One area that was covered
in this work was the combination of SM and near-field imaging. As with the 3D imaging
techniques discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, by removing the longitudinal cavity extension
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and employing swept-frequency modulation of the QCL, faster imaging could be under-
taken, or averaging could be used to improve the resolved SM voltage waveforms. This
technique would also allow measurement of the CRI of samples for spectroscopic purposes.
Another area that shows promise for SM is for biomedical imaging. Due to the high
sensitivity of SM, it is a prime candidate for measurements where a high degree of atten-
uation occurs on the radiated power, like imaging of samples with a high water content.
Previous imaging systems have shown discrimination between cancerous and benign tis-
sues12 due to the difference in water content and SM could be used to improve such
systems in terms of both sensitivity and experimental complexity.
SM could also be used for spectroscopy of compound gasses. Through use of a laser
with a high tunability and an external cavity containing a gas cell, the absorption spectra
of the gas could be recovered by sweeping the frequency of the THz QCL. This method
could allow a compact detection method for identification of trace-gas species.222
Further work could also be performed with the system shown in Chapter. 6. In
addition to the work performed to measure the frequency pulling of the SM effect, further
work could allow observations of the mode broadening predicted by the L-K SM model.105
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